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Memphis, Tennessee 
February 15, 1981 

Dear Fellow Addicts: 

We have collected material from individuals and groups worldwide, 
sharing our experience of recovery. We have compiled the in
formation in the form of a "review" copy, which is proposed as 
our definitive work on addiction and recovery. 

This work is the product of the three World Literature Confer
ences which were held between October 1979 and February 1981 
at Wichita, Kansas, Lincoln, Nebraska and Memphis, Tennessee. 
In excess of 4,500 man-hours were expended at Memphis by more 
than seventy recovering addicts from thirteen states to produce 
the final work. In addition, the Memphis conference kept nine 
typewriters, two photocopiers, three cassette recorders, two 
telephones and a dictaphone in almost continuous use, and used 
over 20,000 sheets of paper. 

We are asking for your corrections or comments. It has been sug
gested that a group effort may be most effective. 

Please return the attached review-input form promptly. The dead
line for input is April 15, 1981, received at Atlanta, or at Los 
Angeles before the World Literature Conference IV begins April 
26, 1981. 

Review-input forms will be processed at the World Literature Con
ference IV in Los Angeles during the last week of April 1981. 
Everybody is encouraged to attend this conference. 

Our goal is to have the review copy approved, Fellowship-wide, 
and to present the finished manuscript to the World Service 
Conference in May 1981. Following this approval, the book will 
be ready for publication in hardback. 

Let your H.P. be your guide. We remain your trusted servants. 

In gratitude and loving service, 

Tim T., Cathy T., Cordie A., Jeff B., Robyn C., Deb D., Richard D., 
Robert J., Jeff K., Gene L., Lee M., Kathy P., Mike P., Duane P., 

Mike P., Stephen s., Gary S., Morris S., Randy s., Gina H., Kevin 
B., Cindy H., Danny J., Brenda M., Bill B., Jeanette, Nolan W., 
Richard, Carol B., Dwayne L., Donna B., Allen c., Hank F., Roland 
C., Page c., Tina E., Shorty H., Tom M., Bo S., George S., Mary L., 
Peggy V., Frank I., Laurie S., Mindy M., Mollie P., Linda M., Kirk 
D., Bob D., Tom L., DougW., Dan K., Jeff L., JimM., Terica W., 
George R., Ted s., Jane B., Beverly B., Terri c., Dennis E., Jack 
H., Cindy H., Kenny H., Linda L., Bill K., Jan K., Joseph P., Bob 
s., Roger T. 
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"God, as we endeavor tu complete this work, we know 
that You are with us. We know that without Your strength 
and inspiration we are not capable of the task before us. 
We know that this work is not our work, but Yours. Each 
of us, in our own way, humbly petition You to use us as 
Your tools; according to Your will. We offer ourselves 
to You in this way knowing that You are a Loving God 
and have all power. In this work and in our lives--Thy 
will be done." 

REVIEW INPUT FORM 

TRUSTED SERVANT'S NAME(S) AREA REPRESENTED 

Please review the material carefully, then check either 1, or 
2, below: 

1. We find the material complete and satisfactory 
in its present form. 

2. In order that our book be complete and satis
factory we recommend the following corrections. 

If you have checked number 2, please list the corrections you 
would make. Be sure to include sentence number and page number 
for reference purposes. Please list these corrections in the 
space below and use additional pages if necessary. If possible 
include pages to be corrected (or photocopies of these pages) 
with your list. Mailing addresses are listed below: 

BEFORE April 15, 1981: 
World Literature Committee 
890 Atlanta Road 
Marietta, GA 30060 
(404) 427-2086 

PAGE# LINE# 

AFTER April 15, 1981 
4th World Literature Conference 
c/o 
2006 Strongs Drive 
Venice, CA 90291 
(213) 392-8838 

COMMENTS 
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Simplicity is the keynote of our symbol; it follows the simplicity of our 
fellowship. We could find all sorts of occult and esoteric connotations in the 

simple ot.itlines, but foremost in our minds were easily understood meanings and 
relationships. 

The outer circle denotes a universal and total program that has room 
within for all manifestation-s of the recoveri.11g and who Uy recovered person. 

The square, whose lines are defined, is easily seen and understood; but 
there are other unseen parts of the symbol. 'fllC square base denotes Goodwill, 
the ground of both Urn fe!Jowshlp and the member of our society. Actually, it is 
the four pyramid sides which rise from this base in a three dimensional figure 
that are the Self, Society, Service and God. All rise to the point of Freedom. 

All parts thus far are closely related to the needs and aims of the addict 
seeking recovery and the purpose of the fellowship seeking to make recovery 
available to all. The greater the base, as we grow in unity in numbers and in 
fellowship, the broader the sides and the higher the point of freedom. Probably 
the last to be lost to freedom will be the stigma of being an addict. Good will is 
best exemplified in service and proper service is ''Doing the right thing for the 
right reason." When this supports and motivates both the individual and the 
fellowship, we are fully whole and wholly free. 

Freedom 

Goodwill 

Universal Program 



We cannot change the nature of the Addict or Addiction . . .  

We can help to clumge the old lie "Once an addict, always an addict," 

by stdving tn make recovery more available. 

God, help us to remember this difference. 
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FORWARD 

''The full fruit of a labor of love lives in the 
harvest, and that always comes in its right season ... " 

The material for this book was drawn from the personal ex

periences of recovering addicts within the Fellowship of Nar
cotics Anonymous. The text is based on an outline derived from 

the pamphlet (our "white book''), "Narcotics Anonymous.'' The 

first eight chapters are based on the topic headings in the 

'' white book'' and carry the same title. We have included a ninth 

chapter, 'Just for Today,' and a tenth chapter, 'More Will Be 
Revealed.' The remainder of the text is comprised of personal 
stories and appendices. 

Following is a brief history of the book: 

Narcotics Anonymous was formed in July 1953 with 
the first meeting held in Southern California. 
The Fellowship grew erratically, but quickly spread 
to various parts of the United States. From the 
beginning while membership was still very small and 
the need was seen for a "book on recovery'' to help 
strengthen the Fellowship. The pamphlet, ''Narcot
ics Anonymous," was published in 1962. 

However, the Fellowship still had little structure 
and the 1960's were a period of struggle. Member
ship grew rapidly for a time, and then began to 
decline. The need for more specific direction was 
readily apparent. N.A. demonstrated its maturity 
in 1972 when a World Service Office was opened in 
Los Angeles. The W.S.O. has brought the needed 
unity and sense of purpose to the Fellowship. 

The opening of W.S.O. brought stability to the 
growth of the Fellowship. Today, there are many 
thousand recovering addicts in hundreds of meetings 
all across the United States and in many foreign 
countries. Today, the World Service Office truly 
serves a worldwide Fellowship. 

Narcotics Anonymous has long recognized the need 
for a complete text on addiction--a book about 
addicts, by addicts and for addicts, which would 
serve us much like the A.A. "Big Book" has served 
that fellowship. 

This effort was strengthened shortly after the 
formation of W.S.O. with the publication of The N.A. 
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Tree, a pamphlet on service work. This pamphlet is 
the original "service manual" of the Fellowship. 
It has been followed by subsequent and more compre
hensive volumes, and now the N.A. Service Manual. 

The manual outlined a service structure which includ
ed a world Service Conference. The w.s.c., in turn, 
included a Literature Committee. With the encourage
ment of w. s.o., several members of the Board of 
Trustees and the Conference, work began. 

As the cry for literature, particularly a comprehen
sive text, became more widespread, the W.S.C. Lit
erature Committee developed. In October, 1979, the 
first World Literature Conference was held at 
Wichita, Kansas, followed by conferences at Lincoln, 
Nebraska and Memphis, Tennessee. 

The W. S. C. Literature Committ ee, working in con
ference and as individuals, have collected hundreds 
of pages of material from members and groups through
out the Fellowship. This material has been labori
ously catalogued, edited, rewritten, assembled, dis
membered and reassembled. Dozens of area and re
gional representatives working with the Committee 
have dedicated weeks and thousands of man-hours to 
produce the work here presented. But more impor
tantly, those members have conscientiously sought 
to insure a " group-conscious'' text. 

In keeping with the spirit of anonymity, we, the Literature 
Committee, feel it appropriate to express our special gratitude 

and appreication to the Fellowship as a whole, especially the 

many of you who contributed material for inclusion in the 

book. We feel that this book is a synthesis of the collective 

Group Conscience of the entire Fellowship and that every single 

idea submitted is included in the work, in some form or another. 
This volume is intended as a textbook for every addict 

seeking recovery. As addicts, we know the pain of addiction, 

but we also know the joy of recovery we have found in the 
Fellowship and on the program of Narcotics Anonymous. We be
lieve the time has come to share our recovery in written form 

with all who desire what we have found. 

Appropriately, this book is devoted to informing every 
addict: JUST FOR TODAY, YOU NEVER HAVE TO USE AGAIN! 
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Therefore, 

"With gratitude in our cleanliness, we dedicate 
our N.A. book to the loving service of our Higher 
Power that through the development of conscious con
tact with God, no addict seeking recovery need die 
without having had a chance to find a better way of 
life." 

We remain trusted servants . 

In gratitude and loving service, 

WORLD LITERATURE CONFERENCE-III 
1-/ORLD SERVICE CONFERENCE-LITERATURE COMMITTEE, 
NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS 

At Memphis, Tennessee 
February 8, 1981 



INTRODUCT ION 

This book is the shared common and personal experience of 

the Fellowship of Narcotics Anonymous. We welcome you to read 

this text, trusting that you will choose to share with us the 

new life we have found. 

for addiction. We offer 

In N. A. , we follow 

We have by no means found a "cure" 

only a proven plan for daily recovery. 

a program adapted from Alcoholics 

Anonymous. In the last forty-five years, more than one million 

people have recovered in A.A. , most of them just as hopelessly 

addicted to alcohol as we were to drugs. We are grateful to 

the A. A. fellowship for showing us the way to a new life. 

The Twelve Steps of Narcotics Anonymous, as adapted from 

A.A., are the basis of our recovery program. We have only 

broadened the perspective of addiction. We follow the same 

path with a single exception; our identification as addicts is 

all-inclusive in respect to any mood-changing, mind-altering 

substance. ''Alcoholism'' did not cover the total spectrum as 

comprehensively as does addiction. We believe that we have 

been guided by a Greater Consciousness as a Fellowship, and 

are grateful for the Direction that has enabled us to build upon 

an already-proven grogram of recovery. 

We have come to Narcotics Anonymous by various means and 

believe that as our common denominator is that we failed to 

come to terms with our addictions, however varied. Because of 
the degree and variety of addictions found within our Fellowship, 
we have approached the solution contained within this book in 

general terms. We pray that we have been searching and thorough, 

so that every addict who reads this volume will find the hope we 

have found. 

Based on our collective experience, we believe that every 

addict, including the ''potential" addict, suffers from an incur-

able disease of body, mind and spirit. We were in the grip of 
a hopeless dilemma. The solution of which is spiritual in nature. 

Therefore,. this book will deal in great part with spiritual 
matters. 
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We are not a religious organization. Our program is a 

set of spiritual principles through which we are recovering 

from a seemingly hopeless state of mind and body. Throughout 

the compiling of this work, the prevailing theme has been the 
conscious prayer and meditation: 

"GOD, grant us knowledge that we may write 
according to Your Divine precepts; instill in us 
a sense of Your purpose, make us servants of 
Your will and grant us a bond of selflessness 
that this may truly be Your work, not ours, in 
order that no addict, anywhere, need die from the 
horrors of addiction.'' 

Everything that occurs in the course of N.A. service 

be motivated by the desire to more successfully carry the" 
sage of recovery to the addict who still suffers. It was 

must 

mes-
for 

this reason that we began this work. We must always remember 

that as individual members, groups, and service committees
( 

we 

are not, and should never be, in competition with each other. 
We work separately and together to help the newcomer and for 

our common good. We have learned, painfully, that internal 

strife cripples our Fellowship; it prevents us from providing 

the services necessary for growth. 
It is our hope that this book will help the suffering addic1 

find the solution we have found. Our purpose is to remain clean, 

just for today, and to carry the message of recovery. 

Thank you, 

WORLD LITERATURE CONFERENCE III 
WORLD SERVICE CONFERENCE - LITERATURE COMMITTEE, 
NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS 
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CHAPTER ONE 

WHO IS AN ADDICT? 

REVIEW MATERIAL ONLY: 

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION 

Most of us do not have to think twice about this 
question. WE KNOW. Our whole life and thinking is 
centered in drugs in one form or another, the getting 
and using and finding ways and means to get more. We 
use to live and live to use. Very simply an addict 
is a man or woman whose life is controlled by drugs. 
We are people in the grip of a continuing and progres
sive illness whose ends are always the same: jails, 
institutions and death. 

The user may be unaware that a problem exists until, for 1 

example, the drugs run out and they begin to feel the early 2 

stages of withdrawal. Or, they keep using but start to notice 3 

if they try to stop, that they are unable, or when using they 4 

have lost control over the amount. We admitted that we used 5 

drugs, but many of us did not think we had a problem. 6 

As practicing addicts, we were keenly aware of the dif- 7 

ference between right and wrong. Many of us were convinced 8 

that we were right and the world was wrong, and used this be- 9 

lief to justify our self-destructive behavior. Many of us 10 

developed a loser's point of view which enabled us to pursue 11 

our addiction without the restraints of concern about our 12 

well-being. Simply, the loser's point of view focuses on the 13 

negative in all things. 14 

we realized that our record had not been good, but that was 15 

due to being in the wrong place at the wrong time, or so we 16 

thought. We were yet to realize that our "bad luck" was 17 

caused by situations we had p1aced ouroe1ves in, through the 18 

direct result of our drug use. 
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1 As practicing addicts, we could really get down and if 

2 we experienced a periodic jolt of self-awareness, it seemed 

3 as if we were two people instead of one, like Dr. Jekyll and 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Mr. Hyde. 

ourselves 

trying to 

Sometimes 

We 

and 

get 

we 

became capable of depravity--of betrayal to 

to others. Temporarily clean, we ran around 

it all squared away before our next spree. 

could do this very well, but later it seemed less 

8 important, and at the same time, more impossible. After years 

9 of trying to make ourselves happy with cars, sex and dope, we 

10 were unhappy and less satisifed than when it all started. 
11 Some of us first saw the effects of addiction in the people 

12 we were close to. We became very dependent on people to carry 

13 us emotionally through life. We were always left disappointed 

14 and hurt when they had other interests, other friends and 

15 loved ones. We regretted the past; we feared the future. We 

16 were constantly searching for " the answer"-- searching for 

17 meaninglessness and purposelessness. While using, we lacked 

18 the ability to cope with day-to-day affairs. As our addiction 

19 caught up to us, we found ourselves in and out of hospitals, 

20 jails and institutions more and more. Because of these experi-

21 ences, we began to realize how screwed up our lives really 
22 were. Drugs could no longer hide the pain. we just wanted 

23 an easy way out. Suicide was on many of our minds. Our sui-

24 cide attempts were often feeble, and only helped to contribute 

25 to our feelings of worthlessness. Part of ourselves could see 
26 what was happening; another part would not accept it. We were 
2 7 caught in an illusion of "what if, " "if only, " and " just one 

28  more try. " 

29 We remember going through a lot of pain and despair before 

30 considering the possible connection between drugs and our 

31 misery. We had used all sorts of drugs over the years and 

32 experienced numerous living problems as the result of our 

33 using and yet did not consider ourselves addicted. The problem 

34 was that most of the information available to us, before coming 

35 to the Fellowship of Narcotics Anonymous, came to us from 

36 misinformed peop1e or 9thera who a1�o uaed heavi1y but did not 
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consider themselves to be addicted. We did not see our- 1 

selves as being addicted, as long as we could periodically 2 

stop using for a day, a week, or even a month or more. We 3 

looked at the stopping, not the using. Of course, as our 4 

addiction progressed, we thought of stopping less and less. 5 

Many of us had reached the point where we saw ourselves 6 

hopelessly deteriorating; by that tine we asked ourselves, 7 

"Could it be the drugs?" 8 

Things did not get bad for some of us, at least on the 9 

outside. We never considered ourselves addicts, although 10 

some of us have used, misused and abused drugs for half of 11 

our lives or more. The term "drug addict" conjured up vi- 12 

sions of street crime, fear of the law, and needles. Our 13 

belief was that the drug addict lived in a skid-row envi- 14 

ronment. We believed we could not be addicts since we could 15 

not fit into that picture. We looked at our differences 16 

rather than our sameness. Yet the things we had in common 17 

put us all in the same dirrension, the dirrension of addiction. 18 

Did we want to stop using and could we do it alone? 19 

What did we use and how did we use it? Did we "con" doctors 20 

for prescriptions, telling ourselves that it was O.K. to use 21 

these drugs because they were legal? Did we have more than 22 

one prescription being filled at the same time by different 23 

doctors? Did we need something to help us get going in the 24 

morning, or sorrething to slow us down at night? Were we 25 

using illegal drugs and thinking there was nothing that 26 

could be done to kick the habit? Were we in trouble with 27 

friends, family, and/or the law because of drug-related 28 

incidents? 29 

Something inside said, "No more." We had begun to have 30 

silent thoughts that maybe the dope was killing us. In a 31 

rare moment of clarity, we were able to look at the whole 32 

scene in all its insanity. We realized that drugs were en- 33 

slaving us instead of setting us free. We were prisoners in 34 

our own mind, condemned to slow execution by our own sense 35 

of guilt. We had all but given up on ever getting help. 36 

Our previous attempts to stay clean had always failed, caus- 37 

ing us many years of pain and misery. 38 
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1 Our futures appeared hopeless until we found clean addicts 

2 who were willing to share. In the Fellowship of N. A., the 

3 desire to stop using was all that we needed in the beginning. 

4 Our recovery began with our first admission that we needed 

5 help. Denial of our addiction is what kept us sick and honest 

6 admission of our addiction enabled us to stop using. We were 

7 able to open up and ask for help by attending meetings. We 

8 went to meetings and heard people sharing their feelings and 

9 realized that we had felt those feelings ourselves. We were 

10 no longer alone. People told us they were addicts and that 

11 they were recovering. If they could do it, so could we. We 

12 feel from our experience that each individual has to answer 

13 the question, "Am I an addict?" 

14 We began to accept ourselves as addicts when we made the 

15 connection between our drug use and our problems. We see many 

16 differences between us, but more importantly, we see similarities. 

17 The differing definitions of addiction are based on our "research" 

18 and personal experience. It is not surprising that there are 

1 9  many areas of honest disagreement in defining addiction. Some 

20 definitions seem to fit the facts better than others. We know 

21 our own viewpoint, but need to listen to others in the hope 

22 that we might come to a better understanding of addiction and 

2 3 the addict. 

24 Addiction is a contradiction to living. It is a state of 

25 mind which relies on convincing ourselves that drugs are neces-

26 sary to maintain our sense of well-being. For us, an addict is 
27 a person who uses drugs, in any form, to the extent that the 

28 individual cannot live normally with or without them. On one 

29 hand we sought feelings of superiority, and on the other, we 

30 accepted the most intolerable existence on earth. 
31 Some of the highs felt great, expecially in the beginning, 

32 but the things we had to tolerate to support our habits reflect-

3 3  ed desperation. We sank to the depths of stealing, lying, 

34 prostituting ourselves, and cheating our friends. We manipu-

35 lated people and conditions and tried to control all of their 

36 actions. We failed to realize that the need for control sprang 

37 from the fear of losing control. This fear, based in part on 
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past failures and disappointments, prevented us from making 1 

meaningful choices. 2 

Our addiction involved more than drug use. It aggravated 3 

our character defects and reinforced personality disorders. 4 

Failure and fear of failure began to invade every area of our 5 

lives as our addiction progressed. We, in the grip of a com- 6 

pulsion, were often forced to survive in any way we could, 7 

at all costs. 8 

All through our usage we kept telling ourselves, "I can 9 

handle it." Maybe this was true in the beginning, but not 10 

now. We avoided people and places that did not condone our 11 

using. We spent our money on drugs, and if there was noth- 12 

ing left, we s•imply did not eat. We assumed everyone else 13 

was crazy, and that we were the only sane ones. The thought 14 

of running out of drugs left us with a sense of impending 15 

doom. Peace of mind was non-existent. The only relief was 16 

a comparatively short-lived "high." We had a distinct de- 17 

sire to consume drugs beyond our capacity to control them. 18 

Our using defied all rules of common sense. We not only 19 

had an abnormal craving for drugs, but we yielded to it at 20 

the worst possible times. We did not have sense enough to 21 

know when not to begin. We went through stages of dark des- 22 

pair and we were sure that there was something wrong with 23 

us. Other times, we were under the illusion that we had 24 

things under control. We came to hate ourselves for wast- 25 

ing the talents with which we had been endowed and for the 26 

trouble we were causing our families and others. Frequently, 27 

we indulged in self-pity and proclaimed that nothing could 28 

help us. When loaded, we had no concern for the rest of the 29 

world. 30 

The mental aspect of addiction comes with our inability 31 

to deal with life on its own terms. we tried drugs and corn- 32 

binations of drugs in an effort to cope with a seemingly 33 

hostile world. We dreamed of finding the right medication 34 

or fix, the magic elixir, that would solve our ultimate 35 

problem--ourselves. This reliance on drugs had harmed us 36 

emotionally. The fact is that we cannot successfully handle 37 
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1 any mind-changing or mood-altering substance. The addict 

2 who only smoked pot or did non-narcotic drugs is in as much 

3 danger as the ''junkie. '' Our thrills turned out to be a habit 

4 which eventually turned on us, almost killing us. We no longer 

5 had an addiction; our addiction had us. 

6 Drugs ceased to make us feel good. We could not get the 

7 euphoria we craved. When we did seek help, we sought the 

8 absence of pain. 
9 If you think you might have a drug problem, you probably 

10 do. Few of us set out to become addicted, because when we 

11 used, we thought we were in our normal state. We sought eu-
12 phoria, the highest state of pleasure, at the outset of our 
13 addiction. In the final i:;tages of our disease, we used to 

14 keep from getting sick. We used in order to survive because 

15 it was the only way of life that we knew. 

16 Many of us fall into the old pattern of thinking--remember-
17 ing only our " good" drug experiences; the fact that drugs could 
18 make us feel great. Such selective thinking can destroy our 
19 lives and our capacity to live. 
20 Modern drug technology and media attention have made a 

21 social anti-hero of the addict. Since many of us were street 
22 addicts, we dealt in illicit drugs and lived criminally. This 

23 could have something to do with our being different. Many of 
24 us have participated in sub-cultural or bizarre behaviors that 

25 may have given us different exper·iences than those of the non-
26 addict. The fact that those of us who have become addicted 
27 come from all levels of society is no guarantee that we will 
28 not end our addiction in jail or the graveyard. Miracles are 
29 performed everyday when the laws of nature are suspended. The 
30 most natural thing for an addict to do is to use. Everyday an 
31 addict does not use, a miracle happens. Yet an active addict's 
32 prognosis is poor. 
33 Ironically, drugs can also drive addicts past normal human 

34 limits, often helping them to win great fame or recognition, 
35 until their obsession burns them out. The drug-induced state 

36 can allow a person tq exclude normal background awareness and to 
37 focus on a single point. At first, this can be like a handy 
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magnifying glass used at will. Later, it can become a hor- 1 

rible sequence of all-consuming bits and pieces that rush up 2 

continually until we find ourselves powerless to control what 3 

is happening. Prescription addicts are usually slow to re- 4 

cognize that they have a problem. Legal doses of prescribed 5 

medication can addict a person because of unknown side- 6 

effects, combinations with other drugs or an inborn suscep- 7 

tability to addiction. We could get high to relieve the pain 8 

at school or at 9 of living, through 

work. We found it 

a means of escape. 

the use of prescriptions, 

difficult to face life so we used drugs as 10 

11 

Addiction isolated us from people except for the getting, 12 

using, and finding ways and means to get more. Hostile, re- 13 
sentful, self-centered and self-seeking, we cut off all out- 14 

side interests from our lives. Anything not completely 15 

familiar became alien and dangerous. Our world shrank and 16 

isolation became our life. 17 

Non-addicts have great trouble understanding our dilemma. 18 

It is often nearly im�ossible to make sense of our behavior 

and the consuming drive to use, even after repeated and pro

longed efforts to stay clean. Identification can guide us 

19 
20 

21 

in our recovery, since we can see a little of ourselves in 22 

every addict. We thought of our addiction as hopeless 23 

before finding the Fellowship of Narcotics Anonymous. 24 

Addiction is a treatable disease: as soon as we begin 25 

to "treat" our addiction by working the Twelve Steps that 26 

have worked repeatedl y, we experience very positive results. 27 

When our addiction is treated as a crime or moral deficiency, 28 

we become rebellious and are driven deeper into our isolation. 29 

Addicts who would otherwise waste away in institutions 30 

very often respond to the love and fellowship offered in 31 

N.A. Ours is a proven program of recovery. we have no 32 

choice but to help one another, for the assurance and 33 

strength 0£ our own recovery lies in the helping of other 34 

addicts. 35 
The disease of addic�ion Can a1so ha seen in its social 3� 

aspects. Addiction in its broadest sense is a disease of 37 
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1 our times. It embraces all our social ills. Drug manufacture 

2 and the innovation of new drugs in modern times have created 

3 an availability of potentially addictive drugs never before 

4 known in the history of man. 

5 One of the ancient dreams of man seems to be coming true; 

6 the ability of modern drug technology to combat disease and 

7 alleviate human suffering. Hidden in this blessing, however, 

8 is a cruel reversal of effect which is our addiction. The 

9 innate susceptibility to our disease through genetic factors 

10 and complete knowledge of the sources of our behavioral inclin-

11 ations is of no concern in our recovery through N. A. The "why" 
12 is not important; the "what to do" is our chief question. 

13 we feel it is important to share our experience, strength 

14 and hope with others who may suffer from our disease, letting 

15 them know what they can do, if they desire to recover. 
16 Although some of us have not been street addicts, many of 

17 us have, and we consider the street addict the most conspicuous 

18 and the most vulnerable to the more severe abuses resulting from 
19 the stigma with which addiction is branded. In many locations, 

20 street addicts are processed as habitual offenders when treat-

21 ment of their disease could restore them to productive lives. 

22 We continued to use time and time again, despite the symp-

23 toms of withdrawal. There are many different symptoms of with-

24 drawal from drugs. We can't list them all. We have, however, 
25 been addicted to thousands of drugs and know first hand how 
26 they feel and what the initial abstinence is like. In this, 

27 we can reassure each other and the newcomer that it will get 

28 better if they don't use. If we do use, in the face of with-
29 drawal, the next time it will be worse. 

30 Addiction is chronic, progressive and fatal. The cycle can 
31 be broken by not taking that first fix, pill, drink, or toke. 
32 Like other incurable diseases, addiction can be arrested. 

3 3  We agree that there is nothing shameful about being an addict 

34 provided we accept our dilemma and honestly take action. We 

35 are willing to admit without reservation that we are "allergic" 
�6 to drug3. Common �en�e te11� uo that it wou1d be in6ane to go 

3 7  back to the source of our "allergy." we, as recovering addicts, 
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can tell you that medicine cannot " cure" our illness. We 1 

regained good physical health many times only to relapse. 2 

Our past records show that it is impossible for us, as addicts, 3 

to use with control, no matter how well we may appear to be 4 

in control of our feelings. 5 

Social adj ustments failed to bring about recovery. We 6 

thought a suitable job or social relationship could be the 7 

answer to our dilemma. Addiction, in its progression, causes 8 

us to flounder and fail, consuming us with anger and fear. 9 

Higher mental and emotional functions, such as conscience 10 

and love, are sharply af fected by our use of drugs . 

ing skills may be reduced to the animal level, if we 

suffered long enough. The person within is submerged 

the capacity to be human is lost. This is an extreme 

but most of us have been there. 

Our liv-

have 
and 

state, 

11 

12 
13 

14 

15 

Learning to live without drugs is complicated by the fact 16 

that it is so hard for many of us to accept our disease. 17 

Again, susceptibility and availability have combined in the 18  

addict to form dependency. Many of  the doctors among us 19 

came into the Fellowship with an attitude of denial. We 20 

have found in the progression of our addictions that we had 21 

been devastated by the disease to the point where denial was 22 

futile. Part of the risk run by �ociety in keeping the lid 23  

on our addiction is the social stigma that keeps the addict 24  

who might seek help from s eeking it because of a fear of 25 

never being able to live it down . 26 

Addiction is the disease and Narcotics Anonymous is a 27 

proven path of on- going recovery. Our experience shows that 2 8  

those who keep coming to meetings regularly, stay clean. we 29 

continue in our recovery until we die. In our addiction, we 30 

practiced dying. In our recovery, we practice living today ! 31 

We can feel, care, love and be loved. _ We no longer have to 32 

be isolated, and in time, can feel free to go anywhere and 33 

do almost anything except use. We do not use because we do 34 

not want to. Today we have a choice. 35 

Many of us sought _answers but failed to find any we 36 
could use until we found each other. Most of us have become 37 
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1 very grateful in the course of our recovery . We have a disease 

2 that we can recover from. Our lives can return to being useful, 

3 in the course of our abs tinence and through the working of the 
4 Twelve Steps of N.A . , explained in thi s book . The use. of any 

5 sort of medication may lead us back to active addiction. we 

6 must be careful when seeking treatment from any doctor not 

7 totally acquainted with our disease . We strongly suggest to 

8 one another that we break our anonymity to the doctor admin-

9 istering drugs to us and trust that our medical records will be 
10 kept confidential . One of the danger zones in our recovery is 

11 that when we get ill and are prescribed legitimate medication, 
12 it may lead us back to our drug of choice . We cal l this relapse .  
13 All too many times , doctors who meant well , but did not know 

14 of our disease, enabled our addictions. We cannot recover over-
15 night and we cannot expect sincere physicians to review their 
16 options or methods of treatment overnight.  Our place is to help 
1 7 the addict who still suffers, particularly those who are seeking 

1 8  help . 

19  All of  the psychological and social commentary ever written 

2 0  on this subj ect has failed to answer this question thoroughly . 

21 Rather than enter the area of medical theory and legalities , we 
22 feel that it is more worthwhile to discuss the answers we have 
23  found. Instead of concentrating on the problem , let ' s  look at 
2 4  the solution.  
2 5  Narcotics Anonymous concerns itself with recovery . We all 
26 know how to use drugs .  We know the effect they have had on us . 
2 7  The primary thing we are interes ted in is how to stay clean , how 
28 to cope with life without using , how to handle unpleasant feel-
29 ings and emotions--in other words ,  how to get better . It Wds 
30 conceivable in our addictive thinking that something would work 
31 for us without any work on our part . That was how the drugs 
32  worked . How wrong we were . It has been our experience that the 

33 program works as long as we work it , just for today , to the best 
34 of our ability . 

35 The mind begins to accept new ideas which lead to a new 
3 6  
37 

way 
and 

of life as the grip of 
doing begins to relax . 

drugs and our past way of thi nking 
We find ourselves no longer pressed 
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between those who use and those who don ' t  in this new way of 1 

life. Our world constantly expands to include new associa- 2 
I 

tions and eventually we become members of society . Problem s 3 

that had no solutions became transparent and unreal in the 4 

light of our new understanding. Old grudges and resentments 5 

fade as we l oosen our sick point of view . A warm feeling of 6 

belonging replaces the hole in our gut left by our addictions. 7 

It is no accident--it ' s  the way the program works. A miracle B 

takes place as the drugs are washed from our bodies by daily 9 

abstinence and our minds begin to clear from the effects of 10 

our using . We come to understand that our recovery is a 11 

gift from a power greater than ourselves . We are made aware 12 

of this gift in a thousand ways . This power wants only that 13 

we realize ourselves as much as possible.  The longer we 14 

stay clean , the more we will want to clear away the shame 15 

and falseness of our lives. It is a great gift to be a 16 

human being . 17 

What we have j ust been describing are s ome of the bene- 18 

fits involved in recovery . There is only one alternative 19 

to recovery and that is the progression of our disease. 20 

The progression of our addiction has been compared to an 21 

elevator that is always going down . We have found that we 22 

can get clean at any level we want . Unfortunately ,  the 23 

nature of our disease makes us abnormally susceptible to 2 4  

rationalizing our addiction instead of dealing with the 25 

fact. If  you are an addict, you can find a new life through 26 

the program that would not otherwise be possible . 27 

Many drugs require no extended period of use to trigger 28 

allergic reactions , although physical and mental tolerance 29  

can play a role. It is  not how much we use that makes us 30 

addicts, but what it does to us . Certain things follow as 31 

usage continues . Setting aside the physical effects of 3 2  

addiction , as the regularity of usage increases , we become 3 3  

accustomed to the state of mind common to addicts : we forget 34 

what it was like before we started using . we forget the 3 5  

social graces , acquire weird habits and mannerisms. forget 3 6  

how to work , forget how to express ourselves and show con- 37 
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1 concern for others and we forget how to feel. We, as recover-

2 ing addicts, have to relearn things forgotten and learn what we 

3 have missed. 

4 We may lose j obs, get divorced, lose friends and find our-

s selves unable to account for these changes, as our disease pro-

6 gresses. Generally, our use of drugs increases with all these 

7 changes or during intervals between changes. We can continue in 

8 this condition indefinitely, or as our using increases , progress 

9 rapidly in our addiction. If at any point we make the basic con-

10 nection between our use of drugs and the way things have been 

11 going for us, we can begin recovery by admitting our need for 
12 help. 
13 We addicts value personal freedom highly. Perhaps because we 
14 want it so much and experience it so seldom in the progression of 

15 our illness. Even in periods of abstinence, freedom is curtailed. 

16 We are never quite sure that our choice of action is based on a 

17 conscious desire for continued clean time or an unconscious wish 

18 to return to using. 

19 Our addiction developed in us an emotional instability . We 

20 became very sluggish or glum without drugs. Some of us felt we 

21 had to have drugs to deal with our feelings. We felt, as if our 

22 world was hollow, dull, meaningless; that there was no purpose 

2 3  to life but to use and to find ways and means to get more. Some 
24 of us eventually landed in the mental hospitals, fearing for our 

25 sanity. What we learned behind the walls of the various insti-

26 tutions was that the most sincere and constructive efforts of 

27  medicine and psychiatry had few answers for us that we could use 

2 8  in achieving ongoing recovery. We, in the later stages , are 

29 usually the very last to recognize our need for help. The prin-
30 ciple of one addict helping another pyramids and the solution to 

31 our dilemma has begun. 

32 We have also learned that there are few alternatives for the 

33 addict. If we continue to use, the problem will become progres-

34  sively worse ; we are on the path that leads to skid row, hospitals, 

35 jails, institutions or to an early grave. 

36 
37 

Incarceration and institutionalization sometimes 
the realization that the drugs were letting us down. 

12 
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drugs once had given us the feeling that we could handle what- 1 

ever situation that might come down , we became aware that these 2 

same drugs were largely responsible for our having gotten into 3 

our very worst predicaments. Some of us hit many institutions 4 

and few or no j ails. Some of us may spend the rest of our 5 

lives in j ail for a drug-related crime or a crime committed 6 

under th e influence. 

Addiction is a dise ase which manifested in us at an inde- 7 

terminable point in our lives. Some recovering addicts believe 8 
that the disease was present long before the first pill , fix , 9 

drink or toke. Some of us believe that the disease is here- 10 

ditary, due to parents , grandparents or other relatives who 11 
are addicted. How we got the disease , however, is of no imme- 12 
diate importance to us. What concerns us at present is how we 13  

can continue our own recovery while helping the addict who 14 

still suffers. 15 

We have found through our experiences that addiction has 16 

three major phases, the first of which is practicing addic- 1 7  

tion. We were using i n  a manne r which seemed to be social or 18 

at lest controllable with little indication of the disaster 19 

which the future held for us. This phase varies in duration 

from addict to addict. We have found that it is very diffi

cult to help anyone in this phase. 

At some point, our using became uncontrollable and defi

nitely anti-social. Th�s phase of uncontrollable using is 

suffering addiction and usually began when things were going 

well and we were in situations that allowed us to use as fre-
quently as we wanted. It is  marked by a decline and usually 
the end of good living as we knew it. We went from a state 

of drugged success and well-being to complete spiritual , 
mental and emotional bankruptcy. This state of decline 

varies in length. We can only say that for some it was a 

matter of months or even days and for others it was a matter 

of years. We who are re covering and thus alive today, tried 
to moderate , substitute or even stop us ing. Those of us that 

did that did not seek to change died from the disease , went 
to pri son , or were committed to mental institutions as hope-

13 
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1 lessly insane . Some of us who sought out changes were graced 

2 by the life force of the universe and found the N.A. program. 

3 It was when we were suffering that we were willing to stop 

4 using. It was much easier to help suffering addicts when we 

5 were in the latter part of the suffering stage for it was easier 

6 for us to see the destruction , disaster and delusion of our 

7 using. Many times when the problems caused by drug usage were 

8 staring us in the face we could not see it as a problem, until 

9 we reached our bottoms. 

10 The th ird major phase is in our recovery . We , as recover-
11  ing addicts in the N. A. Fel lowshi p ,  practice living and enjoy-

12 ing life on a day to day basis by living the Twelve Steps. We 
1 3  realize that we are never cured and carry the disease within us 
14 to the grave. We addicts , recovering in N . A . ,  are convinced 
1 5  that there i s  only one way for us to live, and that is the N.A. 
16 way. Due to our Fifth Tradition and Twelfth Step , our primary 

17 purpose in life is to stay clean by carrying the message to the 
18 addict who still su ffers. 

19 We can die from untreated addiction . But before we die , the 
20 di sease takes from us our pride , our self-es teem , our families 
21 and loved ones. And finally , it takes our very will to live. 

22 We of Narcotics Anonymous were raised from hell to find that 

23 the program is a way of li fe. We know that a new life is laid 
24 out for us every day i f  we want it and don't use . A new place 
25 awaits us in the society that , during our us ing , offered only 
26 misgivings. We come to know success . We have found all this 

27 through dependence on a Power greater than ourselves , a group 
28 of our fellow addicts , and spiritual principles. 

14 
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CHAPTER TWO 

WHAT IS THE NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS PROGRAM? 

N. A. is a non-profit fel lowship or society of 
men and women for whom drugs had become a maj or 
problem . We are recovered addicts who meet regu
larly to help each other stay clean. This is a 
program of complete abstinence from all drugs. 
There is only "One" requirement for membership, 
the honest desire to stop using. There are no musts 
in N. A .  but we suggest that yo u keep an open mind 
and give yourself a break . Our program is a set of 
principles, written so simply that we can follow 
them in our daily lives. The most important thing 
about them is that "They Work. " 

There are no strings attached to N.A. We are 
not affiliated with any other organizations, we 
have no leaders, no initiation fees or dues, no 
pledges to sign, no promises to make to anyone . We 
are not connected with any political, religious, or 
law enforcement groups, and are under no surveillance 
at any time. Anyone may j oin us regardless of age, 
race, color, creed, religion or lack of religion. 

We are not interested in what or how much you 
used or who your connections were, what you have done 
in the past, how much or how little you have, but 
only in what you want to do about your problem and 
how we can help . The newcomer is the most important 
person at any meeting, because we can only keep what 
we have by giving it away. We have learned from our 
group experience that those who keep coming to our 
meeti ngs regularly stay clean. 

The structure of Narcotics Anonymous is quite unlike any 1 

health or welfare agency known to us. Although N. A. prac- 2 

tices may vary from place to place, all N.A . services are 3 

performed voluntarily by the addicts themselves and without 4 

1 5  
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1 cost. N . A .  does not accept money for its service , is not 

2 funded by any public or private sources or agencies and 

3 accepts no outside contributions. 

4 Addicts respond instinctively to honest sharing. The 

5 fact that the addict can feel the unconditional love and judge 

6 for themselves the " qualifications" revealed in the stories 

7 of recovering addicts ,  awakens the notion that at last there 

8 might be hope. The newcomer loses his fear when he discovers 

9 that N. A. rrembers give away the message of cleanliness in 

10 order to stay clean. We of Narcotics Anonymous are currently 

11 trying to bring about more communication , understanding , re-

12 spect, and cooperation between N. A. and any professional per-

13 son who works with addicts--so that more and more addicts may 

14 be able to recover. With local groups in many communities, 

15 we are part of an international fellowship . 

16 In the Fellowship of Narcotics Anonymous we make use of 

17 things that have worked for those who have gone before us : 

18 the Twelve Steps, the principles and the many positive tools 

19 that enable us to make recovery possible. We have one primary 

20 purpose--to stay clean and to help others who may turn to us 

21 for help. We are united by our common problem , addiction. 

22 Meeting , talking with , and helping other addicts, we are some-

23 how able to stay clean and to lose the compulsion to use , once 

24 a dominant force in our lives. 

25 We are grateful also to see new people coming to rreetings 
26 from the street s .  There is nothing that compares to a new 

27 person freely talking about the pain and the endless hustle that 

28 goes on out there. As a result , Narcotics Anonymous had had 

29 more than twenty-five years of trial-and-error experience , 

30 face-to-face , with literally hundreds of thousands of addicts. 

31 This mass of intensive firsthand experience with all kinds of 

32 problem drug users , in all phases of illness and recovery , is 
33 unparalleled in therapeutic value. Narcotics Anonymous is here 

34 to share freely with any addict who wants it. 

35 Narcotics Anonymous is a fellowship of men and women for 
36 whom drugs in one form or another had beQome a maj or probiQm. 

16 
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We had become so physically , rrentally and spiritually ill 1 

that we became crazed , depressed and terrified people. We 2 

were sick people. The growing fellowship of N.A. supports 3 

us in our efforts of recovery. Itgives us new friends who 4 

understand where we have been. 5 

Our message of recovery is based on our own experience. 6 

Before coming to the Fellowship , we exhausted ourselves 7 

trying to use successfully , or trying to find out what was 8 

wrong with us. After coming to the Narcotics Anonymous 9 

Fellowship , we find ourselves among a very special group of 10 

people. Many were a great deal worse off than we were . 11 

Here we found hope . If the Narcotics Anonymous program 12 

worked for them , it might work for us . We began to ask 13 

questions and listened a little more closely to the sugges- 14 

tions. After all there ' s  a chance we could get a little 15 

relief. 16 

We do not think we are the only people who have alterna- 17 

tives to the problem of addiction , but we know that the N.A . 18 

program works for u�. We have seen it work for every one 19 

who honestly and sincerely wanted to stop using. The main 20 

point is that we meet people , addicts like ourselves , yet 21 

they are clean for months or ye,ars .  We watched and listened 22 

to them openly and realized that these people had found a 23 

way to live and be happy without drugs . 

In all honesty the most we can do for the newcomer is 24 

to share our experience , strength and hope and be ready to 25 

help when asked. If we go beyond this we risk becoming 26 

enablers. Most of us can remember doing nothing as long as 27 

we could get someone else to take care of us . We don ' t  want 28 

the help we can offer to rob the new person of that essen- 29 

tial ingredient of living which setting their own house in 30 

order can bring. We addi cts have no choice but to help one 31 

another . In helping others our own recovery is aided . We 32 

don ' t  criticize them better we love them bette r .  As several 33 

great men have pointed out , there is more to it than a 34 

simple love . We are r_eal ly talking about survival in .,. 3 5  

world where we  have ceased to  be  functioning members of 36 
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1 society. This program has given us a belief in a loving God 

2 that works through people. Never should we claim to have all 

3 the answers, but we can share our experience and the things that 

4 work for us. N. A. offers alternatives and suggestions that 

5 have worked for others. 

6 We don ' t  want to settle for the limitations of the past . 

7 We want to examine and re-examine all our old ideas, and con-

8 stantly improve on them or replace them with new ones. 

9 We, in N. A. , are men and women who have discovered and 

10 admitted that we are powerless over our addictions. We have 

11 learned that we must live without drugs if we are to avoid the 
12 disaster we created for ourselves and those close to us. 

13 The consequences of our addictive using ( and thinking) have 

14 also varied. Some of our members had literally become dere-

15 licts before turning to N. A. for help. We had lost families, 

16 possessions and self respect. We had committed many offenses--

17 against society, families, and employers. Others among us had 

18 never been j ailed or hospitalized, nor had we lost jobs because 

19 of our using. Even those men and women finally came to the 

20 point where they realized that using was interfering with nor-

21 mal living. When they discovered that they could not live with-

22 out drugs, the, too, sought to help themselves through N. A. , 
23 rather than prolonging their pain. The program works a miracle 

24 in our hearts. we become new people. The Steps and abstinence 

25 give us daily reprieves from our self-imposed life sentences. 

26 We become free to move about without compulsion or guilt. 

27 Communication is a very important part of our program. 

28 Without it we would not have the chance to share ideas and new 

29 aspects of the program with each other. What one group or area 

30 learns can and should be shared with other areas. This is how 

31 the Fellowship of N. A. has grown and spread over the past 

32 twenty-five years. We need each other. 

33 Our meetings contain a certain atmosphere of empathetic and 
34 universal feelings which all addicts have in common. In this 

35 atmosphere of recovery, we found we were very much at home and 
36 were able to start a new way ot lite with these people who 

18 
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called themselves addicts. The unconditional love we find 1 

at meetings makes it possible to relax and review our assum- 2 

ptions about ourselves and reality. Working the Steps will 3 

give us a relationship with a Power greater than ourselves, 4 

correct old defects, right old wrongs , and lead us to heip 5 

others. As we begin the process of change by honestly lis- 6 

tening to the stories of people we meet in an N.A. meeting 7 

or in private fellowship, we will want to try out some of 8 

the solutions that have worked for others . Maybe their 9 

solution is part of our solution . Trying to be all things 10 

to all people, we have often forgotten what we really think 11 

and feel. As we being to come out of our fog, the layers of 12 

phoniness will peel off like the skin of an onion. When the 13 

layers are gone, our real selves will remain . 14 

As we attend meetings and hear the experience , strength, 15 

and hope of others, we will come to notice that we are not 16 

the only ones with problems.  We will eventually hear some- 17 

one who flat out makes us feel lucky by comparison. We will 18  

grow to know gratitude, to see where we came from and how 19 

far we have progressed . We have all tried many ways to over- 20 

come our addictions, and sometimes temporary recovery was 21 

possible but always it was followed by an even deeper in- 22  

volvement with addiction than before. 23 

Let new ideas flow into you. Ask questions . The prin- 24 

ciples of living incorporated in the Twelve Steps may seem 25 

strange to you , but they work . This program works for those 26 

willing to work it. 

We have found that trying to help another addict is .good 27 

for us whether the addict we try to help uses what we have to 28 

offer or not. For this reason, N . A .  groups attempt to con- 2 9  

centrate primarily on this person-to-person service, without 30  

getting involved in any outside enterprise no  matter how 31 

worthwhile . 32 

We feel loved . More and more we feel we would rather 33 

be with each other When we are thinking negatively than by 34 

ourselves . Good comes from being with others ; loneliness 35 

and negativity fall by the wayside . Something memorable , 36 
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1 precious, and beneficial sterns from clean togetherness. There 

2 is a security of being real; of having brothers and sisters on 

3 the road to recovery is a comforting feeling. We recover to-

4 gether. 

5 The only requirement to be a member of Narcotics Anonymous is 

6 a desire to stop using. We don't have to be clean when we get 

7 here, but after the first meeting, we suggest that you keep 

8 corning back to the meetings and corning clean. We don't have 

9 to wait for an overdose, or jail sentence, to get help from 

10 N . A . ; nor is addiction a hopeless condition from which there is 

11 no recovery. It is possible to arrest the need to use with the 

12 help of the Twelve Step program of N . A. and the Fellowship of 

13 recovering addicts in N. A. We want to reach out to whoever 

14 reads this and to lay our lives and our hearts on the line to 

15 show what this program and the spirit of N. A. has done for us. 

16 In other words, if you think you have a drug problem, it is 

17 likely that you do; and our program might have something special 

18 to offer. 

19 We want desperately for the place where addicts recover to 

20 be a safe place, free from outside influences. We feel safe 

21 at our closed meetings. Everyone is an addict. We feel totally 

22 free to express outselves because no law enforcement agencies 

23 are involved. No one j udges, sterotypes, or moralizes us . We 

24 are not recruited and it doesn't cost. anything. N. A. does not 

25 provide counseling or social services. The rooms are filled 
26 with men and women from all walks of life and persuasions. We 

27 do have one must in N. A. : NO DRUGS OR PARAPHENALIA BE ON YOUR 

28 PERSON AT MEETINGS. 

29 In a sense, the Program is a way for addicts to find the 

30 Higher Power that traditional religions have pointed to. The 
31 diff.iculty here is that we can quickly fall prey to the notion 

32 that we were not sick, but merely misinformed, if we stop dong 

33 the things that began our recovery. In the days before N.A. 

34 began to serve the needs of the growing numbers of addicts in 

35 our population, spontaneous recovery through religion was rare 
36 and quick. t:o· fade . Claim of a spiri t-.ua1 a.w::=tkon.i..n9 is: wori:.h1e.�$ 
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if the life of the individual is not changed for the better. 1 

Upon entering the Fellows hip , some notices a trong spirit- 2 

ual glow among members . Then we could see and feel that a 3 

Higher Power was at work in N .A .  After having a few months 4 

in the Fellowship , we see how the spiritual need for a Higher 5 

Power keeps us clean. 

Our program is in fact a way of life. We learn the value 6 

of principles such as humility ,  surrender , and service. The 7 

idea that we have to do it alone is obsolete . It helps things B 

go more smoothly when we find sponsors to confide in and let 9 

them help us . We learn the art of helping others appropria- 1 0  
tely , without creating resentments .  11 

we , of Narcotics Anonymous , do not promise to have all 12 

the answers , but we ' ve found that our lives steadily improved 1 3  

if we didn ' t  use and learned to maintain our spiritual con- 14 

dition. In time we met an addict seeking recovery and dis- 1 5  

covered ourselves really able to respond to their needs . 1 6  

We gave others what we found. The truth i s  that the more 1 7  

we give i n  this way , the more we have to offer . Our own HI 

needs are met when we learn to live for others . Through 19 

practicing our honesty , open-mindedness , and will ingness to 

try ; 
able 

we develop humility ,  tolerance, and patience. We are 

to love the unlovable and discover 

We are not likely to create problems in 

self-acceptance. 

our daily living . 

We finally realize we have a choice in the matter of our 

lives . 

The Twelve Steps of Narcotics Anonymous , our new friends 

and our sponsors help us to deal w ith our feelings . In N.A .  

our j oys are multiplied by sharing our good days with our 
fellow s ,  and our sorrows are lessened when we share our bad 

days . For the first time in our lives , we don ' t  have to 

experience anything alone. Not only do we have the group 

but hopefully , as time progresses , we will develop a rela

tionship with a God of our own understanding that will 

always be with us . 

20 

21 

22 

2 3  

24  

25  

26  

27  

28 

29 

30 

3 1  

32 

3 3  

34 
We learn to experience feelings and real ize that the 3 5  

feelings themselves can do us no harm , unless w e  act on 36 
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l them. We learn to call someone if we have a feeling we can-

2 not handle, and by sharing that feeling with a freidnd, we 

3 learn to work through it. Chances are that our friend has 

4 had a similar experience and can relate what worked for him. 

5 By close work with a sponsor, we can utilize the Twelve Steps 

6 of the program as a guide to dealing with situations we have 

7 not dealt with in the past. Sponsorship is a give and take 

8 partnership, with both gaining strength from the relation-

9 ship. It was suggested that we look for a sponsor as soon 

10 as we became acquainted with members in our area. We look 

11 for someone who has been down a path similar to ours, under-

12 stands where we are coming from, and has learned to cope with 

13 the same types of situations . We, who are recovering , must 

14 share with others. We have to in order to maintain our pro-

15 gress in the N . A .  program and our ability to function without 

16 drugs . Being asked to sponsor a new member is a privilege , 

17 so don't hesitate to ask a person with whom you can identify . 

18 Sponsorship is a rewarding experience for both, and we are 

19 all here to help and to be helped. Get phone numbers and use 

20 them. Ask questions about the program and get acquainted with 

21 the people. 
22 Many books have been written about the nature of addiction. 

23 This book primarily concerns itself with the nature of re-

24 covery. If you are an addict and have found this book, please 

25 give yourself a break and read it ! 
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Before coming to the fellowship of N. A. , we could 
not manage our own lives, we could not live and enj oy 
life as other people do. We had to have something dif
ferent and we thought we had found it in drugs. We 
placed their use ahead of the welfare of our families, 
our wives, husbands, and our children. We had to have 
drugs at all costs. We did many people great harm but 
most of all we harmed ourselves. Through our inability 
to accept personal responsibilities we were actually 
creating our own problems. We seemed to be incapable 
of facing life on its own terms. 

Most of us realized, that in our addictions, we 
were slowly committing suicide, but such cunning ene
mies of life are narcotics and sedation that we had 
lost the power to do anything about it. Jail did not 
help us at all. Medicine, religion and psychiatry 
seemed to have no answers for us that we could use. All 
these methods having failed for us, in desperation, we 
sought help from each other in Narcotocs Anonymous. 

After coming to N.A. we realized we were sick 
people who suffered from a disease like Alcoholism, 
Diabetes or Tuberculosis. There is no known "Cure" 
for these--all, however, can be arrested at some point 
and "recovery" is then possible. 

In N. A. we follow a program borrowed from Alcoholics 
Anonymous. In the last forty years more than one mil
lion people have recover ed in A.A., most of them just 
as hopelessly addicted to alcohol as we were to drugs. 
We are deeply grateful to the A. A. Fellowship for 
pointing the way for us to a new way of life . 

Before coming to the fellowship of N. A. , we were irre- 1 

sponsible with our lives. We used drugs to cover up our 2 

humiliation, guilt, inferiority and feelings of inadequacy. 3 
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1 Many of us woke up sick, unable to make it to work or went 

2 to work loaded. Many of us stole to support our habit. We 

3 hurt the ones we loved, whatever it took to get that fix, pill, 

4 drink or joint. We denied all these things and told ourselves 

5 we could handle it. we were looking for something new in life, 

6 possibly a way to be accepted. Eventually we started looking 

7 for a way out. we didn't face life on life's terms. In the 

8 beginning, using was fun. It became a habit and then it was 

9 necessary for survival. The progression of the disease was 

10 not apparent to us. We continued on the path of destruction, 

11 unaware of where it was leading us. We had the disease and 

12 did not know it. We avoi ded reality through the use of drugs. 

13 The pain and misery was postponed. When we came down, our 

14 problems came back, and were compounded with additional prob-

15 lems that had built up. We felt the need to use more often as 

16 our disease progressed. 

17 We knew we needed help, but had nowhere to go. Most of 

18 us explored different alternatives. Doctors didn't understand 

19 our dilemma. Usually they helped our disease by giving us 

20 prescriptions. Our husbands, wives and loved ones gave us 

21 anything in hopes that we would stop using. We tried substi-

22 tuting one drug for another and this only created a vicious 

23 cycle. we tried limiting our usage to " social" amounts, but 

24 our success with this was short-lived or non-existent. 

25 Some of us sought spiritual guidance through churches, 

26 different religions, meditation and cultism. Some of us 

27 sought cure by geographical change , blaming our surroundings 

28 and living situations for our problem. This attempt just gave 
29 us new people to take advantage of. Some of us sought approval 

30 through sexual activities and change of peers. This approval-

31 seeking got us back where we started from, or worse. Some 

32 tried marriage, divorce and desertion of our families. Many 
33 tried psychiatrists and institutions. All these attempts at 

34 controlled usage or abstinence were futile. 

35  We had reached a point in our lives where we had become 
36 a lost cause to society. Our worth to our j obs, families and 
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friends was little or none . Some of us became unemployed 1 

and unemployable . Success was scary and unfamiliar . We 2 

didn ' t  know what to do about it. As the self-loathing grew , 3 

we had to use more and more to mask the feeling of hate . 4 

We were sick and tired of pain and trouble. We were fright- 5 

ened and ran from the fear , but no matter how far we ran , 6 

the fear followed us. We were hopeles s ,  useless and lost. 7 

Feelings of worthlessness overcame us . Failure had become 8 

our way of life and self-esteem was non-existent. The 9 

peculiar inertia that keeps a person going the way they are , 10 

acted on us . To some of us , our appearance didn ' t  matter . 11 

We had no pride in anything we did . We didn ' t  care how we 12 

looked. For some , personal hygiene became a thing of the 13 

pas t .  For others , it became an obsession. We tried to 14 

cover up our inner pain with outside appearances . Any hope 15 

of being anythinq different disappeared . Helplessness ,  16 

emptiness and fear became a way of life . We were complete 17 

failures . Pesonality change was what we really needed . 18 

Change from a self-destructing to a self-affirming pattern 19 

of living was imperative . We started experiencing how 20 

powerless we really were . Nothing seemed to relieve the 21 

paranoia and fear . We hit bottom and became ready to ask 22 

for and accept help. 23 

we were searching for an answer. We reached out and 24 

found the hand of Narcotics Anonymous . We came to our first 25 
N .A .  meeting in utter defeat . We were searching for some- 26 

thing , but we did not know what . After sitting in a meet- 27 

ing , we felt that people cared and were willing to be 28 

patient with us .  Although our heads told us we would never 29 

make it , the people in the Fellowship gave us hope by 30 

ins isting we could . We found that no matter what our 31 
thoughts or past actions were others had preceded us . 32 

Surrounded by fellow addicts , we realized that we were not 33 

alone . We were told that if we put things ahead of our 34 

clean time , the program would not work . Nothing happens 35 

in the room but recovery; everyone ' s  life is at stake . We 36 
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1 learned old friends , places and ideas were threatening to our 

2 recovery. We had to change our playmates , playgrounds and 

3 playthings . 

4 When we came to the Fellowship of Narcotics Anonymous , we 

5 faced many disturbing realizations . One : we were powerless 

6 over our addictions and our lives were unmanageable ; two : 

7 we are not responsible for our disease but we are responsible 

8 for our recovery ; and three: we can no longer blame people , 

9 places and things for our addiction. We had to own up to our 

10 problems and our feelings . 

11 In N.A. , we learned that members concentrated on recovery 

12 and how they felt , not what they had done in the past. We 

13 found that the ultimate weapon for recovery was the recovering 

14 addict. Having realized that we were unable to maintain on 

15 our own, some of us immediately began experiencing depression, 

16  anxiety , hostility and resentment . We began to feel emotional 

17 pain that we had always been afraid to feel.  We began to grow 

18 and open up into our new lives that we had found in N.A.  Many 

19 of us felt that our lives , due to petty frustrations , minor 

20 setbacks and losses , were not getting any better . An honest 

21 look was often a grateful one . It was in those times that many 

22 of us found out who we were . It allowed us to make important 

23 discoveries like " it ' s  O . K .  to hurt and feel the pain. " 

24 Today we have feelings of love , joy ,  hope , excitement , sad-

25 ness and friendshi p .  Before we were either elated or depressed 

26 with very little in between . Our negative sense of sel f was 

27 replaced by a positive concern for others . Our own problems 

28 seemed to resolve themselves . It is a great gift to be a human 

29 being , and the opportunities we seek are determined by our own 

30 sense of sel f-worth . When we lie , cheat , or steal , we degrade 

31 ourselves in our own eyes.  We have had enough of self-destruc-

32 tion . We want to learn to do the things that will transform 

33 us into sel f-affirming people . 

34  The symptoms of addiction include mental states that aren ' t  

35 normal .  When we get clean , these strange habits o f  mind pass 

36 away and we 1>tart to learn to live again . Continued abstinence, 
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belief in a God of our understanding, and participation in 1 

the program wi ll restore us to sanity. 2 

What a change from how we used to be ! That ' s  how we 3 

know that the N . A. program works. It ' s  the first thing that 4 

ever convinced us that we needed to change ourselves, in- 5 

stead of trying to change the people and situations that 6 

irritated us. It gave us a Twelve Step blueprint for doing 7 

j ust  that. By working the Steps, we came to accept our 8 

Higher Power's will and this acceptance led us down the road 9 

of re9overy . We lost our fear of the unknown through prac- 10 
tice of the Twelve Steps. We were freed to live and enjoy 11 

life just for today without the old ghosts of our addiction 12 

haunting us in the morning of every new day. 
We all have our personal stories of recovery, and every- 13 

one has their own way of working this program. This is the 14 

way the program works. It is available to each addict seek- 15 

ing recovery. Our personal natures differ, so our experi- 16 

ences of recovery vary. 17 

Recovery is a beautiful chance that many addicts thought 18 
had passed them by until the found the Fellowship of N . A .  19 

It ' s  the chance to live again. Recovery from the disease 20 

of addiction encompasses many things : carrying the rne.ssage 21 

to the suffering addict; being with people we really love 22 

and care about ;  spiritual principles ; a Higher Power of our 23  

own understanding ; a sincere desire for ongoing recovery ; 24 

open-mindedness ; loving service and, of course , the vital 25 

spiritual experience that results in and perpetuates the 26 

expansion of Narcotics Anonymous . 27 
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If what you want what we have to offer , and are 
willing to make the effort to get i t ,  then you are 
ready to take certain steps . These are suggested 
only , but they are the principles that made our 
recovering possible. 

1. We admitted that we were powerless over our 
addiction , that our lives had become unmanage
able. 

2. We came to believe that a power greater than our
selves could restore us to sanity.  

3. We made a decis ion to turn our will and our 
lives over to the care of God as we understood 
Him. 

4 .  We made a searching and fearless moral inventory 
of ourselves. 

5. We admitted to God , to ourselves , and to another 
human being the exact nature of our wrongs. 

6.  We were entirely ready to have God remove all 
these defects of character. 

7.  We humbly asked Him to remove our shortcomings. 

8 .  We made a list of all persons we had harmed, and 
became willing to make amends to them all. 

9.  We made direct amends to such people wherever 
possible , except when to do so would inure them 
or others. 

10. We continued to take personal inventory, and when 
we were wrong promptly admitted it. 

11. We sought through prayer and meditation to improve 
our conscious contact with God , as we understood 
Him , praying only for knowledge of His will for us , 
and the power to carry that out . 

12. Having had a spiritual awakening as a result of 
those steps , we tried to carry this message to 
addicts and to practice these principles in all our 
affairs . 
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This sounds like a big order, and we can ' t  do it all 
at once , we didn ' t  become addicted in one day , so remember 
--EASY DOES IT.  

There is one thing more than anything else that will 
defeat us in our recovery , this an attitude of indiffer
ence or intolerance toward spiritual principles . Although 
there are no musts in N . A . , there are three things that 
seem indispensable . These are Honesty, Openmindedness , 
and Willingness to try . With these we are well on our way. 

We feel that our approach to the problem of addiction 
is completely real istic, for the therapeutic value of one 
addict helping another is without parallel . We feel 
that our way is practical , for one addict can best under
stand and help another addict. We believe that the sooner 
we face our problems within our society , in everyday 
living , j ust that much faster do we become acceptable , 
responsible , and productive members of that society . 

The only way to keep from getting or continuing a 
habit is not to take that fi rst fix, pill or drink. 
If you are like us you know that one is too many and a 
thousand never enough. We put great emphasis on this 
for we know that when we use drugs in any form , or 
substitute one for another, we release our addiction 
all over again or create a new one . 

The substitution of alcohol has caused a great 
many addicts to form a new addiction pattern, which in 
its progression brings as many problems as before . We 
seem to forget that alcohol is one of the oldest known 
drugs . It would appear that we are people with addic
tive personalities who are strongly susceptible to 
alcoholic addiction . 

Are we sure we want to stop using? Do we understand and 1 
Do we recog- 2 believe that we have no real control over drugs ? 

nize that in the long run , we don ' t  use drugs--they use us? 
Do we fully accept the fact that our every attempt to stop 

3 

4 
using or control our using failed? Do we know that drugs 5 

have the power to change us into li ars , thieve s ,  and schemers? 6 

Do we know in our guts , that as success ful drug users , we 7 

have failed? we admit to ourselves that everytime we hurt 8 
someone , we were loaded , or trying to get loaded. 9 

When we came to N . A . , we were physically,  mentally and 10 

spiritually bankrupt . We hurt long enough and badly enough 11 

that we were willing to go to any lengths to stay clean . 12 
To live by the example of those who had faced our dilemma , 13 
and had found a way out, seemed to be our only hope, 14 
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1 When we first came into the Fellowship of N. A.,  we were 

2 often resentful at the suggestions some of the members made 

3 to u s .  Regardless o f  who we are, where we have come from, or 
4 what we have done, we are accepted in N . A .  Our addiction 

5 gives us all a common ground for understanding one another . 
6 When we were using , reality became so painful that obli-

7 vion was preferable . We had to keep other people from know

s ing about our pain. We isolated ourselves , and l ived in 
9 prisons built out of our own loneliness . Through this des-

10 peration , we sought out Narcotics Anonymous .  

11  After attending a few meetings ,  we began to feel like we 
12 finally belonged somewhere .  It was in these meetings that we 

1 3  were first introduced to the Twelve Steps of N . A .  we work 

14 them in the order they were written, and we use them on a daily 

15 basis . They are our solutions . They have become our survi-

16 val kit , for addiction is a deadly disease. Our Steps are 

17 suggested only,  but they are the principles that make our 

18 recovering possible. 

STEP ONE 

We admitted that we were powerless over our addiction, 
that our lives had become unmanageable . 

19 The bottom line of Narcotics Anonymous is staying clean . 

20  We realize that we cannot use drugs and live . When we admit 

21 our powerlessness and inability to manage our own lives , we 
22 open the door to a power greater than ourselves . 
2 3  we have an incurable , progressive , terminal disease called 

24 addiction . It doesn ' t  matter whether we just take a few pills, 
2 5  fix eight times a day, suck on a pipe, drink bottles o f  cough 
2 6  remedy behind drug stores, or have one tranquil izer with our 
27 first martini each day--we have certain things in common, no 
28  matter to what degree or  what kind of  addict we are. 
29 When we hit bottom, we were searching for an answe·r--look-
3 0  ing for a way out. We reached out and there was an answer. 
31 Until we took Step One , we were full of reservations . We felt 
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different. Upon working Step One , we affirmed our surrender 1 

to the principles of N.A. , and only then did we overcome the 2 

alienation of being a drug addict. We became a part of 3 

society. 4 

Where is help? How did we get it? What was it? We 5 

went to a meeting of Narcotics Anonymous. We are inclined 6 

to be skeptical. We needed proof. In that N.A. meeting was 7 

our proof. There we found people like ourselves with the 8 

same, or worse , patterns of drug dependency and failure , yet 9 

they were c).ean. T.hey sm;i.led. Their eyes were clear. They 10 

cared for each other. They introduced themselves to the new- 11 

comer and made them feel welcome. During the meeting , we 12 

heard a little bit about ourselves. We understood and be- 13 

lieved that we had no real control over drugs. We accepted 14 

the fact that every attempt we had made to control our using 15 

had failed. We knew in our hearts that drugs have the power 16 

to change us into something we didn ' t  want to be , and we of 17 

all people had surely had enough of self-destruction. We 18 

wanted first to learn , then to do the things that would help 19 

us become self-affirming people. 

We had to take Step One. We had to admit that we are 

20 

21 

powerless and we had to continue going to meetings to hear 22 

other addicts talk about this powerlessness. Do we under- 23 

stand and believe that we have no real , long term control 24 

over drugs? Do we flu. ly accept the fact that every attempt 25 

on our part to taper off , or stop using , or to control our 26 

using had failed? Do we know in our hearts that drugs have 27 

the power to change us into something that we don ' t  want to 28 

be: liars , thieves , schemers? 29 

Step One means that we don ' t  have to make excuses for 30 

the way we are , and that is a great freedom. Surrender means 31 

not having to fight anymore. It took a while, for some of 32 

us , to reali.ze how unmanageable our lives had become; for 33 

others ,  this was about the only thing of which we could be 34 

sure. In a way , we were like gamblers , and we didn ' t  like 35 

the odds against us . Thi& is the way we recover when we 3 6  
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1 hit bottom ; it's like the slide has stopped. With the ad-

2 mission of complete defeat , we stopped it right there. 

3 After struggling through the daily burden with the monkey 

4 on our backs, we reached despair. When we were beaten, we 

5 became willing. The pain of working the program did not seem 

6 as great as the pain of addiction , so we surrendered. The 

7 hole in our gut was filled with a new understanding of our 

8 place in the world and love for others. As we got clean and 

9 worked this Step, we were released from our chains. We are 

10 now free people. None of the Steps work by magic . We do not 

11 j ust say the words of the Steps , we live them. 
12 Some of us found getting clean a battle. The program is 

13 simple. No one ever said it was easy. Recovery is a contact 

14 process. We don't have to hug each other but it helps. We 

15 read this book and attend N.A. meetings. We see for ourselves 

16 if the Fellowship has something to offer us. It is not where 

17 we are that counts, but where we are going i 

18 None of us stumbled into this Fellowship brimming with love , 

19 honesty or open-minded willingness. We have all reacjed the 

20 point where it seemed we could not longer continue because of 

21 intense pain : physical, mental and spiritual. However, life 

22 was not unbearable ; it only seemed unbearable because of our 
23 old familiar ways and our thinking. We found that we had no 

24 choice but to change , or go back to using. All that was re-
25 quired was willingness. When we gave it our best go, it 

26 worked for us as it has worked for others , When we could stand 

27 

28  

our old ways no longer , 

quired is that we try. 

we began to change. All that was re

Only under attack by severe and un-

29 yielding pain did the walls begin to crumble. 
30 We began to see wiere we had rationalized the most errant 
31 sort of nonsense in order to justify the mess we had made of 

32 our lives. We could admit that we were truly powerless over 

33 our addiction and that our lives were unmanageable. We could 

34 admit complete defeat, and the help came. 

35 This was a great paradox for us--we who were so proud of 
36 our self-sufficiency and will power. But li:t:e had brough-t �" 
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little happiness. !'le had used our will power a lot. The more 1 

we exerted our will, the worse things got. 

got real�y bad, we had said, "This time, I 

Often , when things 

have got to get my 

2 

3 

act together." By Sheer will  power we had gotten clean , temp- 4 

orarily. When we began to see that will power alone wasn ' t  5 

going to pull us through anymore , we tried countless other 6 

remedies--counselors, psychiatrists, hospitals, lovers, new 7 

towns, new jobs--everything we tried, failed . We quit for a 8 
day, a week or a month perhaps, but sooner or later we took 9 

that first pill, fix, drink or toke and we were gone again-- 10 

worse than ever. None of our best efforts got us anywhere in 11 

the long run. Our unaided will was not enough .  12 

We had nothing le ft to lose. We gave up--quit struggling-- 13 

surrendered, completely and unconditionally. Then and only 14 
then did we begin to recover from the disease of addiction. 15 

Recovery begins with the first admission of powerlessness . 16 

From that point forward, we can see that every clean day is 17 
a successful day, and that any seeming failure is only a temp- 18 
orary setback. 19 

We quit fighting . We accept our addiction and life the 20 

way it is . We became willing to do whatever was necessary to 21 

stay clean, even those things we didn ' t  like doing . We had 22 

been beaten by our addictions, and left miserable and desper- 23 

ate. We were addicts . Drugs would no longer do for us what 24 

they had once done. 25 

We had been beaten into a corner by our own actions, and 26 

we were in the grip of an overwhelming addiction. We had 27 

found hope . We began to see that the Steps of the program 28 
would be our source of strength and that the obsession for 29  

drugs will eventually disappear. We saw that we could learn 30 

to function in the world we live in, that we, too could find 31 

meaning and purpose in life, and that we could be rescued from 32 
insanity, depravity and death , 33 
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STEP TWO 

We came to believe that a power greater than our
selves could restore us to sanity. 

1 We have a disease: progressive, incurable and terminal . 

2 The most amazing single fact about the disease is that we went 

3 out and bought it on the time plan: That is insane . Think 

4 about that--you , me , everyone we meet in N . A . ;  the junkie 

5 snatching purses on the street, and the sweet ladies hitting 

6 two or three doctors for their perfectly legal prescriptions. 

7 All of us have this one thing in common--we buy the disease 

8 that kills us and, one way or another , we usually pay for it , 
9 a bag at a time, a few pills at a time , or a bottle at a time 

10 until we die. That is at least part of the insanity of addic-

11 tion . The price may seem higher for the girl who prosti.tutes 

12 herself for her fix than it is for the woman who merely lies 

13 to her doctor ; but ultimately, both pay with their lives. Ask 

14 yourself this question: Do I believe it would be insane to 

15 walk up to someone and say , "Would you please sell me my own 

16 death--on the time plan?" or "May I please have a heart attack 

17 or a fatal accident?" If  you can agree that this would be an 

18 insane thing comparable to givihg yourself an injection of 

19 deadly poison, only slower, you should have no trouble with 

20 the Second Step. 

21 The Second Step is the most important thing that must hap-

22 pen for us to achieve any sort of ongoing recovery. The First 

23 Step leaves us where we need to come to believe in something 

24 that can help us with our powerlessness and sense of helpless-

25 ness . Belief became the most imporrant thing for us to work 

26 on . We have some type of belief and unless we examine it and 

27 seek to improve it, it may be insufficient to give us rec.every.  

28 Certainly our belief didn't help us with our active addiction . 

29 We now have a workable idea of a Higher Power . 

30 You may be one of us who says,  "I need help with my drug 

31 problem and I can see that N . A. has that alright, but the 
32 Second Step says this Power greater than ourselves will restore 
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us to sanity and I_' m not crazy. I j ust can't handle drugs. " 1 

Many of us started out with that attitude. Our first instinct 2 

is to say "no way. " But when we approach it with an open mind, 3 

and talk and listen to others, we begin to see evidence of 4 

some power that cannot be fully explained. Confronted with 5 

this, most of us will at least admit to the possibility of a 6 

greater power. Eventually, we will come to some kind of per- 7 

sonal understanding we can use. 

Belief is the beginning. It is helpful to stop at this B 

point to review our thinking in this respect. We should not 9 

take the chance that our understanding of a Power greater than 10 

ourselves is suf ficient. The Power can be the group itself or 11 

it can follow a religious tradition. The only thing we want 12 

to emphasize is that you should feel comfortable with your 1 3  

Higher Power and be able to make the statement that your Power 14 

cares about you. If you can accept the fact that a large nurn- 15 

ber of addicts like your self, have found a way, in the program 16 

of Narcotics Anonymous, to live clean, then you only have to 17 

believe what you see in order to experience Step Two. 18 

N.A. has many members. This collective Spiritual Power 19 

is certainly greater than that of any individual member. What 20 

is impossible for one alone is often light work for many, be- 21 

cause the many are a greater power than the one alone. You 22  

don ' t  have to be religious to accept the idea of a power 2 3  

greater than yourself ( Just look around with an open mind 24 

and you will see a positive Power all around N. A. You can 25  

call it love, or harmony, or peace, or cleanness, or good, 26 

or you can call it God. It doesn' t matter, and by looking 27 

and listening as openly as you can, you find that N.A. has 28 

the Power to help addicts. 29  

The Higher Power we use in  N.A. is a lot like this: We 30 

begin by simply admitting to the possibility of a power greater 31 

than ourselves. From the very beginning, we discover that 32 

power in our lives, and that Power lives in the Fellowship. 33 

We had no trouble admitting that addiction had become a 34 

destructive power gre�ter than ourselves. It logically follows 35 

that there can also be a constructive power greater than our- 36 
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1 selves. When drugs are washed from our bodies through daily 

2 abstinence and our minds begin to clear from the effects, a 

3 miracle takes place. Many fortunate things occur mysteriously, 

4 but there are no accidents. We come to understand that our 

5 recoveries are a gift from a Power greater than ourselves. 

6 There is a spirit that is guiding all living things. Call it 

7 Higher Power or whatever you like. If you choose, call it 

8 nothing at all, but find it, and learn to benefit from its 

9 power. You will gain a new life--free from drugs and the pain 

10 they have caused. 

11 We have begun to see only recently how much a Higher Power 

12 has to offer . Clean living is only the beginning of a new life. 

13 Life without fear is a gift we receive for the price of accept-

14 ance. 

15 We gradually begin to find some order in the universe, and 

16 accept that "some power" was supplying us with a conscience we 

17 had never had before, and was somehow giving us the power to 

18 overcome the compulsion to use. It certainly wasn ' t  us, indi-

19 vidually. Many of us have come to believe that the forces of 

20 life know what our real needs are and will take care of us when 

21 undisturbed by self-will. 

22 We learn to keep a watchful eye on our daily H.A. L. T. S. 

23 maintenance: We eat when Hungry ;  we talk with a recovering 

24 addict when Angry or Lonely; we rest when Tired; and when we 

25 begin to take ourselves Seriously, we get to an N.A. meeting 
26 and share. Sanity is having our priorities in order. We don ' t  

27 use drugs; we go to meetings ; and through the N.A. program, we 

28 learn to rely on God to provide what we need on a daily basis. 
29 We have been restored to sanity as far as the obsession to 

30 use is concerned.  
31 The important thing to remember as the urge to use occurs 

32 is that just because the mind is asking for drugs, doesn ' t  mean 

33 the body is. We are so into denial and over-controlling ouv 

34 emotions that the occasional thought of drugs may be the ohly way 

35 our mind knows to get our attention. The mind signals drugs 
36 wnen tne body may actua11y be as�ing Ior vitamin�, Iood, reat or 
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companionship . So .we need daily H.A.L.T. S. maintenance. 1 

Most addicts have strong feelings about their Higher Power 2 

and vigorously defend their right to their own understanding 3 

of Higher Power. The strength to move into action comes from 4 

our Higher Power . 5 

Asking for help in specific terms usually precedes getting 6 

that help . By opening the gates of our hearts , we become ready 7 

to receive the help we need. 8 

We need to accept this step to start our road to recovery .  9 

When our belief has grown to some point of comfort , we are 10 

ready for Step Three . 

STEP THREE 

We made a decision to turn our will and our lives 
over to the care of God , as we understood Him. 

As practicing 

trolled by drugs. 

addicts , our will and our lives we ' re con

bur choices were determined by drugs. We 

11 

12 

were trapped by our need for connections and cash. Then, when 13  

we got the drugs , the search was over for a few hours or maybe 14 

a few days. During that time our total being , the mind , body , 15 

the soul was dominated by the drug. 16 

For a time it was pleasurable , at 

of addiction. Ultimately , the effect 

then the drug showed its ugly side. 

least in the early stages 17 

began to wear off and 18 

Often we found that the 19 

higher our drugs took us , the lower they brought us. When our 20 

nerves were j angling like a fire alarm , we faced two choices. 21 

Either we suf fered withdrawal , or we took more drugs. For all 22 

addicts, the day come$ when there is no longer a choice. We 23 

must have more drugs. Whether we are under the influence or 24 

not, our will, our lives and every single action is directly 25 

controlled by drugs. 26 

Obviously, our way did not work. In utter desperation, 27 

we looked for another way. In Narcotics Anonymous ,  we are 28 

told that we can turn our will and our lives over to the care 29 

of a God of our own understanding . Th is is a giant step , J O  
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religious . All that 

We had to be will

What have we got to 

5 We have only to believe what we see with our own eyes in 

6 the transformed lives of other N. A .  member s .  That ' s  all it 

7 takes--an open mind. If the word God bothers you, as it did 

8 many of us in the beginning , substitute Recovery , Good , Love , 

9 N . A . , Peace or anything positive , j ust so you mean it. 
10 None of these STeps of N . A .  work by magic.  They work when 

11  they are lived. The Steps of N . A .  are eas ier to live by than 
12 the law of the needle , bottle, pill or j oint . If you want to 

13 stay clean and are willing to do a few s imple things and are 
14 honest with yourself, we guarantee that you can recover. 
15 We found that all we needed to do was try . When we gave 

16 our best effort to the program, it worked for us as it has 
17 worked for countless others. The Third Step does not say "We 

18 turned our will and our lives over to the care of God . " It 

19 says ,  "We made a decis ion to turn our will and our lives over 
2 0  to the care of God , as we understood Him . "  We made the de-

2 1  cisioni it was not made for us by the drugs , our famil ies , a 
22  probation officer , j udge , therapist or doctor . We did . For 

2 3  the first time since that first high , we have made a decision 
24 for ourselves . If you understand God to be simply whatever 
25  keeps the rest of us clean, that ' s  fine . Ask that Power to 
2 6  take care of you as i t  takes care of us--even if it makes you 
27  feel stupid ( Go off by yourself and say silently , "God , I ' ve 

2 8  made a mess of my l ife . I can ' t solve my problems and I ask 
29 you to take care of me and show me how to live . "  
30 When you honestly try , it will work. Many of us start our 
31 day with that prayer or a similar plea : "Thy will be done . "  

32 The release by letting go and letting God helps us develop 
33 what works here and now . We can experience this release daily 

34 by using the N.A.  program. 
35 In the Third Step, we simply recognize that there is a 
36  force for good in the world and we cooperate with that force . 
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We let good things happen to us . Every action we took in re- 1 

gard to drugs was an effort to get comfortable. It did not 2 

work, or we wouldn ' t  be where we are today . When we turn to 3 

the God of oui own understanding for care and direction and 4 

guidance, we learn the real meaning of comfort . 5 

If we have come thi s far in the N . A .  program, we have 6 

already noticed sorre change in our lives . However, the change 7 

may not be as fast nor as dramatic as we wish . We turned to 8 

drugs because we are people who demand instant gratification 9 

and drugs gave us that instant satisfaction . We are impatient 10 

people. It is one of life ' s  great problems for us . Just be- 11  

cause we stop taking drugs, the problem doesn ' t  immediately 12 

go away . 13 

We find that �e will continue to have living problems . 14 

There are bills to be paid.  We still have to function in 15 

society . Most of us still have families . We still have many 16 

of the sattie fears , doubts and insecurities . In fact, because 1 7  

we are now facing life without anesthesia, these problems 18 

appear to be more difficult and painful than ever . Do not 19 

lose heart. At these times in our recovery, the Third Step 20  

is  our greatest source of strength and courage . We are no 2 1  

longer bogged down by addiction . We have surrendered our w i l l  22  

and our lives to the care of  a power greater than ourselves . 23 

We are now a part of the Ultimate Reality which has brought 24 

Order out of Chaos. We are no lohger fighting fear , anger, 25 

guilt, remorse, eelf-pity, anxiety, depression and a thou- 26 

sant other ills.  27  

Day by day , we discover the magnitude of  the Third Step . 28  

This is the Step where we come into contact with sanity we 29 

are promised in Step TWO . Reliance on a spiritual way of l i fe 30 

is now possible for us . Our addiction is no longer a road- 31 

block to God-consciousness.  We are slowly beginning to lose 32 

those paralyzing feelings of hopelessness .  We who have lived 33 

in darkness and horror for so long begin to walk freely in 34 

the sunlight of reality .  35 
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1 We find that our mood-swings are less dramatic . We have 

2 natural highs followed by occasional lows. we are beginning 

3 to gain balance and harmony . We have learned to stop fight-

4 ing and are learning to live . The only price is to quit 

5 fighting , surrender quietly and let the God of our own under-

6 standing take care of us . 
7 We have come to enj oy clean living and want more of the 

8 good things that the N. A .  Fellowship holds for us . we know 
9 now that we cannot pause in our spiritual program; we want 

10 all we can get . We are now ready for our first honest self-
11 appraisal,  and we begin with Step Four. 

STEP FOUR 

We made a searching and fearless moral inventory of 
ourselves . 

12 Step Four helps us see exactly what our problems are and 

13 shows us our strengths . 
14  Let ' s  face it, when we were us ing, we weren ' t  very honest 

15 with ourselves . We are finally beginning to become honest when 
16 we admit our addiction has whipped us and that we need help. 

17 It took a long time to get where we could admit we were beaten . 

18 We are probably not going to recover--physically, mentally or 

19 emotionally--overnight . Step Four is going to help us toward 
20 recovery more than we can imagine. Most of us were surprised 
21 to find that we had many good points in our inventory . Ask 
22  anyone who has some time on the program and who has the kind 
23  of  life you want for yourself, they will tell you that the 
24 Fourth Step was a turning point in their lives . 
25 Some people make the mistake of approaching the Fourth Step 
26  as if it  were a confes sion of how horrible they are--what a 
27 bad person they had been. This is not the purpose of the 

2 8  Fourth Step . We are trying to free outselves of living in old, 
29 useless patterns . We take the Fourth Step to gain the neces-
3 0  sary strength and insight to enable ua to grow in this new way 
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of life. A binge of emotional sorrow over real or imagi ned 1 

wrongs will not help us. In fact, it can be quite harmful. 2 

our purpose is to be rid of guilt--not wallow in it! 3 

We must be done with the past, not cling to it. We want to 4 

look our past in the face and see it for what it was--and then 5 

to release it so that we can live today. The past, for most 6 

of us, has been a ghost in the closet. We have been afraid to 7 

open that closet for fear of what that ghost may do to us. B 

You don't have to do this alone. Your will and your life 9 

are now in the hands of the Source of all strength--tap into 10 

the Source! Writing a thorough and hones t inventory looks im- 11 

poss ible to most of us. It is--if we are operating under our 12 

own "power." Take a few quiet moments before writing and pray 13 

for "the power to carry it out. " 14 

Don ' t  write the inventory with any particular person in 15 

mind. If you do that, you may wind up "s lanting" what you 16 

write in order to pleas e them. Only time will tell, and the 17 

Fifth Step will take care of itself. Stay here in the Now-- 1 8  

you are on Step Four. We cannot do Step Five until we have 19 

completed Step Four . 20 

You may approach the Fourth Step in a number of way. s It 21 

is advisable that before you start, go over the first Three 22 

Steps with your sponsor. Be comfortable with your understand- 23 

ing of these steps. Allow yourself the privilege of feeling 24 

good about what you are doing. Don't be driven as you were 25 

so long driven by drugs. We have been trashing about for a 26 

long time and have gotten nowhere. Now, we are going to take 27 

it easy and not let things frighten us. 28 

With pen and paper, we begin the moral inventory. If the 29 

word moral bothers us, we call it a positive/negative inven- 30 

tory, or a good/bad inventory. The way to write an inventory 31 

is to write it ! Thinking about an inventory, talking about it, 32 

theorizing the inventory will not get it written. Sit down 33 

with a notebook, pray, pick up your pen and start writing ! 34 

All we seek to do is find out which things about ourselves 35 

need changing . If we we.re 9rocer5 we wouid not he� itate to 36 
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1 separate the rotten fruit from the good and throw out the 

2 rotten fruit. The N . A .  program has the Fourth Step with which 

3 we examine ourselves . 

4 It is important to remember where we came from so that we 

5 don ; t  return . We had to go through what we did to get to where 

6 we are now . 

7 A basic rule of thumb is that we can write too little, but 
8 we never write too much. The inventory will fit the indivi-

9 dual , we simply write until the brain is emptied . Anything we 

10 we think about is possibly inventory material . We realize how 
11 little we have to lose and how much we have to gain. We plunge 

12 into this step without reservation . 
13 We remove these thorns in the side by listing them on paper . 

14 As recovering addicts we sit down with paper and pen and pray 
15 for God ' s  help in revealing the defects that are causing pain 
16 and suffering . We pray for the courage to be fearless and 
17 thorough so that this inventory may help us put our lives in 

18 order. When we pray and take action it always goes better for 

19 us . 
2 0  As using addicts ,  we lived under a regime of fear . In 

21 attaining our new life , we want it free of unreasonable fear . 

22  A lot of times we try to look good in front of other people, 

23 but deep down inside we are real ly afraid of who we are and 
24 where we came from . 

25  We  write down our fears, our resentments and our guilts. 

26 We examine in depth our relationships with people, places and 
27  situations asking ourselves what we have demanded of these re-
28 lationships. Often the answers will show that we are placing 

29  unreasonable demands on reality . We find that we are demanding 

30 other people to stop being who they are . 
31 Most of us have found that we were neither so terrible nor 

32 so wonderful as we supposed . Ultimately , we are just human, 

33 with the same fears , longings and troubles as everyone else. 

34 One of the greatest benefits of the N . A .  program is discovering 
35 that we need never be alone again. Others have felt as we feel . 
36 Others have failed where we failed . They are here now in the 
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strength of the Fellowship , ready and eager to help us . 1 

This Fourth step can be a wonderful adventure , reviewing 2 

our past performance and our present behavior to see what we 3 

want to keep and what we want to be rid o f .  This Step has 4 

the reputation of being difficult . In reality , it ' s  quite 5 

simple. 6 

As recovering addicts , we now have the right to reach for 7 

levels of greater comfort and we can reach them, when we get 8 

a handle on what we ' ve been doing wrong . I f  we want to feel 9 

good , we have to stop doing the things that make us feel bad . 10 

We are not going to be perfect. If  we were perfect , we 11 

would not be human . The important thing is that we do our 12 

best. We use the tools available to us , and because we do 13 

not want to lose any of what we have gained , we will want to 14 

continue in the program . It is our experience that no matter 15 

how searching and thorough , no inventory is of any lasting 16 

effect, unless it is promptly followed by an equally thorough 17 

Step Five. 18 

STEP FIVE 

We admitted to God , to ourselves , and to another 
human being the exact nature of our wrongs . 

After taking a thorough Fourth Step , we have to deal with 19 

what we have found in our inventory .  We have decided what 2 0  

our defects are, but we still don ' t  know how to deal with them. 21 

we are told that if we keep these defects inside us , they could 2 2  

lead us to using again . We have to beware of half-measures 2 3  

on this Step . Holding on to our own "garbage" would even- 24 

tually sicken us and hold us back from really taking part in 2 5  

this new way of life . If  we take a Fifth Step , but we really 2 6  

don ' t  get honest , we will have the same negative results that 27 

dishonesty brought us in the past . 28 

Our Higher Power will be with us when we do this , and 29 

will help to free the fear of facing ourselves and another 30 
human being . Many of us , before we take_ Step Five, fear that 31 
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1 God wi ll turn away from us , when we reveal ourselves to Him. 

2 It seemed unnecess ary to some of us to admit the exact nature 
3 of our wrongs to God . "God already knows all that stuff " ,  we 

4 rationalized . True , God does already know all that stuff , but 
5 until we face God with it , we will never really believe that 

6 He does . The admission must come from our own lips to be truly 

7 effective for us . 

8 For years , we have avoided seeing ourselves as we really 

9 are. We were ashamed of ourselves and felt isolated from the 

10 rest of the world. Now , we ' ve got this shameful past trapped 

11 on paper. We can sweep it out of our lives , if we face it and 
12 admit it . It would be tragic mistake to have it all written 
13 down and then just shove it into a drawer . 
14 We have feared that if we ever revealed ourselves as we 

15 really were , we would surely be rejected . Maybe this was be-

16 cause we had already rej ected ourselves . We were so self-

17  centered that we didn't realize j ust how much we had in com-

18 mon with our fel low addicts. Before coming to Narcotics 
19 Anonymous , we had felt that no one could ever relate to us 
20  or understand the reasons behind the things we had done . We 

21 quickly realized that we had been unrea listic in feeling that 

22  

23  

24  

way . 

We 
Step . 

N . A. people did understand us . 

must carefully choose the person who is to hear our Fifth 
Although there is no hard rule about what kind of per-

25 son we should choose,  it is important that we trust that per-

26  son . Only complete confidence in the person ' s  integrity and 
27 closed mouth can make us willing to be thorough in this Step . 
2 8  Some of us take our Fifth Step with a total stranger , but 
29 most of us feel most comfortable choosing a fel low member of 
30  N . A .  We know that a fellow addict would be less likely to 
31 judge us with malice . People often select clergymen, or mem-
32  bers of the medical profession , because these people are 
33  accus tomed to keeping confidences in their work. Whoever we 

34 select , we make certain that they know what we are attempting 

35 to do and why we are doing it . We are often amazed at how 
36 wi11in9 moat peop1e a4e to h.e1p ue . We neve� knew that poOp1a 
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actually cared enpugh about us to want to help in our re- 1 
covery . 2 

Once we make up our minds and are actually alone with the 3 

person we have chosen to accept our confidence, we proceed 4 

with enthusiasm. We want to be very definite and thorough.  5 

We realize that this is a life and death matter . 6 

There is a danger that we will exaggerate our wrongs, and 7 

an equal danger that we will minimize or rationalize away our 8 

part in situations . If we are anything like we were when we 9 

first entered the N . A .  Fellowship , we will still tend to want 10 

to " sound good" . This is a luxury we can ' t  afford . This Step 11 

must cut into our character defects and expose our motives and 1 2  

our actions for what they really were. We have no right to 13  

expect these things to reveal themselves . It isn ' t  easy , 14 

but it is simple. We want to tell the truth, cut and dry , 15 

as quickly as possible. We do not procrastinate. 1 6  

We will never be able to name all of our past mistakes , 17 

so we need not expect our first spoken inventory to be per- 18 

feet.  If we choose, we will be continuing the process of 19  

self-assessment for the rest of our lives . For now, we will 20 

try to get most of the "garbage" out in the first session . 21 

For many years, we have covered up our low self-esteem 2 2  

by hiding behind phony images that we hoped would fool people. 2 3  

Unfortunately , we ended up fooling ourselves more than anyone. 24 

Although we often appeared attractive and confident on the 25  

outside, we were really hiding a shaky , insecure person on 2 6  

the inside. "One thing you can ' t  hide , is when you ' re 27 

crippled inside . " The masks have 'l;o go . 2 8  

Once we had taken this Step , we felt lightened and re- 2 9  

freshed . We were finally free to be ourselves , because we 30  

were not trying to  cover anything up . It was a great rel ief 31  

to be rid of  all our secrets , to share the burden of  past 3 2  

guilts. Usually , a s  we share this Step , the listener will 3 3  

share some of his story too, and we will find out that the 34 

things about ourselves that we thought were so awful or dif- 35 

ferent weren ' t  a l l  that unusual _ We see , by thg acc9ptance 3 6  
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1 in the eyes of our confident , that we can be forgiven , even 

2 loved , j ust the way we are . Even though our examination of 

3 ourselves usually reveals some things about ourselves that 

4 we don' t  particularly like , facing these things and bringing 

5 them out in the open makes it possible for us to deal with 

6 them constructively . And , now that they are out of the closet , 

7 ready to be faced and dealt with, we real ize that these things 

8 about ourselves can be changed. We cannot make these changes 

9 alone . We need our Higher Power ' s  help, and the help of the 

10 Narcotics Anonymous Fellowship . 

STEP SIX 

We were entirely ready to have God remove these 
defects of character .  

11 Let us go back to the First Step for a minute . Remember 

12 that we had to surrender completely to obtain relief . We had 

13 to admit we were whipped . In examining ourselves as honestly 

14 as possible it is probable that we have discovered some things 
15 about ourselves that we don't like . Perhaps we call them de-

1 6  fects . Whatever we call them, we recognize that we must change 

17 if we are to -row . The Sixth Step is the same situation ; we 
18 can ' t  do it ourselves ; but we know that God as we understand 
19 Him can do it for us . 

20  Do we really want to be rid of our resentments , our angers , 
21 our fears? Do we really understand that they are a deadly 
22 poison in the heart of an addict? Many of us cling to our 

23 fears , doubts , and self-loathing or hatred of others , because 

24 there is a certain distorted security in familiar pain . It 
25 seems safer to hold on to the old famil iar pain than to let go 
2 6  of it for the unknown . Letting go of character defects should 

27 be done with love . Fear and hate cannot give us new lives . We 
28 should approach old defects with patience and understanding, 

29 for they have served us well in days past. They have kept us 

30 from situations we couldn ' t  handle before we found the program 
31 and a source of power. We should be more grateful that our 
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defects are not moce pronounced or of a more harmful nature . 1 

When we see how our defects exist in our lives and accept 2 

them, we can let go of them and get on with our new life . 3 

We look to the Fellowship for the kind of life we want for 4 

ourselves . We ask our friendl;l , "Did you let go? " Without 5 

exception the answer is , "Yes , to the best of our ability . "  6 

When we are working Step Six, it is important to remember 7 

that we are human and should not place great expectations on 8 

ourselves . We should be serious when we say "entirely ready 9 

to have all these defects removed. " This is a step of willing- 10 

ness . That is the spiritual principle of Step Six .  It is 11 

as if to say that we are now willing to move along spiritual 12 

lines toward a destination we couldn ' t  imagine . Being human 13  

we will of  course fall short . 14 

We will still get mad and still feel hurt , especially if 15 

we are too hungry , angry , lonely , tired, or too serious 16 

(H .A . L . T . S . ) . We are trying to achieve adequacy , not perfec- 17 

tion . Adequacy can be achieved , but perfection cannot . We 1 8  

can reach and awaken the force o f  life within ourselves;  it 19 

can do anything , even give us a new life . The breakdown of 20 

old ideas and old ways seems to be beyond our conscious con- 21  

trol . The only control of the situation we seem to have is 22 

a choice of acceptance . What areas we cahnge in , how fast 2 3  

we change , and in what order all seem to be predetermined by 24 

our very nature . If we accept God ' s  wil l ,  we will be able to 25 

follow the necessary path to a better life . 26  

Willingness is what we strive for in Step Six . The tools 27  

we use to maintain our willingness are practice and prayer . 28  

How sincerely we work Step Six will be proportionate to our 29  

desire for change . We o ften feel that we will never be ready 30 

to have all our defects removed , but we should remember that 31 

the main point is that we are on a journey , and the destina- 32  

tion isn ' t  what matters . Willingness to serve God is what we 33  

strive for . 34 

Without these defects , life is ever sensational and deeply 35 
wonderl'.ul. . we J.earn tnat; we are grow1ng wnen we mal<e new :l O  
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1 mistakes instead of repeating old ones. Life with these de-

2 fects may cause perpetual frustration , tension , and relapse. 

3 We decide what our priorities are and envis ion life free 

4 from defects . We recognize our defects and surrender to the 

5 simple suggestions that the program offers us . 

6 We feel that the Sixth Step is the honest willingness to 

7 let go of those shortcomings about ourselves . We become ready 

8 to part with the fears and doubts of that other life . 

9 We continue to attempt to manage our lives and will need to 

10 go back to Step Six to renew our readiness to have our defects 

11 removed . 

STEP SEVEN 

We humbly asked Him to remove our shortcomings . 

12 Having decided we want God, as we understood Him, to relieve 

13 us of the useless or des tructive aspects of our personalities , 

14 we have arrived at the S 3venth Step . 

15 We have all spent much of our lives being anything but 

16 humble . We have been humiliated by many of the things that 

17 happened to us while using , but most of us avoided true humility 

18 until we worked the First Step. Then again , in the Third Step, 

19 

20 

2 1  

22  

2 3  

2 4  

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

we asked God to direct our will and our lives . Now , in the 

Seventh Step , we humbly ask Him to remove our shortcomings . 

The key to this Step is an understanding of the humility. 

Humility is a part of staying clean , as food and water are to 

staying alive . As we struggled along in our addiction , we 

devoted our energy 

always had to have 

towards satis fying our material needs . We 

a satisfaction of our 

as power and prestige.  We never thought 

basic desires,  such 

of spiritual growth 

or asking a Higher Power for direction. Drugs were our Higher 

Power .  

We couldn' t  handle the trials and tribulations of life all 

by ourselves . It wasn' t  until we made a real mess of our lives 

that we realized that we couldn ' t  do it alone . By admitting 
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that we achieved our first glimpse of humility. 1 

If the defects we have discovered are real and we have a 2 

chance to be rid of them, we would surely experience a sense 3 

of well being when we rid ourselves of them. Some will want 4 

to get on their knees for this Step.  Some will be very quiet 5 

or put forth a great mental effort to show intense willingness. 6 

The word humble applies because we approach this Power greater 7 

than ourselves to ask for the most wonderous gift of the pro- 8 

gram ; the freedom to live without the limitations of our past 9 

ways. However we want to handle it, we go all the way. 10 

Think of what we have to lose ! As soon as we feel ourselves 11 

willing, we should go ahead and ask God to remove our short- 12 

comings. 13 

When we were using, our spiritual and emotional growth 14 

came to a halt . We did not mature and grow like a normal 15 

person. Now that we are clean, there are many situations in 16 

our daily lives that are difficult to understand. By prac- 17 

ticing the virtue of humility and asking for help, we can get 18 

through even the toughest times. "I can ' t, we can : " It is a 19  

sign of  growth. 20 

we have to realize that people can give us direction and 21 

that our way of thinking is not the only way. We must punc- 22 

ture our egos and realize that we have much more work to do. 23 

When someone points out a shortcoming, our first reaction is 24 

one of defensiveness . If we truly want to grow, we will take 25 

a good look at what is pointed out . We must realize we are 26 

not perfect and there are things we must change. 27 

We have noticed that humility plays a big part in this 28 

program and our new way of life. We take our inventory; we 29 

become ready to let God remove our defects of character; we 30 

humbly ask Him to remove our shortcomings. This is our road 31 

to spiritual growth, to change our character, day by day, to 32 

gradually, carefully and simply pull ourselves out of the 33 

isolation and loneliness of addiction into this mainstream of 34 

useful Fellowship. This comes not from wishing, but from 35 

action and prayer. Tne main objective or step seven is to 36 
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1 get out of ourselves and strive for achieving the will of our 

2 Higher Power.  Our will didn ' t  work . 
3 If we are careless and fail to grasp the spiritual meaning 
4 of this Step , it will seem an unbearable chore , impossible to 

5 complete and unlikely to do anything but stir up old troubles . 

6 Like all the Steps , the point of this one is freedom. None of 
7 these Steps work by magic . They work when they are lived. We 

8 are trying to achieve adequacy , not perfection ; for perfection 
9 is a divine qual ity . 

STEP EIGHT 

We made a list of all persons we had harmed,  and 
became will ing to make amends to them all . 

10 The last five Steps of Narcotics Anonymous , the Eighth 
ll through the Twelfth , are the "get out and live" Steps . Just 

12 as the First , Second , and Third Steps give us the necessary 
13 tools to begin a clean life , and the Fourth , Fifth ,  Sixth and 
14 Seventh Steps complete the process of self- forgiveness and 
15 the beginning of new attitudes.  The Eighth Step starts the 

16 procedure of forgiving other people , being forgiven by them, 
17 and learning how to live in the world as a drug-free human 

18 being . 
19 The point of the Eighth Step is willingness .  Are we will-
20 ing ,  if it is possible and practical , to make amends ;  once , 
21 and for all , clear away the shadows of fear that our past 

22  holds for us? 
23 The preceding Seven Steps looked pretty rough until we 
24 took the plunge and go into them . This one is no different. 
25  It  seems hard now, but once we ' ve done it,  we ' ll wonder why 

26  we didn't do it long ago . 
27 The Eight Step is not easy ; it demands a new kind of 
28 honesty about our relations with other people . We had to feel 

29 better internally before we could even bear to think about 

30 whom we had harmed and how we had harmed them, and exactly 
3i what was the way we perceived ourseives . 
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This Step is a good test of our new found humility , we 1 

consult with our sponsors in this matter . Again ,  as in the 2 

Fourth Step , we do not want to become entangled in useless 3 

and dangerous sel f-loathing . Our purpose is to achieve free- 4 

dom from the guilt we have carried so far , with so much pain , 5 

so that we can look the world in the eye with neither aggres- 6 

siveness nor fear . 7 

We admit we are at fault regardless of what the other per- 8 

son did to arouse our hostil ity . We admit that we hurt them , 9 

directly or indirectly , through some action , some lie ,  some 10 

broken promise , neglect or whatever . 11 

It will not make better persons to j udge the faults of 12 
another . The thing that will make us better is to clean up 13 

our lives by rel ieving ourselves of guilt. The Eighth Step 14 

is a mighty stride away from a lie dominated by guilt and 15 

remorse . 16 

We need some real honesty before we can make an accurate 17 

list. In preparing to make the Eight Step list,  it is help- 18 

ful to define harm . One definition of harm is physical or 19 

mental damage . Another definition is inflicting pain , suf- 20 

fering or loss . 

The damage may be caused by something that is said or 21 

done , and the harm resulting from these words or actions may 22 

be either intentional or unintentional on the part of the 23 

person who is inflicting the harm. The degrees of harm can 24 

run from making someone feel me ntally uncomfortable to in- 25 

flicting bodily injury or even death. 26 

We make our list , or take it from our Fourth Step and 27 

add to it any more people we can think of and we face that 28 

list honestly and openly and examine our fault . Are we will- 29  
ing to make amends? In many cases we cannot do it , it  is not 30 

possible nor practical in some instances . We may not know 31 

who it was we wronged . In other instances we might run the 32  

risk of involving a third person , some companions of our days 33 

of using who do not wish to be exposed . We do not have the 34 
right nor do we need , £or any mora1 reaGon, to endan9er that 3S 

person. 36  
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1 Just about anyone that comes into contact with an active 

2 addict risks being harmed. Many members mention their parents , 
3 spouses, children , boyfriends , girlfrie�ds , other addicts , 
4 casual acquaintances, co-workers, employers , teachers ,  land

s lords, and total strangers .  
6 A problem many of us seem to have with the Eighth Step and 

7 the admis sion of the harm we did is the belief we were victims , 

8 not victimizers in  our addiction. Avoiding this rationaliza-

9 tion is crucial to the Eighth Step . 

10 We had to think of disassociating what had been done to us 
11 and what we had done. We were forced to cut away all our j us-
12 tifications and all our ideas of being a victim. 
13 The final di fficulty in working the Eighth Step is separat-

14 ing it from the Ninth Step . Proj ecting about the Ninth Step 
15 can be a major obstacle both in making the list and in becoming 
16 willing. We do not even think about making amends , but j ust 

17 concentrate on exactly what the Eighth Step says which is to 
18 make a list and to become willing . 
19 "We try and work this Step as if there were no Ninth. Step . "  

20 The Eighth Step is actually an action Step . And like all the 

21 action Steps it offers immediate benefits . " The main thing 
22  this Step does for us is to build awareness that , little by 
23 little, we are gaining new attitudes abOut ourselve s ,  and how 
24 we deal with other people. " 

STEP NINE 

We made direct amends to such people wherever possible , 
except when to do so would inj ure them or others.  

25 We want to get free of our fear , but we don't wish to do so 
26 at the price of anyone . It is very important that we take 
27 guidance from our sponsors or spiritual advisors in this 
28 matter . 

29 We recommend turning over our legal problems to lawyers . 

30 Professional help is available to help us with our financial 
31 and medica.1 prob1ems . Part of 1earning to 1ive ia not to take on 

32 problems and responsibilities that we are not equipped to handle . 
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In some cases we may be beyond our means . If  it i s ,  we can 1 

only proceed with direction . 2 

Timing is an essential part of this Step . We should make 3 

amends when the opportunity presents itself ,  as long as to do 4 

so wi ll not cause more harm. When it gets to the point that 5 

we cannot hold the hurt any longer , amends will be made . 6 

In some old relationships an unresolved conflict exists . 7 

We enter the old conflict and resolve it by making our amends , 8 

and step back from future antagonisms and ongoing resentments . 9 

In many instances of past wrongs we will need to go somewhere 10  

and humbly ask forgiveness .  These are the old tapes that 11 

would keep playing back as long as we live . Sometimes , this 12 

will be a joyous occasion when some old friend or relative 13 

proves very willing to let by-gones be by-cones and welcome 14 

us back to the land of the living . However,  some people are 15 

not so willing to let go of their bitterness . We can only 16 

make our amends to the best of our ability and they can either 1 7  

accept it or deny it.  We feel relieved , instead o f  feeling 18 

knocked down and drained in our lives . our addiction put a 19  

negative attitude about us in  others . Step Nine helps us 20  

with our guilt and others with their anger.  21  

This Step should not be avoided. If we avoid this Step 22 

we are simply reserving a place in our program to get loaded . 2 3  

Pride , fear , and procrastination often seem an impossible 24 

barrier and stand in our way of progress and growth through 25 

the Ninth Step . The important thing is to take action and 2 6  

be ready to accept the reactions o f  those persons we have 27  

harmed.  We have made amends as  best we could . 28 

There are some things we can make direct amends for; 2 9  

some we can only make partial amends for ; and some that we 30  

remember nothing about. 31 

We can make amends by our actions . They don ' t  always 32  

have to be verbal . Staying clean is  also an amend because 33  

we ' re no longer part of the problem. Now we ' re part of the 3 4  

solution . 35 
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l When it came to making amends for all the things we did 

2 there was a lot to be done . In the progress of our recovery 

3 we were restored to sanity and part of sanity is effectively 

4 relating to others . We will less often view people as a 

5 threat to our security . Real secur ity in our gut and in our 

6 recovery will replace the physical ache and mental confusion. 

7 We will want to address  ourselves to these people with love 

8 and patience . Fear of relapse will make many of our most sin-

9 cere well-wishers reluctant to accept our recovery as real . 

10 We must remember the pain they have known . In time , many 

11 seeming miracles• will occur . Many of us that were separated 
12 from our children succeed in re-establishing deep emotional 
13 bonds . However , estranged mates can be dangerous to our re-

14 covery if they don't learn some of our program. If the re-

15 lationship is real , it will survive . Re-acceptance into the 
16 family of our birth , is eventual for most . Clean time speaks 

17 for itself .  Patience is the great method of the Fellowship. 

18 The unconditional love we experience will rej uvenate our will 

19 to live and each positive move on our part will be matched by 
20 an unexpected opportunity . 
21 The benefit of this Step is to be able to face people we 

22 have harmed with a clear conscience . By di scovering and ad-
23 mitting our faults , we experience a miracle .  

STEP TEN 

we continued to take personal inventory , and when 
we were wrong promptly admitted it. 

24 we as addicts , suffer from a problem deeper than the drugs 
25 we took . Because of this , we must live by spiritual principles , 
26  Step Ten and all the Steps are to be applied to every area of 
27 our lives . 

28 There is no area of our lives that the disease does not 

29 affect. The truth is that fear is present in every area of 

30  our lives .  So , in our experience , the program can and must be 
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worked continuously in every area of our lives . If t his were 1 

not so, then the disease could not creep into an "unrelated" 2 

area of our lives and kill us . 3 

Step Ten is a continuation of a fearless and searching 4 

look within ourselves in order to repair disorders that fear , 5 

pride , jealousy , and other ruinous defects can cause. It helps 6 

us avoid the occurrence of relapse due to other areas which 7 

we may be reluctant to look . "If you take the drugs away from 8 

a drug-crazed maniac , you still have a maniac . •  Since our 9 

problems entail much more than using, we cannot recover until 10 

we recognize the need for taking a good look at our attitudes 11 

and motives.  
Now that we are clean, we have recognized the advantage 12 

of getting our own house in order . We can recognize ourselves 13 
as the heart of the proplem . Negativity has been our way for 14 

many years and we are not able to change into complete saints . 15 

Any thought that we are going to be perfect has to be smashed . 16 
We must remain teachable if we are going to stay clean in this 17 

program. The smart ones who argue a lot usually die . The 18 

open-minded ones get to live . We do not entertain the thought 19 

of ever achieving perfection. However , we must strive for 20 

stability in our lives so that we can live happily and be at 21 

peace with ourselves . 22 

Step Ten helps us to do this.  The process of inventory , 23 

the good and the bad about ourselves , is essential . As addicts , 2 4  
we are prone to fear , anger , vanity , complacency , and doing 25 

the wrong thing at the wrong time . Many forms of the disease 26  

manifested in self-centerednes s ,  fear , resentment , and so  on 27 

can drive us into a place that we feel we cannot get out of 28  

clean . 29 
Are we doing our best? Are we staying honest? Are we 30 

still growing , or are we slipping back into the old fears and 31 

resentments? It is the purpose of the Tenth Step to answer 32 

these and similar questions . Those defects of character which 33 

we found in the Fourth Step are deeply ingrained in us . The 34 
thing we do is cneck tor tne surfacing ot detects early on 35 

by working Step Ten daily . 
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1 How to take inventory that is effective will depend on the 

2 severity of the particular trouble we are having . We look at 

3 our actions during the day and we practice the art of looking 
4 at where we were wrong , considering what we could have done 

5 differently , and the amends we need to make . We find it help-

6 ful and humbling to admit to another human being where we were 

7 wrong . 
8 These are practical applications and theory has no place 

9 here . We work it or we will die .  

10 There is the inventory we can pause and make when we run 

11 into trouble during the course of the day . Stopping , thinking 
12 and remembering that by the grace of God we are clean is a 

1 3  basic . Often , when we get home , write out a resentment, ex-
14 plaining how we feel and how we became angry , and the part we 

15 played. We find out how to restrain ourselves later so we 
16 don ' t  repeat that action . 
17 We do , however , remember that God , not us , is responsible 

18 for our change . The line between where God does or does not 

19 help us is absolutely irrelevant . All glory to God as we 
20  understand Him is our attitude here . We find when we have 
21 practiced this , we benefit ; for pride can creep in and we 

22  addicts cannot handle success very well .  We usually fall into 
2 3  the mode of the hero , and when this happens , our self-center-
24 edness eats us alive and we can die . 

25 In Step Ten we strive for genuine humil ity . In this 

26 humility we can better interact with others . We are not 

27 readily angered,  frightened, or maddened by greed or lust. 
28 We remember our part in the divine partnership with God and 
2 9  we are more tolerant and patient with other people . 

3 0  Step Ten is worked while the day ' s  ups and downs are fresh 
31 in our heads . We list wrongs we have done . We do not ration-

32  alize our actions . We honestly chalk up our achievements . 
33 Thus , we get our own house in order . We feel more room to 
34 grow. The mess is cleaned up . We know ourselves better and 
35 there is strength. 
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A warning about rationalization i s  that it has killed more 1 

of us than anything else . At times , our motives will be ob- 2 

scured by clouded thinking. We can pray for humility and use 3 

it as a light to examine our real motives . Did we act out of 4 

negative emotion? If so , then we can work the program on it. 5 

If we want to share it at once with another person , we do . 6 

Others can help us see our clouded thinking for what it is . 7 

Love and pain will keep us in the middle of the road. We have 8 

defects , but a will ingness to live as our Higher Power would 9 

have us is freedom. In life we will be tested in patience and 10 

tolerance, We must keep spiritually fit to act in a spirit of 11 

love and helpfulness . When we are willing to grow toward 12 

these ends , wonderful things are ahead . 1 3  
Continuing to take personal inventory means that we form 14 

a habit of looking at ourselves , our actions , our attitudes , 15 

and our relat_ionships on a regular basis . we try to come up 1 6  

with honest evaluations and to put out more or less energy 17 

in certain areas we are concerned with. 18 

It is very important to keep sharing with other people so 19 

that when we come up with a rationalization for negative be- 20 

havior , we can be told about it , This highlights the preven- 21 

tative part of the Tenth Step. You ask youself as you go 22  

through the day, "Am I being drawn in by some old pattern of 23 

fear or resentment?" , " Am  I too tired? " ,  "Am I too hungry? " ,  24 

"Is my thinking getting cloudy? " It ' s  a vaccination against 25 

insanity on a continuing basis , 26  

We have discussed the p�eventative side of the Tenth Step . 27 

The love W&s there all the time , waiting for us to accept it , 28 

Though we still face human pain , life finally begins to get 29 

meaningful , Clean living is possible when we rely on a 30 

Higher Power daily to provide us with spiritual progress , 31  

establishing us in  useful living . 32 

In the Third Step we made a decision to turn our will 33 

and our lives over to God as we 'L\llderstand Him. we renew 34 

this effort daily in the Eleventh Step . Most of us rebelled 35 

against this in the beQinning , as if on a self-willed trip . 36 
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1 The first time we hear someone say , "Let go and let God , "  it 

2 sound idiotic . "No , "  we said , " If I let go I '  11 disappear or 

3 get taken advantage o f . " What happens instead is , the more we 
4 improve our conscious contact with God through prayer and medi-
5 tation , the more often we pause when doubtful and say , "God , I 

6 don' t  know what to do . Please teach me . "  It ' s  a fact . When 
7 we finally get our own selfish motives out of the way , we begin 

8 to find a peace unmatch�ble to a drug-induced high. We begin 

9 to experience an awareness and an empathy with other people , 

10 The Eleventh Step helps us , in the face of a problem, to 
11 be aware of  God . The underlying principle of this Step is God-

12 consciousne s s .  We try to avoid asking for specific things . It ' s  

13 hard because we 're so sure that we know what' s  right for us . 

14 We now know if we pray to do God ' s  will , we wi ll receive what's 

15 best for us . A person who has realized their powerlessness 

16 and seen the vision the Higher Power has for them will see why 
17 we pray only for knowledge of his will for us and the power to 
18 carry it out . Our deepest longings and recurring images of the 

19 kind of people we ' d  like to be are only glimpses of God ' s  will 

20 for us . Our outlooks are so limited we can only see our imme-

21 diate wants and needs through a loving God . It is our own real 
22  dreams that come true , 
23 When we pray a remarkable thing happens ; we find the means,  

24  the ways , and energies , to perform tasks far beyond our capa-
25 bilities . By the surrender of our own power , we gain a far 
26 greater power that will see us through . It is important we 

27 keep faith and renew it through daily prayer . 

2 8  It i s  easy to slip back into our old ways.  We have to 
29 learn to maintain our new lives on a spiritually sound basis 
30  to insure our continued growth and recovery. God will not 

31 force his goodness on us , but we will receive it if we ask . 
3 2  This is not cruelty . Enforced morality lacks the force that 
33 comes from our own choice . 

34 Many time s ,  our efforts have produced in us feelings of 

35 peace and serenity that we have never known before.  We know 
3 6  that in doing God' s  will,  our lives will be fulf�lled. 
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STEP TWELVE 

Having had a spiritual awakening as a result of these 
steps, we sought to carry the message to addicts and 
to practice these principles in all of our affairs . 

The idea of a spiritual awakening takes many different 1 

forms in the many different personalities we find the Fellow- 2 

ship . This awakening does have some things in common through- 3 

out the F�llowship . Life takes on a new meaning, a new j oy, 4 

and a quality of being and feeling worthwhile . we become 5 

spiritually refreshed and are glad to be alive . Our suffer- 6 
ing has cleansed• us of ·some of our illus ions . In time we have 7 

been guided to a new life and place in the world and in our 8 
hearts . 9 

This great Step is __ to be proceeded by the working of 10 

Steps One through Eleven. There are those of us who tried to 11 

stay clean without the bene fit of "having had a spiritual 12 

awakening as a result of those steps , "  and they are no longer 13 

with us . The ones who continue to "practice these principles 14 

in all their affairs , "  tell us that this is the most wonder- 15 

ful thing one can know. The j ourney is a feeling of grati- 16 

tude . 17 

Usually, by the time we achieve this state of mind , no 18 

one has to tell us to share our new life with the still- 19 

suffering addict; we are more than eager to help that person 20 

because by this time we recognize that by helping others-- 21 

giving away that which has been given to us--is our best 22 

possible insurance against relapse to the vagu�, torturous 23 

existence of a practicing addict. We call it "carrying the 24 

message" and we do it in a number of ways . 25  

The first way in which we carry the message is by stay- 26 

ing clean with the help of God and the Fellowship.  our new 27 

way of living speaks for itself better than our words P.ver 28 

could. People see us on the street and remember us as fur- 29 

tive , frightened loners .  They notice the grayness and fear 30 
ieaving our faces . Tbey see us gradually come alive. h 31 
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1 spring comes into our step and a twinkle into our eyes.  The 

2 me ssage is meaningless unless we live it . If we do live it , 

3 we give it more meaning with our lives than any words can 

4 express.  

5 Learning the art of helping others when it is appropriate , 

6 without creating resentments , is a marvelous benefit of the 

7 N . A .  program . Remarkably , the Twelve Steps guide us from a 

8 state of humiliation and despair to a state wherein we are able 

9 to act as instruments of God ' s  will . We receive the gift of 

10 being able to help fellow suffering addicts when no one else 

11 can . No greater change of personality is possible ; it is 

12 God ' s  love present in our live s .  We see it happening among us 

13 every day . This miraculous one hundred and eighty degree 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

2 0  

2 1  

2 2  

2 3  

24 

25 

26 

27 

change is evidence of spiritual awakening. 

We attend N . A .  meetings and make ourselves vis ible and 

available to serve the Fellowship . We give freely and grate

fully of our time , our services and our experiences to our 

fellow addicts . We do not shirk when called upon to practice 

these principle s .  We know that the more 

and work to stay clean , the higher we ' re 

richer our spiritual awakening will be ! 

We do these things because they are the 

new lives we are enj oying. 

eagerly we wade in 

going to get and the 

Helping others works . 

things that grant the 

In the Twelfth Step, we practice the spiritual principle 

of giving away the N . A .  message of recovery in order to keep 

it. This is like reaping what we sow. The old habit of using 

drugs is replaced by the new habit of not using , and helping 

28 others to get clean . Even a member with one week in the N .A .  

29 Fellowship can turn to a newcomer and say , "Live One Day At A 

30 Time " , or "An Addict Alone Is In Bad Company . "  

31 When we share with someone , we may say , "Lord make me an 

32 instrument of Thy Will . "  We don' t  do it alone , and we don ' t  

33 have to. It is j us t  a matter o f  getting another N . A .  member 

34 to go with us on the Twelve Step call to carry the message to 

35 a suffering addict. We don ' t  set ourselves up as God . That 

36 is why it is spiritual . We get to be an instrument of God ' s  
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grace in action . It's a privilege and an honor to go on such 1 

a call. Those of us who do service work are the luckiest people 2 

on God's earth! Those who have been in the pits of despair , 3 

now strive to help other people to fi nd a new and better way 4 

to live. 5 

We help newcomers, whether they are detoxing or j ust be- 6 

ginning to learn the principles of N.A. We do what we can to 7 

make them aware of what the program offers and try to make them B 

feel at home. Experience shows the best way to accomplish 9 

these ends is to listen carefully to what they want to do about 10 

their problem. Next we can share our experience, strength , 1 1  

and hope and then accompany them to their first meeting . 12  

The selfless service that comes from this work is the 13 

very principle of Step Twelve. It is clearly an awareness of 14 

God's grace working that provides so much of what the �rac- 15 

ticing addict needs. Just as the grace of a loving God was 16 

given to us , we now have the opportunity to share this gift 17 

with others. One Twelve Step call of this nature can make a 1 8  

life worthwhile. There are plenty of such calls for those of 19 

us in N. A. 20 

The Twel fth Step also suggests that we practice these 2 1  

principles in all of our affairs. As long as we stay clean 22 

and live these Principles , we are doing Twelfth Step work. 23 

We are attracting people to us and the N . A. Fellowship by our 24 

example of being clean . We no longer wish to participate in 25 

the problem. We now serve God. In this manner of service, we 26 

renew our vow to turn our will and lives over to the care of 27 

God. Even if we have no such understanding , we will acquire 28  

it through seeing others �ecover. Fellow addicts show that 29 

God is loving and we will know a life free of drugs that we 30 

never dreamed possible. The Steps do not end here , they are 31 

a new beginning. 32 

All will be well as long as we remain abstinent and trust 33 

in a Higher Power of our understanding. Living j ust for today 34 

relieves the burden of the past and alleviates fear of the 35 
future. Clean , we learned to take whatever actions were neces- 36 
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1 sary and to leave the results in our Higher Power ' s  hands. 

2 We learned to trust God with our fate and to let Him help us 

3 do our best each day. The most important thing we can do is 

4 stay clean today ,  through reliance upon a Higher Power. 

5 We want freedom. Clean, we see that the greatest freedom 

6 we can achieve is acceptance of God ' s  will. But , we recognize 

7 that we are human and subj ect to mental and spiritual sick-

8 ness. Each day , we ask our Higher Power to help us stay clean , 

9 for that day. Each night , we give thanks for the gift of 

10 recovery. Thus we begin to practice spirituality. 

11 We are clean, but by no means perfect and our lives remain 
12 unmanageable. We become egotistical from time to time. It 

13 is hard for people in the Fellowship to reach us at these 

14 times, but not impossible. Our newly found friends usually 

15 call our bluff,  and cut through the dishonesties. When things 

16 get rough , and spiritual contact is difficult , we learn that 

17 it won ' t last. If we do not use , and continue to maintain 

18 spiritual contact within the Fellowship , we can get through 

19 these trying times, and grow stronger. 
20 Trusting others doesn ' t  come naturally to us , but we must 

21 learn to trust because an addict alone is in bad company. The 

22 needed strength wasn ' t  there until we found N.A. , which showed 

23 us how to make faith work for us. We had a lot of energy , but 

24 we channelled it into self-destruction. Now, we can put the 

25 same energy that we had used to perpetuate our pain into 

26 strengthening our faith and becoming healthier , more loving 

27 people. We first learn to love our N.A. groups. Later , through 
28 service, we learn how to put our energy to work , and the more 

29 we serve , the better we get at channelling energy. 

3 0  Remember , we didn ' t become addicted in one day. We can ' t  
31 possibly solve all our problems at once , no matter how much 
32 energy we have. Take it easy ! The only way we recover is to 

3 3  apply what we learn from each other , on a daily basis. Our 

34 growth is a lifetime process. We never stop learning, and we 

35 never stop needing one another's guidance and support. So , 
36 we say, "Keep coming back; it works! '" 
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Addiction is physical, mental, and spiritual .  Therefore, 1 

we believe that we must develop faith in a Higher Power be- 2 

fore we can hope to recover from its destruction. When we 3 

have a strong faith in a Power greater than ourselves, and 4 

use that faith in our daily lives, that Power will be able to 5 

reach us and supply us with the strength and guidance that we 6 

need to recover. 7 

The N. A. program is a spiritual program. Our members who 8 

are living a spiritual program have learned enough of their 9 

spirit to develop and maintain a conscious contact with a 10 

Higher Power.  We become more spiritual as we share ourselves 11 

with our fellow addicts . We gradually change from being dull 12 

and uncaring to feeling cle an, and unclouded by earthly con- 13 

cerns. Most of us experience steady growth towards serenity 14 

and towards God, as we unde rstand God. Some have profound 15 

spiritual experiences, dramatic and inspirational in nature. 16 

Regardless of which category we fit into, we all go through 17 

a profound change in our basic natures, which is much deeper 18 

than anything me+ely physical or mental. Afte r a while it 19  

becomes obvious, even to outsiders, that a real and lasting 20 

change is taking place in us. The most obvious change is the 21 

simple fact that we are staying clean . When we rely on God 22 

to guide our thoughts, changes are inevitable in our feelings 23 

and actions. 24 

As new members, the talk of God we hear in meetings scares 25 

many of us. We are suspicious and skeptical because of dis- 26 

appointments we have had with religion. We assume that some- 27 

one will try to take away our freedom to believe as we choose. 28 

That is not the case. Spiritual and religious freedom is 29 

one of our most basic principles. Each of us are free to 30 

work out our own concept of God, or reject the concept of a 31 

God. We each build our relationships with our Higher Power 32 

in our own way in our own time. Many of us come into N.A. 33 

as atheists or agnostics. Some of us come in as religious 34 

fanatics. Nobody is here to correct or change one another. 35 

We operate in an atmospbere of complete acceptance and respect 36 
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for one another's beliefs . We try to avoid the arrogance of 

self-righteousness, because it is one of the deadliest forms 
of self-deception. Even though we avoid pushing any ideas on 

anyone , we do suggest, strongly, that each person make an honest 

attempt to find a Power greater than themselves. 

From our experience, we have found that addicts who stay 

clean, find and develop a relationship with a Higher Power. 

We are taught to " act as if " we believe in God, by applying 

spiritual principles and practices to our lives. Three "mus ts" 

are honesty, open-mindedness, and willingness to try. Agnos

tics and atheists generally start out by just talking to "What
ever ' s  there . "  

There is a spirit or an energy that can be felt in the meet

ings, and it is sometimes the newcomer ' s  first perception of 
God. Thi s  spirit, or whatever it is, relaxes and helps us to 

get honest with each other. we let go of our egos and learn 
from our fellow addicts. 
and makes us believe that 

working for our good. We 

Honest sharing speeds our recovery 
this Power is taking care of us, and 

no longer blame God and others for 
20 our problems, and see that our problems have been of our own 
21 making. 
22 After we accept that we created our own hell and that there 

23 is a God that wants to help us , we begin to make progress in 

24 solving our problems. Through open-minded effort, we "act our 

25 way into right thinking '' , letting our Higher Power find us, 
26 rather than searching for God with only our minds . We come to 

27 rely on a grow ing daily relationship with a God of our under-
28 standing. One way to develop our conscious contact with God 
29 is to make up a " gratitude list", count our blessings and 

30 thank our Higher Power for them. Another way is to practice 
31 accepting conditions as they are, and trusting that they will 
32 improve if they ' re supposed to. We do these exercises several 
3 3  times a day, until they become a routine part of our lives. 
3 4  In this way, we begin to face life on God's terms , and that 

35  gives us the necessary sense of peace f.o r us to live clean 
36 successful ly. 
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We must re-evaluate our old ideas , so that we can become 1 

acquainted with the new ideas that lead to a new way of life. 2 

We cannot throw out old ideas without replacing them . We 3 

believe that the old self-destruction and self-centeredness 4 

can only be replaced with spiritual princip les . The three 5 

basic spiritual principles are honesty, open-mindedness, and 6 

willingness to try . We say that they are the "HOW " of our 7 

program. 8 

Rigorous honesty is the most important tool we have in 9 

learning to deal with the past and to live today. Although 10 

honesty is a difficult tool to practice, it is a most reward- 11 

ing one. We practice honesty under all conditions because it 12  
is the antidote to our di seased thinking. We lose the fear 13 

of being cornered. Our lack of fear and our new found faith 14 

serves as a firm foundat ion for courage in the future . 15 

Being honest is not a natural thing for us to do. We 16  

don ' t  expect to practice total honesty in all things overnight. 17 

It is a gradual process in our daily l iving. 18 

The situations that seem hardest to maintain our honesty 19 
have produced the most rewarding results . When we are honest 20 

in really difficult situations, the feel ings of happiness and 21  

serenity are overwhelming. 22 

We have never before experienced gut-l evel honesty because 2 3  

we covered up our feel ings by using. we must learn to get to 24 

the bottom of each emotion we have, and face it, so we can be 25  

our true natures . Our lives become so  much simpler, when we 26 

get to know ourselves . 27 

"Cash register honesty", is a good beginning in develop- 28 

ing self-esteem. Self-esteem is based on facing and living 29 

by the truth . When we honestly evaluate what we really have., 30 

we can learn to appreciate it . The gifts of recovery are 31 

things that we can carry with us everywhere. 32 

Managing our own live s got us to the program of Narcotics 33 

Anonymous . What we knew about living when we got here had 3 4  

almost killed us . W e  came in sick people who knew very little 35 

about how to be happy and enjoy life . Complete open-minded- 36  
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1 ness is necessary for us to learn a new way of life . 

2 Being open-minded allows us to hear something that might 
3 save our li ves. It allows us to listen to opposing points 
4 of view, and come to conclusions of our own. Open-minded-

5 ness leads us to those very insights that have eluded us 

6 during our lives. It is this principle, open-mindedness, 

7 that allows us to participate in a discussion without jump-

8 ing to conclus ions or predetermining who is right and who 

9 is wrong. We no longer have to make fools of ourselves by 

10 standing up for some non-existent values . We have learned 

11 that it i s  O. K. to be ignorant, for when we are ignorant we 
12 are teachable and can learn how to live our new life success-
13 fully. 
14 However, open-mindedness without willingness, will get us 

15 nowhere. We must be willing to go to any lengths to get our 
16 recovery. We never know when the time will come when we must 
17 put forth all the effort and strength we have to stay clean . 
18 Honesty, open-mindedness, and willingness to try , work 
19 hand in hand. The lack of one of these principles in our pro-

20 grams can kill us. Living a personal program without these 

21 principles , will make recovery difficult and painful for us when 
22 it should be beautifully simple. 
23 Remember too that H.O.W. are spiritual principles which 
24 mean that they can be relied on to get us out of trouble that 

25 dishonesty, closed-mindedness and unwi llingness got us into. 
26 If it were not for this program we would be dead . This 
�7 program is a vital part of our everyday living. We go to 

28 any lengths to help this Fellowship and it helps us. 
29 If you come to Narcotics Anonymous to use people to help 
30 you continue your habit, then we cannot help you. We cannot 

31 play dishonest games anymore. A closed mind is a barrier 
32 against any change. on the other hand, a spirit of open-
33 mindedness, coupled with an admission of powerlessness, seems 
34 to produce a positive change when asking for help. If you 

35 have a drug problem and are willing to try it our way, we 
36 w i 1 1  share with you how we stay cl ean . 
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In this Fellowship , the importance of togetherness is 1 

2 expressed by some sayings : "United we stand , divided we 

fall " ,  and " I  can ' t , we can : "  These slogans tell us that if 3 

we don't stick together and help each other , then we will 4 

surely die. 5 

We have a deadly disease , that before coming to the pro- 6 

gram we did not know about . We were in the depths of despair , 7 

degradation and los t in a destructive chaos . We came in puking , 8 

sweating and shaking. Some of us stayed . Was it through our 9 

own merit? We think not : Our way got us here. Recovery was 1 0  

done through the help of others , the tools they shared with 11 
us , and a Higher Power. 12 

From the isolation of our addiction , we were thrust into 1 3 

a fellowship of people with a common bond: addiction , N . A .  14 

is like a lifeboat in a sea of isolation , unwillingness and 15 
chemicals . 14e share the good times and the bad , victories 16 

and failures , all without defeat as long as we don't pick up 17 

the first fix , pill , drink , or joint . we get all our faith , 18 

strength and hope from people sharing their recoveries. 19 

We usually react angrily as recovering addicts if anyone 20 

tells us wh,at to do. It1 N . A .  meetings , we share what it was 21 

like in our practicing addiction , our su ffering that brought 22 

us to the turning point and how we stay clean today . By tell- 23  

ing our own story , someone else is bound to be suffering from 24 

a similar problem and our experience tells them how to deal 25 

with it--what works for one , might work for another . Most 26  

addicts are able to accept thi s type of sharing , even from 27 

the very beginning . In time , we have a new source of strength 28 
that will guide us in our recoveries . 29  

By sharing in regularly scheduled meetings and one-on-one 3 0  

with recovering addicts , we learn that part o f  our approval- 31 

seeking behavior helps to keep us cle an .  Meetings are an 3 2  

important part o f  recovery . Those who attend meetings regu- 33 

larly and work the steps stay clean . we need the approval 34 

of people around us . Attending meetings encourages us to 35 

stay clean and reminds us what it was like to be a newcomer 3 6  
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1 and re-enforces how progressive the disease of addiction is. 

2 This force in the meetings isn ' t  just the people there , but 

3 

4 
also something within the people. 

and use them like medicine in the 

We return to these meetings 

form of unconditional love. 

5 A meeting is like a fence around our clean time. It pro-

6 tects us during all of our recovery. At first, the members in 

7 the meeti ngs helped us through our remorse and self-pity by 

8 accepting us j ust the way we were and showing us the necessary 

9 care and love to begin to live clean. By returning to meet-

10 ings, we came to believe in a loving God as he expresses Him-

11 self in the group conscience, that continues to save us from our 
12 addiction and nelp us in our daily living. 
13 Finally, throughout our lives , we surround ourselves with 

14 fellow members who continue to let us know we can count on them. 

15 One of the advantages of the N . A .  program is that is places us 

16 in an intimate , regular contact with recovering addicts who can 

17 most understand and help us in our recovery. 

18 Our experience is that those who begin sharing innermost 

19  feelings , emotions and thoughts with other recovering addicts , 
20 rather than giving a drug history, tend to make more rapid 

21 growth. When we tell our stories , whether one-on-one or in 

22 groups, we can get out of the s uperfic ial personalities we 
2 3  thought other people believed us t o  be. Only another addict 

24 can understand and accept us as we are. We recover through 

25 this process. The Steps guide and the meetings give us the 

26 opportunity to say and hear thoughts and feel ings that would 
27  otherwise be held in. 

2 8  On the outside world, a lot of the rules that apply will 

29 not work with our new life in the Fellowship. Expressing our 

30 need for help at the time of crisis seems like a logical thing 

31 to do, but we are sometimes illogical. To us , at first, it 

32 feels like insanity to give another pereson knowledge of our 

33 pain. As we become more closely involved with others we will 
34 learn to share our pain and it will lessen. Part of the horror 

35 of addiction is being cut off from this human experience. Our 
36 fears and guilt kept us from receiving the benefits attoraea 
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to everyday people . Sharing enables us to return to the 1 

realm of human experience, increasing our capacity to feel 2 

the problems of another addict . 3 

By sharing our experience of recovery with newcomers , 4 

both by sponsorship and at meetings , we help ourselves stay 5 

clean . We find ourselves being constantly reminded of things 6 

that help us want to stay clean . Being able to serve as an 7 

instrument of a loving God and participation in the recovery 8 

of others keeps a sense of wonder and gratitude in our lives. 9 

Giving comfort and encouragement to others encourages and 1 0  

comforts us . Today , we have people in our lives who stand 11 

by us when it ' s  rough and help us do what we can do and not 12 

worry about what we can ' t. Getting out of ourselves gives 1 3  

us more perspective on life and makes it easier to live with 14 

reality . We no longer feel like we have to run from our- 15 

selves . This program has given us a sure way to explore 16 

ourselves , rooting out defects and learning to live . 17 

If you want to change your life--risk sharing : It is 18 

by taking risks we have almost lost our lives , by asking 19 

for help in the same way , we can change . 20 

I f  we find ourselves in a bad place or we sense a bad 21 

scene coming , we call someone or get to a meeting. We have 22 

learned to seek good counsel from qualified people before 23 

making difficult decisions . By reaching out and practicing 24 

the virtue of humility , and asking for help , we can get through 25 
even the toughest bf times . I can ' t ,  we can : It is not a 26 

sign of weakness , it is a sign of growth. In this way , we 27 

as recovering addicts find the strength we need when we need 28 

it most .  It is a way of life for the addicts who want to 29 

learn to live clean and have discovered one another . We 30 

share our mental and spiritual resources for the good of 31 

everyone. 32 

Recovering addicts take great pleasure in helping other 33 

suffering addicts recover . Recovery as found in Narcotics 34 

Anonymous must come from within and no one can get clean for 35 

anyone else . 36  
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1 In the course of carrying the message, each of us comes 

2 to our own understanding and if we have difficulties we trust 

3 our groups and the Twelve Steps of the program to guide us. 

4 These things should be used to help others. 

5 The Steps guide us into our place in society . We begin 

6 by straightening out our internal disorder and obtaining 

7 release from the defects that prevent us from being all w_ 

8 should be. we emerge as individuals reconceived with a new 

9 awareness and the ability to take our place in the world. 

10 Our viewpoint changes from that of a lo ner to a participating 

11 member. We emphasize setting our own house in order and 

12 trying to do more than our ?art. We trust in our Higher 
13 Power to give us strength and to mee t our needs . If we feel 

14 that we have more than our share of difficulty , we should 

15 share more with others and remember to be grateful for the 

16 good things we already have. If we're not grateful for the 

17 things we ' ve got ,  we won ' t  be grateful for the things we are 

18 yet to receive . 

19 Responsibility is a key word here . There are certain 

20 situations that demand more than we have to give. We should 

21 avoid these or seek help if we find ourselves already in 

22 such a situation. We are no longer asked to do the impossible. 

23 Most of us are accustomed to getting bored and disinterested 
24 when we find ourselves without ma j or problems. We want to 

25 change. Serenity not prayed for is likely to appear as bore-

26 dam. In the past we have relied on desperation to give us 

27  the strength to periodically re-order our lives. There is 

28 another way . 
29 When we accept that we are responsible for our problems, 

30 we realize that we can be equally responsible for our solu-

31 tions . It simply takes clean time for us to realize who we 

3 2  are and what we want to do. What we can do is remember that 

33 we are addicts. Being clean is abnormal to us, and we must 

34 learn how to live in an on-going manner. A great magic is 

35 found when we help  others. As clean addicts in the Fellowship 
36 of Narcotics Anonymous, we help ourselves by helping others. 
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Our attention focuses on the solutions, and our old ideas break 1 

up and dissolve like icebergs in the trop ics . When the com- 2 

pulsion to use is lifted from us, and we begin to think of 3 

others before ourselves, a true miracle begins. Working the 4 

steps, practicing the principles and using the tools, we begin 5 

to see ourselves in a new light . We find ourselves helping 6 

others and securing help for our own problems . We redefine 7 

ourselves. We become feeling people, capable of responding 8 

appropriately to our environment. We put spiritual living 9 

first and exercise patience, tolerance and humility in our 10 

daily lives. The further we get from the last pill, fix, 11 

drink , or toke, the more we see of our past and the more we 12 

realize the miracle of the release from our disease of addic- 13 

tion. 14 

What we have today is the wonderful fact of our recovery 15 

and all that it means to us . Each day we live clean, awakens 16 

us to the freedom we had all along , but fai led to realize. 17 

we succeed now where we had known only failure before. Many 18 

of our dreams, forgotten and obscured by our addiction, re- 19 

turn and help us regain the sense of wonder and excitement 20 

at the miracle of living clean. The old compulsions fade 21 

and the habits of mind associated with addiction weaken and 22 

are broken , A great many things become possible for us . 23 

Since we live clean and grow, we are able to take our place in 24 

the world. 25 

If we want to reap the benefits of staying clean, we find 2 6  

it necessary to take continual inventories of ourselves. 27 

Hidden fears and needs are sti ll potential driving forces. 28  

Just because we don't recoghize fear or anger doesn' t  mean 29 

that it isn ' t  influencing our lives. We found it important 30 

to examine places where we grew angry or our beliefs were 31 

tested. The areas we didn ' t  want to question were those 32 

that most needed to be looked at. 33 

We also found it important to examine the other side of 34 

the coin, the so called "good" qualities like truth. Truth 35  

seema to be aomething that i a  impoa3ibie t o  underBtand untii � 6  
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1 it becomes obvious . Truth is something we never suspected 

2 until we knew it . There are no exceptions--only incomplete 

3 truths.  Everything we know is subj ect to revision, especially 

4 what we know about truth. 

5 Another desirable quality is love . We love the ambitious 

6 for they can 

7 teach us; we 

8 the meek for 

9 so many. We 

inspire us ; we love the failures for they can 

love the kings for they are but human; we love 

they are divine. We love the poor for they are 

love the rich for they are lonely. We love the 

10 young for the faith they hold; we love the old for the wisdom 

11 they share. We love the beautiful for their eyes of sadness; 
12 we love the ugly for their souls of peace. 

13 We think of love as a shield against the attacks of other 

14 people, and as a weapon to blast through walls of hate, and 

15 to open closed hearts and closed minds. We feel protected by 

16 our love, through adversity, discouragement, anger, and in-

17 security. We even feel uplifted by love, in the moments of 

18 despair that still sometimes come to haunt us. As our love is 

19 strengthened, we become stronger, and better able to meet 

20 life ' s  trials. 

21 

22 

2 3  

24 

25 
26 

27 

2 8  

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

In dealing with the other people in our lives, we develop 

a loving attitude . We forgive more easily, anger more slowly, 

expect less, and give more to our brothers and sisters. We 

come to see all people as our brothers and sisters. we have 

learned this kind of unconditional love from our fellow addicts 

in Narcotics Anonymous . 

Through the love we have received in our Fellowship, we 

begin to feel lovable ourselves. From there, we can truly 

start to love and respect ourselves. 

love is totally· alien to the egotism 

This feeling of self

that we used to bolster 

ourselves with, as practicing addicts . It is one of the things 

that brings a sense of calmness to us, a feeling of solidarity 

that comes from knowing the truth about ourselves, and accept-

34 ing it. In the old days, we knew, deep down inside, that we 

35 were faking it whenever we indulged in our delusions of grandeur 
36 and sei f-importance .  Now , because we are beginning to iove 
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ourselves unashamedly , we can love other people more com- 1 

pletely , because we no longer fee l l ike we have anything to 2 

h ide from anyone . 3 

Our egos used to control us i n  al l kinds of subtle ways . 4 

For one t hing , i t  seemed important for us to compete with 5 

others i n  almost all of our endeavors . Some of us even refused 6 

to try some thing that we might not be the best at . We watched 7 

other people closely , not with any concern for their  well- B 

bei ng ,  but to check and see if  we were measur ing up to their 9 

standards . Some of  us had no i dea who we were , or who we 10 

wanted to be . We only knew we didn ' t  want to be ourselves .  11  

Now , we realize that we were unwisely comparing our ins ides 12 

to others' outs ides , which could only work to frustrate us in 1 3  

the long run . 14  

The Twelve Steps to recovery , that N . A .  outli nes for us , 1 5  

hold the an swer for all o f  our ego-trips and insecur ities . 16 

They seem to hold the only answers for us that we can real ly 1 7  

use . I n  living these Steps , we first begin  t o  let go of 18 

old egotism. We then open up to a Higher Power, so that we 19  

wi ll lose all fear of  faci ng ourse lves and of  fac ing other 20 

people . Eventually , whe n we s incerely use this program of 21 

action in our dai ly l ives , we will be able to face our Higher 22 

Power , ourselves , our loved ones , and even the "cold , cruel 2 3  

world . "  We develop a solid base to work from , which as sures 24 

us that we can go anywhere and do anything , with complete 2 5  

assurance t hat  we can handle whatever we have at  hand . With 26  

that kind of attitude , we have a real basis for l iving happily , 2 7 

and we are able to really be of help to the addict who is 2 8  

still suffering . 2 9  

The Twelve Steps led us to a point of recovery that 3 0  

seemed to make the world change before our eye s ,  for the 31  

better . By practicing the N .A .  principles i n  all our affairs , 32  

we attract other addicts to us , addicts we are now capable 3 3  

o f  helping. 34  

Humility is a word that now loses its old  negative con- 3 5  

motations tor us . In �he days o f  our active addict ion , we 3 6  
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1 were humbled by the drugs and the behavior patterns of get-

2 ting and using. We learned to place ourselves last, and the 

3 addiction first. In a way, how we live now is similar to 

4 that. We place our recovery first and our own petty desires 

5 and egos last. We begin to actually want to do what is best 

6 for all concerned, especially in our N. A. groups. We have 

7 found that the best results in staying clean can come, only 

8 when we serve to unify our groups by attending meetings, and 

9 by serving N. A. 

10 In our past, we were usually irresponsible. After we 

11 face ourselves in the inventory steps, and make amends to 

12 others in our amends steps, we can no longer allow other 

1 3  people to " pay our way" for us. We want to serve. 

14 Earlier, we mentioned that it was important that we learn 

15 to trust each other in N.A. In our groups, we all need to 

16 open up; first, selfishly, for our own recovery, and later 

17 candidly, for the inspiration of the newer members. We need 

18 to maintain an atmosphere of confidence by not using oppor-

19 tunities to look down on our fellow members, or gossip about 

20 them. Speaking up in meetings and on a one-on-one basis with 

21 a sponsor are absolutely necessary for our survival, and a 

22 break of confidence could cost another addict their life. 

23 Those of us who are consciously working and using the 

24 Twelve Steps to recovery in our lives are seldom bothered by 

25 gossip. Our lives are lived like "open books" , and really 

26 don ' t  feel like hiding anything, or judging anyone. We no 

27 longer feel a need to put up a front, because we are doing 
28 the best we can. 

29 However far we are in our recovery programs, we each need 

30 to draw on the strength of the other people in the group. We 

31 bring that strength out with us, into our every-day lives. 

32 We apply what we learn in the meetings to all our affairs, 

33  using these teachings as a basis for living, but returning, 

34 again and again to our groups, both to help and to be helped 

35 in our recovery from addictions. 
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One of the simplest and most important parts of our 1 

whole recovery process is the concept of "live a day at a time. " 2 

Often, we have to extend that idea to "live a moment at a 3 

time." In the course of our daily lives, we usually tend to 4 

forget to keep things simple, and we build our problems into 5 

unmovable mountains. 

Patience is not exactly one of our strong points either. 6 

We are experts at making ourselves so frustrated that we lose 7 

perspective completely. That is why we need our slogans, and 8 

our N.A. friends to remind us to face what we can, as we can, 9 

and no sooner. We try to avoid setting goals for ourselves 10 
that are too high for us to reach . They set us up for defeat. 11 

We become willing to lower our goals , allowing ourselves to 12 

give our Higher Power credit for all things we accomplish, 13 

and to be grateful for them, even, when we would rather accom- 14 

plish more. Not only are many of us impatient with ourselves 15 

about what we expect to accomplish, but we are impatient about 16 
what we expect to have. During our active using, we often 17 

lived way beyond our means, out of necessity. Unfortunately, 18 

not all of us lose our extravagance and greed easily, even 1 9  

after we stop using . 20 

It isn't easy, but, if we want to live happily, we have 21 

to learn to live ethically, and within our means, facing what 22 

we have and what we have not, with honest acceptance and 23 

gratitude. 24 

In both, the case of accomplishing things and of acquir- 25 

ing things, we usually need to develop a habit of lowering 26 

our goals, to a more reasonable point, and reaching them in 27 

our own time. After a while, our ability to produce and to 28 

use what we have improves . As that happens, we gradually 29 

start raising the goals again, but only with the guidance of 30 

our Higher Power. As we do this, we insure our own success 31 

in meeting the goals we have set for ourselves, letting go 32 

of fear and impatience and raising our self-esteem. 33 

We mentioned humility earlier, as a quality for us to 34 

shoot for, particular!� in the confines of our Fellowship. 35 

For most of us, it is much more than that. It is an attitude 36 
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1 that must be developed ,  before we can ever expect to live happily 

2 in the world , Humility is an honest self- acceptance , which 

3 leads to further acceptance of the conditions around us. It 

4 goes hand in hand with the qualities of patience and toler-

5 ance. As we recognize our own humanity , we become much better 

6 able to recognize others, to let them make mistakes,  and to 

7 be themselves. We bring this new humility with us everywhere 

8 we go , be.cause each of us touches many lives. 

9 One of our greatest enemies is resentment. It has the 

10 power to kill. The only way to be rid of resentment is to 

11 develop humility , in the form of forgiveness , We can ' t  lose 

12 our resentments, by using our own will-powe r ,  no matter how 

13 hard we may try. Only through earnest prayer, and through 

14 dealing with our resentments up front, can we start to forgive 

15 the people we have hatred toward. 

16 The benefits of forgiving our enemies are many. First, we 

17 are able to use our thinking time on more important subjects , 

18 instead of plotting our revenge, or writing little scenarios 

19 about what we " ought to say or should have said. " So, having 

20 all this time, we are free to improve ourselve s, We even-

21 tually start to see the very same de fects that we had found 

2 2  so intolerable in the other people in ourselves. We can do 

23  little exercises in tolerance by making up our minds to let 

24  people be themselves ,  and not lifting a finger to change them. 

25 Sometime s ,  the best revenge we can have over a manipulative 

26 or unpleasant person is in not allowing them to " pull our 

27 strings" by making us react unkindly to them. If we really 
28 believe that a person is wrong , we have no business letting 

29  that person have control of our emotions. We are not re-

30 sponsible for another person ' s  behavior , but we learn to 

31 take responsibility for our reactions. Remember, we can ' t  
32 change other people. We can, through the program of Narcotics 

33  Anonymous, change ourselves. 

34 We have just been talking about the qualities of patience , 

35 tolerance , and humility. We also mentioned acceptance. 
3 6  Actua liy , a11 of the first qua1ities mentioned are mere 
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aspects of acceptance. Those are the main ways that we use 1 

acceptance in our lives. But, acceptance goes forward, to 2 

the new member that comes into our Fellowship. 

Al ienation and isolation are symptoms of the mental part 

of our disease. To the practicing addict , life is j ust a 

movement between connections and oblivion. Normal concerns 

are pushed to the side, as the disease progresses. Our 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

behavior confounds our friends and relatives , so we seek the 8 

company of the only people who understand us : our fellow 9 

addicts. As the drugs consume our physical re serves, we 10 

pass into the desperate state where getting and using is our 11 

main activity. 12 
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Begin your own program by taking Step One from 
the previous chapter "How I t  Works". When we fully 
concede to our innermost selves that we are powerless 
over our addiction , we have taken a big step in our 
recovery. Many of us have had some reservations at 
this poin t ,  so g ive yoursel f a break and be as thorough 
as possible at the star t. Go to Step Two , and so 
forth and as you go on you will come to an understand
ing of the program for yourself. If you are in an 
inst itu t ion of any kind , you have gone through complete 
wi thdrawal and have stopped using for the present. 
Now , with a clear mind , try th is way of l i fe. 

Upon release , con tinue your daily prog r am and 
contact a member of N. A. Do this by mai l ,  by phone , 
or in person. Better yet come to our mee ti ngs. Here 
you will find the answers to some of the th ings that 
may be di sturbing you now. 

If you are not in  an institution , the same holds 
true. Stop using for today . Most of us can do for 
eight or twelve hours what seems imposs ible for a 
longer period of time. If  the obsession or compuls ion 
becomes too great , put yourself on a five  minute basis 
of not using. Minutes will g r ow to hours and hours to 
days and so you will break the hab i t  and gain some peace 
of mind. The real m i r acle happens when you realize that 
the need for drugs has in some way been lifted from you. 
You hav e stopped using and have started to live. 

1 It all begins with that f irst admission and surrender. From 

2 that po in t ,  each add ict is reminded that a day clean is a day 

3 won. At first we can do little more than attend meeti ngs. 

4 Probably we cannot remember even a single nam e ,  word or 

5 thought from our first meeting. What we do r emember is the 
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feel ing we got.  Tha t no matter what we have done or what l 

cou rse our addiction had taken, we can r elax and enjoy the 2 

love that f i lls the room at every meeting which fol lows the 3 

Twelve Tr ad i t ions . Meetings streng thened our gr ip on 4 

recovery . 5 

Hav ing begun attend ing mee t ings regularly , we were 6 

introduced to the Twelve Steps . Wor king the Steps got us  7 

ou t of our old att itudes . When we admit ted that our lives 8 

had become unmanageable , we didn ' t  have to argue our point 9 

of view . We didn ' t  have to be r ight all of the t ime . We 10 

could relax and al low others  to be wrong . We found a new 11 

source of energy to put the wreckage of our lives back in 12 

wor k ing order . Th ings that we have done to hide our illness 13 

no longer seemed worth i t ;  and we were free to open our 14 

minds to new ideas . De st ructive behavior could be cor rected 15 

as soon as we loosened our gr ip on our old ways . We found 16 

that the fear of change was replaced by a sense of wonder 17 

and adventu r e .  Fr eedom to change seems to come ma inly 18 

after our acceptance of our selves . 19 

Freedom from our destruct iveness cover ing up the wreck- 20 

age of the past has been the main stumbl ing block in relat- 2 1  

ing to other s .  By recogn iz ing the defects in our character s ,  22 

and lett ing go of them spir itually , we were ready to have 23 

san ity restored to us . I n  apply ing these spir itual pr inci- 24  

ples to our  l ives , we should keep an open mind .  Pa tience , 2 5  

humil ity and tolerance a r e  well wor th any pr ice that we mu st 26 

pay for them. I t  would seem tha t the path to spi r i tual 27 

recovery involves spi r i tual pr inc iples . Spiritual indi ffer - 28 

ence will sur ely lead to re lapse . 29  

As we went to mee ting s regularly , we also learned the 30  

basic value of  talk ing to  other addi cts who shared our  3 1  

problems and goals . As we became r e sponsible for our own 3 2  

r ecover y ,  we became respons ible for our  fel low addicts . We 33 

found this respons ibi l i ty was two-edged . As r ecover ing addicts 3 4  

we must share what we have found with other addicts , because 3 5  

we know how impor tant i t  i s  for one add ict to talk with 3 6  
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1 another . I f  shar ing the pain we have been through helps 

2 but one per son , it will have been worth the suf fer ing , The 

3 other edge is our own need to preserve our recovery . We 

4 found from exper ience that our own recove ry is streng thened 

5 when we share i t  with other s ,  who ask for help. I f  we 

6 keep what we have to sha r e ,  we lose the meaning .  Words 

7 mean noth ing until we put them into action . 

B We of ten miss what we are look ing for because it  isn ' t  

9 h idden . Most add icts have great ins ights and abil i t ies that 

10 offset the ir weaknesses . Grat itude for our assets shouldn ' t  

11 keep us from growing in areas wher e we are wea k .  Be ing 

12 grateful beg ins when we r ealize tha t some th ing other than 

13 our selves blessed us  with what we have . 

14 Fac ing problems is a necessary abi l i ty to stay clean . 

15  I f  we have had problems in  the pas t ,  i t  is unl i kely that 

16 simple abstinance will  el iminate the defense mechani sms 

17 and emotional walls that enabled us to l ive in past day s .  

18  I n  searching for the end we o f ten miss the journey . 

19 These old ways have to go if we are to f ind new l ives . 

20 We will successfully face the days to come i f  we take advan-

21 tag e of the help the program of Narcotics Anonymous has to 

22 offer . Help f rom one add ict to another ; help that says ,  " I  

2 3  had someth ing l i ke that happen to me ;md I tr ied so and so" . 

24  Not preaching or j udging but shar ing the exper ience , strength , 

2 5  and hope that comes to anyone who accepts our way of l i f e .  

2 6  The will ingness to t r y  new ideas and poss ible solut ions will 

27  help open the door to our recovery .  One d i scovery leads to 

28  anothe r , and soon we are  establ i shed in a new way of l i fe 

2 9  where people , places and things are kept in pr oper per spec-

30 t ive .  The old "all or nothing " po int of view will no longer 

31 seem a useful idea . 

3 2 Now we have lear ned that we can , and must , go to our 

33 Higher Power for help in solv ing problems. Fortunately , 

3 4  many problems can wai t .  The program doesn ' t  wor k when we 
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adapt it to our life , we have to adapt our life to the 1 
program . 2 

When you can feel the prog ram beg inn ing to work , don' t  3 

freak out . Personality change is a natural prog ression set 4 

in motion by our surrender to the prog ram. The slogans 5 
are the sayings that seemed to help us most when we first 6 
came to the Fellowship.  They apply to the little, dangerous 7 

daily s ituations that seemed so heavy at first. Th ings go 8 
smoother if the newcomer f i nds a sponsor to con fide in , 9 

someone whose judg ement he can tru st . We do not th ink it 10 
weak to put a little faith and tru st in a person with more 11 
experience on the program . 12 

We may st ill , however , feel that we cannot have a 13  
happy life without drug s .  We may suffer from the fear of 14 
in san ity and feel we have no escape from us ing other than 1 5  
an insane and depressed ex istence . We may fear the re- 16 
j ection of all our fr iends if we go cleaning up our act , 17 

th is is common .  We could be suffer ing from an overly 18 
sensitive ego and many of those thing s within us that we used 19 
drugs to escape from. 20  

Obsess ion is the fixed idea that takes us  back to a 21 
particular dr ug , trying to regain the ease and comfort we 2 2  
once knew. We know that the comfort we once expe r i enced 2 3  
from us ing can no longer be obtained . When we accepted 24 
that we were add icts , we r eal i zed that never again could we 25 
use success fully . Try not to th ink about drug s ,  old 26  
fri ends or old hang outs. But when the obsess ion hits us , 27 
we improve our conscious contact with our Higher Power 28  
through fellowship in N . A . 29 

Just as we went to any length to get drug s ,  so must we 30  
go to any leng ths to learn to get  clean . Th is involves 31 
the honesty to admit our need for the help of others , who 3 2  
have been where we have been , and have learned to l ive with- 3 3  

out chemicals . The essence of addict ion i s  that it is 3 4 
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1 easier to change our perception of reality than the reality 

2 we perc eive. 

3 Cash register honesty, honesty in giving a "fair day's 

4 work for a fair day's pay",  can help us begin. As the 

5 benefits of basic honesty in the world begin to roll in , 

6 we are ready to consider honesty at a deeper level. Self-

7 honesty is being in touch with the way we really feel and 

8 the way we spend our time. 

9 As we began to learn how to change our perception of 

10 reali ty, we, as newcomers, were encouraged to avoid making 
11 any major decisions on our own. The ego of the addict 

12 must be busted for him to have a chance at recovery. 

13 " Terminal hipness"  and ' ' fatal cool" are symptoms of the 

14 addictive personality. We should be very intent and watch-

15 ful. Old ideas and street practices won't help us stay 

16 clean. 
17 After establishing our new des ire to live clean in 
18 the Fellowship and acquainting ourselves with the tools 

19 which have helped other suff ering addicts to recover , we 

20 can then proceed with the business of living. 
21 At least one meeting a day for ninety days seems to be 
22 a good guide for those who are going to any lengths. There 

23 is a special calm that settles over a person with our disease 

24 when they find out there are many others who share their 

25 difficulties , past and present. We should begin to work the 

26 Steps in earnest , going over each Step word by word. Reading 

27 our literature and talking over the implication of each Step 
28 with our new friends and our sponsors and asking God ' s  help 
29 improves our understanding of the program. A meeting a day, 

30  getting and using phone numbers , and reading literature each 

3 1  day are good forms of insurance for cleanliness. It has 

32 been said that no one who has asked their Higher Power for 
33  help in the morning and worked the steps has ever gotten 
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loaded that day . 

Gu ilt  and wor r y  keep us from l i v ing in the here and 

1 

2 

now . The denial of our d isease , or r e servations , keep us 3 

s ic k .  We lack humil ity , cl inging to old way s .  Not f rom 4 

pr each ing nor from judgement , but f rom shar ing our expe r- 5 

ience , strength and hope do we recover . Our will ingne ss 6 

to try new ideas and possible solut ions to problems will help 7 

open the doors to recovery . 8 

Let us apply our efforts to the obta inable and let the 9 

rest go . AS we do the job at hand the balance changes and 10 

new oppor tunit ies for improvement present themselves . 1 1  

Oppor tunit ies now in s ight d i d  not even ex ist  until we got 12 

the ball roll ing . Life then becomes for us what we always 13 

wished it  to be -- a constant state of awak en ing . As soon 1 4  

as we became acquainted with the Fel lowship and the basic 15 

ideas of the prog ram. We began to put these ideas into 16 

act ion . A good tool to r emember is to coun ter our natural 17 

tendency to saddle our selves with concerns that go beyond 1 8  

the twen ty- four hour s o f  each day . 1 9  

Liv ing clean each day at a time wi ll  r eveal to us the 20 

things that tr uly come f rom within and g ive us better 21 

unders tand ing over things that would interr upt our flow . 22  

Recov ery will  prov ide for our  re-entry into society . 23 

We can always find people who have had d i fficult ies similar 24 

to our own and do succeed . It is d i f f icult to get r id of 25 

the notion that we mu st be great or do gr eat to be O . K .  As 2 6  

we recover we will of ten f ind our selves saying and doing 27  

things that suddenly make no sense to  u s ,  even if we ' ve 28 

been doing them for year s .  We literally see our mistak es . 2 9  

This is  necessary for our recovery.  Se lf-condemna tion has 30  

l ittle place he r e .  When we see our error s ,  we should 31  

simply cor rect them. 3 2 

As we go abou t the task of  chang ing our lives , we are 3 3  
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1 conf ron ted with our character defects , Lett ing go of 

2 cha racter defects should be done with love . I t  is impor-

3 tant we think , to be gentle with our selves when pu tt ing 

4 our ego to res t .  

5 In our add iction , we feared change because we had 

6 lost con trol of our l ives and most changes were for the 

7 wor s t .  Clean , we had to learn to face another enemy -

8 bor edom . I f  we allow our selves to stagnate and cl ing to 

9 our old ways of desperation and fear , our chances of a 

10 real and last i ng r ecovery decreas e .  We had to reach out 

11 and to accep� the love and under stand ing the Fellowsh ip 

12 had to of fer . Clean , we face the wor ld together . No 

13 longer do we feel backed into a corner and at the mercy of 

14 events and c i rcums tances . We can expect to succeed in 

1 5  many ar eas of our l ives whe re we have known only failure 

1 6  and despa ir . Our new fr iends and the tools for liv ing in 

17 the program of Narcotics Anonymous will enable us to 

18 exper ience these changes . Work ing the S teps will broaden 

1 9  our hor i zons and pr actic ing the pr inciples will reduce our 

20 commi tments to some manageable level . Our new fr iends and 

21 awak ened spir its will help u s ,  ou r common effort is 

22  recovery . 

23 Being clean we will even tually have to learn to cope 

24 with success . Success scares us because in the pas t i t  

2 5  pr eceded fai lur e ,  W e  could not a fford t o  feel good because 

26 we r emembered the pa in of d i sappo intment . It  was better , 

27 we conc luded , to keep mov ing on and hold ing back . Actually 

28 this made a great deal of sense when we wer e us ing . Now , 

29  it  makes no sense at  all .  

30  In time we may become a trusted ser van t .  We can par t i-

3 1  cipate in Twel f th S t ep wor k ,  and try to share the message 

32 of recover y ,  with the add ict who still suffer s .  I t  has 

33 been our exper ience that per sonal problems will  be resolved 
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when we are will ing to accept respons ibil ity for them. I t  1 

is good form to allow others in the group to help us with 2 

them from time to t ime . Service will get us out of our- 3 

selves , and our concern for others  will be reflected in 4 

our own abil ity to accept concerh from other s .  When we 5 

find our selves opening µp and fac ing difficulties that 6 

used to have us on the r un ,  we will expe r ience per iodic 7 

surges of good feeling tha t can g ive us the Strength to 8 

begin seek ing God ' s  will for us . 9 

Well before we surrender , we have ceased to feel as 10 

if we are par ticipatirig in the human r ac e .  Our tenuous 11  

grasp on reality is invaded by fears  and self-hatred , 1 2  

wh ich leads to paranoia ,  and away f rom the rest  of human- 13  

ity as  a whole . 14  

When we  finally became desperate enough to seek help ,  15  

we , once again ,  sought out the company of  our fellow 16  

add icts . Bu t ,  this  t ime , the add icts were clean . The 

acceptance we found in the Fellowsh ip was amaz ing to us , 
N . A. reawakened old 

a member of the human 
since we 

memories 
had known only loneliness .  

of  what it  felt l ike  to be 

family , Slowly, we opened up, r eached out ,  warmed up , and 

let ourselves love and be loved . The or ig inal desire to 
be clean leads us to a desire to help other s .  Touching , 

shar ing , and loving are actual tools of  recovery for us . 

The only way we keep from continuing a habit is not to 
take that f i r s t  f i x ,  pill , dr ink or toke . People l ike us 

know that one is too many and a thousand are never enough , 

We put great emphasis  on this for we know that when we 

use drugs in any form ,  we release our add iction all over 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

2 2  

23 

24 
2 5  
2 6  

2 7  

2 8  

2 9  

again or create a new one . 30 

Abstinence is the basis of our program.  Any mood or 31 

mind-alter ing chemica l ,  prescr ipt ion or not ,  is poison to 32 

our bodies .  Those who r elapse and l ive to make it  back ,  33 
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1 keep us well informed of the fact that th ere is noth ing so 

2 bad that a relapse can ' t  make it  a whole lot wor se.  

3 I f  we clean our bod ies by daily abst inence we should 

4 clean our minds of pr econc eptions based on past exper ien-

5 ces . I t  is those who stay clean when it seems l i ke i t  

6 i sn ' t  wor th i t  who mak e  i t .  I t  means remember ing that we 

7 are just one fix,  pill , drink or toke away from total 

B di saster . I t ' s  amaz ing the power tha t total abs t inence 

9 has in chang ing our lif e . The bot tom line of Narcot ics 

10 Anonymous is staying clean. When we real ize that we can ' t  

11  use drugs in arty form and live ,  we are ready to admit our 

12 power lessne ss . I t  takes some of us a wh ile to realize 

13 how unmanageable we wer e  and are s t ill . For others this is 

14 th e only thing that wh ich we can be sure .  We as adults are 

15  allerg ic to all drugs , al though i ndiv idual tolerance can 

16 play a valuable role . Generally the effects of any amount 

17 of usage are immed iate and devastating . 

18 some of the most common excuses for us ing are loneliness , 

19 self-pity ,  and closed-mindednes s .  Past thin king patterns , 

20 known as " stink i n '  th ink in ' " ,  have proven lethal .  Our 

21 exper ience shows that we do recover from these old games.  

22  We simply live each day at a time without drugs.  We bel ieve 

23 the solu tion for the problem of h aving dr ug-fogged minds,  

24  s ick bodies and tormented emotions is in  a spi r i tual way of 

25 life .  Th is is why the Twelve Steps are used as  a progr am 

26 of recovery and ultimately a method of trust ing in a Higher 

27 Power that we can have fa ith in . 
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CHAPTER S I X  

THE TWELVE TRADITIONS OF' NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS 

We keep what we have only with v ig ilance and j ust  as 
fr eedom for the ind iv idual comes from the Twelve Steps 
so freedom for the groups spr ings from ou r Trad i tions. 

As long as the ties  that bind us together are s tronger 
than those that would tear us  apar t, all will be well. 

1. Our common welfar e  should come f i r s t ;  per sonal r e
covery depend s on N. A. u n i ty .  

2 .  For our Group purpose the r e  is  but one ult imate 
au thor ity -- a lov ing God as He may express  H imself 
in our Group consc ience, our lead e r s  ar e but tr usted 
servants, they do not govern . 

3. The only r equir ement for membe r sh ip is  a d e s i r e  to 
stop us ing. 

4 .  Each Group should be autonomou s, except in matters  
affect ing other Groups , or  N . A . ,  as  a whole. 

5 .  Each Group has but one pr imary purpose--to carry  the 
message to the add ict who s t ill suffer s .  

6 .  An N.A. Group ought never endor se, finance, or lend 
the N . A. name to any related facility or outs ide 
enterpr i s e ,  lest  problems of money, property or 
prestige  d iver t us from our pr imary purpose.  

7 .  Every N . A .  Group ought to be fully self-suppor t ing , 
declining outs ide contr ibutions. 

8 .  Narcot ics Anonymous should remain for ever nonprofes
s ional, but o�r Service Center s may employ special 
wor ker s .  
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9 .  N . A . , as  such , ought never be organized ; but we may 
create serv ice boards or commi ttees directly r espon
s ible to those they serve . 

10 . N . A .  has no opin ion on outs ide issues ; hence the N . A .  
name ought never be drawn into publ ic controver sy . 

11 . Our publ ic r ela tions policy is based on attract ion 
r a ther than promotion ; we need always ma intain 
personal anonymi ty at  the level of pres s , r ad io ,  
and f i lms . 

1 2 .  Anonymi ty is  the spi r i tual foundation of all  our 
Tradi t ions ,  ever  reminding us to �ce pr inc iples 
before personalities . 

We come to , this program from homes and apar tments , 

2 offices and schools , treatment centers and j ai ls , parks  

3 and �utter s .  We come from many di fferent places , but they 

4 all  share lonel ines s ,  pa in ,  and fear . Somehow addiction 

5 d r aws us together in  Narcotics Anonymous . 

6 We came to this progr am for many di fferent reasons . 

7 Those  of us who s tay , do so for the same r easons--to stop 

8 us ing and stay cl ean . After we ' ve actually stopped , and the 

9 fog has cleared a b i t ,  mos t  of us  take a look around to see 

1 0  what this program is  a l l  abou t .  W e  s tar t trying to do the 

1 1  th ings we see those around us  do ing . Eventually we come to 

1 2  the Twelve Steps and try to wor k  them the best w e  can . The 

1 3  result  i s  a degree o f  freedom that we never have known befor e .  

1 4  We f ind fr eedom from drugs and the obsess ion to use them ; 

1 5  and in  time a bit  of freedom from that par t of our selves 

16  that  has  been d estroyed . 
17 We ' r e  taught that we can only keep what we have by giving 

18  it  away . so  we  seek  out and give our  hand to other add icts 

19 who have problems l ike our s  and want help.  Usually one of 

20 the f i rst  things we try to do when we ' r e  wor k ing with a 

21  newcomer is  to get  them to a meeting . After all , that ' s  

22  what wor ked for us . 
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Why is this so? What is it about our meetings that's 1 

so spec ial ? Usua lly, about all we can say is that there is 2 

a feeling there, a feeling of str ength and hope and love ; 3 

an atmosphere of recovery. Our meetings are very spec ial 4 

to most of us. They'r e a place where we feel safe ; a 5 

place where we fit in. But what keeps it that way? One 6 

would th ink that any time people li ke us get together the 7 

results wou ld be chaos. Groups of se lf-centered, self- 8 

wil led, isolated individuals just can ' t  meet together 9 

peacefu lly and safely; but we do. The reason that we can 10 

is that we have Twelve Tradit ions that help to keep our 11  

groups "safe'' and free. 12 

For most of us, understand ing of these Traditions comes 13 

slowly over a period of time. We pick up a little infor- 14 
mation here and the re as we talk to member s and visit var ious 15 

groups. It usually isn't until we get involved with service 16 

that someone po ints out that "personal recovery depends on 17 

N . A. unity", and that unity depends on how we ll we follow 18 

our traditions. Because we hear about '' suggested steps'' and 19 

"no musts " so often, some of us make  a mistake and assume 20 

that th is appl ies to our groups the way it appl ies to the 21 

individual. The Twelve Tradit ions of N. A. are not suggested, 22 

and they are not negotiable. These are the rules that k eep 2 3  

our fel lowsh ip alive and free. 2 4  

By following these principles i n  our dealings with 25  

others in  N. A. and society at large, we  avoid many probl ems. 2 6  

That isn ' t  to say that our Traditions eliminate �11 problems. 27 

We sti l l  have to face diff iculties as they arise : commun i- 28 

cation problems, differ ences of opin ion, intern'al cont rove r- 29 

si es, problems with indiv idua ls, groups outside the fel low- 30 

ship. However, when we apply these pr inciples we avoid 3 1  

some of the pitfalls. 32 

Many of our problems are much like those our pr edeces- 3 3  

sors had to face , the ir hard won expe r i ence gave bi rth to 3 4  
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1 the Tr ad i tion s ;  and our own exper iences have shown that these 

2 pr inciples are  j u s t  as val id today as they were yesterday . 

3 Our Tr ad i t ions a r e  what protect us  f rom the internal and 

4 external for ces which could  destroy u s .  They are  truly 

5 the ties  that bind us  together , but they don ' t  wor k  auto-

6 ma t ically . I t  is  only through under stand ing and appli-

7 cat ion that they have power .  

TRADITION ONE 

Our common welfa r e  should come f i r s t ;  per sonal r ecovery 
depend s  on N . A .  un i ty .  

8 I t  makes  sense that our  F i r s t  Tradi tion concerns unity 

9 and our common wel far e .  One of  the mos t  impor tant par ts of 

10 our new way of  l i fe is be ing a par t  of a g roup of add icts 

11 also seek ing recover y .  Our surv ival is  d i r ectly related 

1 2  to the surv ival of  our groups and of  our fel lowshi p .  

1 3  Before coming t o  N . A . , mos t of  u s  tr ied t o  clean u p  o r  
1 4  stay clean on our own . Many of u s  sought tr eatment or 

1 5  profess ional help.  These effor ts were unsuccessful for us ; 

16 it wasn ' t  until  we came to Narcotics Anonymous tha t r ecovery 

17  seemed poss i bl e .  Th is  program cah do for  us wha t  we  could 

1 8  not do for ourselve s .  We came and saw this  prog r am wor k  i n  

1 9  the l ives of  othe r add icts . The i r  recovery gave u s  hope 

2 0  for ourselves .  We became par t o f  a g ro up and found tha t we 

21  could  make i t ,  too . We also learned tha t those who d id not 

22  cont inue being an  active par t  of the Fel lowship faced a 

2 3  rough road and often r elapsed . Mos t  o f  us agree that without 

2 4  N . A .  w e  would be in  r e a l  troubl e .  We know w e  can ' t  do i t  

2 5 alone ,  and nothing else ever wor ke·d for u s .  For our own good 

26 we try to do wha t is  best for the g roup . 

27  This  i sn ' t  to say tha t the group i s  shoved down the indi-

2 8  v idua l ' s  throa t .  Mos t  o f  u s  had never experienced the k ind 
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of attent ion and per sonal care that we found in the program. 1 

We are  accepted and loved for wha t  we a r e ;  ins tead of " in 2 

spi te"  of  what  we a r e. The indi vidual is  precious to the 3 

group, and the g roup is  precious to the ind i vidual . No one 4 

can revoke our member ship or punish  us, or  make  us  do any- 5 

thing that  we don ' t  choose to do.  We are taught th is  way 6 

of  l i fe by example r a the r than d i r ec t ion . We share our 7 

exper iences and l earn from each other . In our ad.d i c t ion we 8 

cons i stently placed our  per sonal we lfare  befor e anyth ing 9 

else . Here  we found that in the long run what ' s  bes t  for 10 
the group was usually good for u s. We chose to conform to 11 

the common good because that ' s  what wor ked for us. 12 

Our per sona l experi ences wh i l e  u s ing d i f fered from 13 

membet to member . However, as  a g r oup we found many common 14 

themes in our add iction . One of these shared symptoms wa s 15 

our need tq prove self-sufficiency. We conv inced our selves 16 

tha t we cou ld make i t  a lone and proceeded to live l i fe on 17 

that bas i s. The results  wer e  d i sasterous, and, in  the end, 18 

each of u s  had to admi t  that our sel f-su f f ic i ency was a 19 

lie . We found tha t we could no longer control our using, 20 

nor could we manage our own l i ves. Th i s  sur render  was the 21 

sta r t ing point of  our r ecovery, and is a primary point of 22 

unity for the Fel lowship. 23  

Not only are  these common themes i n  our add iction, but 24 

we find that in recovery we also have much in common. We 25  
share  a common desire  to stay clean. Each of u s  has learned 26  

to depend upon a Power g r ea ter than ourselves , wh ich is  our 27 

source of str ength , Our purpose i s  to car r y  the message 28 
to the add ict who s t i ll s u f f e r s. We �ave our Trad i tions, 29  
the rules  that protect u s  from ourselves. We share many 30 
things, and each i s  a po int of un i ty for us.  31 

Uni ty is a r e a l i ty in Narcotics Anonymous , Th is isn ' t  3 2  

to say that we don ' t  have our d isa�,eements and conflicts ; 33  

we do,  Whenever people get  together there are d iffer�nces 34 
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1 of opin ion and impr ession s .  However , when the ch ips are 

2 down we pu ll  tog ether . Time and time again we ' ve seen 

3 th i s ;  in times of c r i s i s  or trouble we set as ide our 

4 differences and wor ked for the common good . How of ten 

5 have we seen two membe rs  who usually don ' t  get along very 

6 well wor k ing tog ether with the newcome rs?  How often have 

7 we seen a group do ing men ial tasks  to pay the r ent for their 

8 meeting hal l? How of ten have we seen members drive hundreds 

9 of mi le.s to help suppo r t  a new group? These activit ies and 

10 many other s  are commonplace in our fellowsh ip .  They must 

11 be , because without these things N . A . could not have sur-

12 vived .  Wi thout N . A .  few of us would have surv ived , and 

13  fewer still  would have found r ecover y .  

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

TRADITION TWO 

For our Group purpose the re is but one ultimate authority-
a lov ing God as He may express H imsel f  in our Group con
science ,  our leader s are but trusted servants , they do not 
gove r n .  

I n  N . A .  we have a great concern i n  protect ing our selves 

from ourselves . ou r Second Trad i t ion is another example of 

th i s .  By nature we seem to be strong-wi lled , sel f-cen ter ed 

people , seek ing self-gratif icat ion in the realms of money , 

power ,  and sex . 

learn ing how to 

An impor tant par t of our recovery is 

l iv e  

mi sgu ided instincts , 

with these dr ives ; 

how to stop acting 

how to real ign our 

out our insan ities ,  

how to dis arm our  sel f-de struct mechan isms , and how to 

2 2  rechannel our energies toward cons tructive ends . I n  other 
23 word s ,  we have to r eplace our "dying progr am" with a " l iving 
24 progr am" . Early in our recovery we lear ned that we d id a 

2 5  pretty poor job w i th our Jives .  Ol1e o f  our sayings i s  "Our 

26 bes t ideas got us here" . Th is seems apt as we look back 
27 and see how many times our schemes and plans got us into 
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trouble despite their  or ig inal intent . We wer e power less 1 

over our add ic t ions and cou ld not manage our own live s .  2 

Now we f i nd our selves thrust together in N . A . , mismanager s 3 

all , no t one of  us capable of mak i ng consistently good 4 

decisions .  When we r eal ized th is had r elated to our new 5 

group oriented way of l i f e  we o ften expe r i enced a sor t of  6 

gut-level panicky feel ing . 7 

At this  po int  our old time r s  usually come forward to 8 

r eassure us . " Don ' t  wor r y .  God takes car e of fools and 9 

add icts . This  i s  a spir i tual program and He won ' t  let  us  10  
screw it up'' , they say . They go  on  to explain  that  in N . A .  1 1  
we rely o n  a lovi ng God a s  H e  expr esses  H imself i n  our . 1 2  

Group conscience r a ther than on per sonal opin ion o r  ego . 13  
I n  wor k i:-:g the  Steps we  need to come to depend on  a Power 14 
grea ter than our selves . We cont inue th is relationship and 1 5  
utilize  i t  for our Group purpose s .  I f  we each turned our 16 

will and our l ives over to His care and seek to do his  wil l ,  17  
he will expr ess Himself on a group leve l .  When a decis ion 18 
needs to be made for a group , each of the member s  should 1 9  

take the time to med i tate on what i s  mos t  beneficial to our 20 

common wel fa r e .  If we do this , then the r esults  will 21 

tr uly be an expr ess ion of  the spi r i tual concept of our Group.  22  

We know that  this  i s  a fact for  our  Fe llowship ,  but  some- 23 

times we are confused when it seems our decisions don ' t  wor k  2 4  

out very well . We forget that we a r e  not per fect , and tha t 2 5  

w e  a r e  only expe r i encing spir itual progr ess . When per sonal i- 26 

ties and self will cr eep into our efforts then the results 27  

suffer . We mus t  be cons tantly on guard that  our dec i sions 28 
are  truly an express ion of God ' s  will . There is o ften a 29 

vast d i fference between Group consci ence and Group opin ion , 3 0  

power ful per sonali ties , or  popular i ty .  Some o f  our mos t  3 1  

pa inful growing pa ins  have come a s  a r e s u l t  o f  dec i sions made 3 2  
in  �he name o f  "group conscience" .  Our experience has 3 3  
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1 shown that there  h ad been noth ing spi r itual about some of  

2 our decis ions . 

3 "We took a Group conscience and decided that . . .  ''Wai t  

4 a minu t e !  We don ' t  take Group consc ience , we take votes . 

5 One group decid ed that  member s  must be g r aduates of a 

6 spec i f ic treatment program,  another felt that only heroin 

7 add icts  should attend , another accepted only Chr istian s .  

8 Another dec ided that r e s idents of  a halfway house could 

9 attend if they promi sed not to talk . Anoth er l e t  oth er s  

10 s i t  in on their  group only if they would contr ibute to the 

11  collection . Another dec ided to pay its  off icer s wages . 

1 2  One g roup promised that anyone who attended the ir  meeting s 

1 3  would b e  able t o  g e t  a j ob a t  a local counsel ing center 

14 and so on and so on . We ' ve made a lot of bad decisions and 

1 5  pawned them off  a s  Group conscience . T h i s  worr ies  many of 

1 6  u s .  How can we r eally tell  i f  our dec i s ions a r e  really 

17  Group conscience o r  not ,  and how do  we  prevent pa inful 

1 8  mistakes?  

19  

20  

21  

22  

2 3  

2 4  

2 5  

26  

2 7  

2 8  

29 

3 0  

3 1  

3 2  

3 3  

3 4  

Ther e i s  one truth wh ich helps gu ide u s .  True spir it

ual pr inciples a r e  never in conflict ;  they always comple

ment each othe r . The true  spir i tual conscience of a group 

will  never contrad ict any of our other s p i r i tual pr inciples .  

Whenever we are  faced w i th a g roup dec i sion , we f i r s t  try 

to el iminate per sonal i t ie s ,  prej udices , and self-center ed

ness . Then we r ev i ew our deci s ions to make sur e they are  

not in v iolation of  any o f  our  Twelve Tr adi t ions . I f  we 

take another look at our dec is ion and try to r e solve i t .  

Th i s  approach isn ' t  foolproof ,  but i t  has  helped to prevent 

problems many time s .  

The S econd Tradi tion also concerns the nature of leader

ship  in N . A.  We .have seen that we try to rest  author i ty in 

the spir i tual conscience of the g roup.  I n  keeping with this ,  

we make a special point of  trying to pr event author itar ian . 

leadership .  We h ave lear ned that for our Fellowsh ip ,  
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leader ship by example and by selfless ser vice wor ks ,  and 1 

that dir ec tion and manipulation fails. The way we desig- 2 

nate our tr usted servants insur es this. We choose not to 3 

have presidents , maste r s ,  chairmen or dir ectors .  I nstead 4 

we have sec r e taries , treasu r e r s ,  and repr esentatives . 5 

These titles in themselves imply service r a the r than 6 

control. Our experience shows that  if  a g roup becomes 7 

an extension of the per sonal ity of a leader or a cer tain 8 
member , then it loses its effectiveness. Newcomers don ' t  9 
stay , and members stop coming . The g roup must then change 10  
or  die. This is sometimes a difficult  and agonizing 11  

process. Those who stay grow through the  exper ience ;  bu t 1 2  
wha t  happens to those who leave?  An atmospher e of r ecovery 13  
in our groups is one of our most pr ecious assets; and we 1 4  

must guard it car efully lest we lose i t  to politics and 1 5  
per sonalities. 16 

Those of us who have been involved in ser vice for a long 17 

time or in qetting a group star ted and keeping the doors 1 8  

open through the hard early days sometimes have a hard time 19 

letting go of  the reins. Sometimes our egos get in the way , 20 
sometimes ung rounded fears get in the way , and sometimes 21  

the  group gets in the way. Most of us come with a poor 2 2  

self-image and low self-wor th . With time and some successes , 2 3  

we begin to r ecover  somewhat and develop healthie r  egos. 24 

We enj oy these feelings for they are  heal thy for us. We 2 5  

like recognition and attention and we often deserve them. 26 

However this  somet imes gets out of hand . We begin to pur sue 27 
these things as ends in themselves and f ind our selves in 28  
trouble . W i th mor e  time and matur ity we  g row in humility 2 9  
and learn to deal wi th these new feel ings in a more r ealis- 30 
tic and spir itual way . Another situation which often causes 31 

us problems is fear . We sometimes fear that there is no 32 

one else who can ser ve  the group as well as we. we are 33 
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1 afraid that if we turn over the responsibility to new 

2 members, something terrible is going to happen. We may 
3 even have tried to get others involved before without 

4 succes s. It doesn' t matter , whenever we are unwilling 

5 to take a chance to let the group grow on its own, or when 

6 we become afraid of change , we are playing God. Our friends 

7 may tell us to let go and work the Third Step, but some-

8 times we are deaf to their love. In these cases it is our-

9 selves who must go and grow. But again, what about those 

10 we lose in the process?  Still another situation which 

11 cau ses leadersh ip problems is when senior members are 

12 thrust into pos itions of power. Somet imes a group or part 

13 of a group will be afraid to let the ir leaders step down 

14 gracefully. The members time and time again draft the same 

15 leaders ;  demanding that they perform , demanding that they 

16 rule the roost. In these cases change is especially hard 

17 because it seems that only a crisis will do the job. 
18 Usually, the leader himself must refuse to serve. Th is  goes 
19 against the grain because we've been told never to refuse 
20 an N. A. request , and th is has been a valuable part of our 
21 program. To refuse to lead because it's not what's best 
22 for the group requ ires a lot of maturity and humil ity. 
23 Most of those involved with service sooner or later 
24 have to deal with these problems. At first they are unaware. 
25 They run on good feelings , the notori ety, and the attention. 

26 After a while, they may begin having mixed feelings. Part 
27 of them revels in the spotlight , while another part is very 
28 uncomfortable because they know they are j ust another member. 

29 This period is often followed by a per iod in which they deny 

30 their leadership and value to the group. Eve�tually and 
31 gratefully they find a degree of humil ity which allows them 
32 to accept themselves and their places in the Fellowsh ip. 
33 They accept that they are truly just a part of a greater 
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whole ,  tha t they in themselves are  not ind ispens ible or d is- 1 

pensibl e .  Along with this  they also accept tha t  they do have 2 

spec ial and valuable exper iences which can bene f i t  the group. 3 
They become a r esource for the group; seek ing nei ther to 4 

control the group not to set themselves apar t .  I t  is  at this  5 

t ime that the ir long service tr uly contr ibutes the mos t .  6 

inspire u s ,  and teach us by example . 7 They encour age  us , 

Even though their  ser vices are  less dramatic than when their  8 

group was s tr uggl ing to survive , they prov ide a foundation 9 

of stab i l i ty ,  str ength , and expe r i e nce upon wh ich our Fel low- 10  

ship can  grow . 11 

TRADITION THREE 

The only r equ ir ement for member s h ip i s  a des i r e  to s top 
us ing . 

Th i s  Trad i t ion i s  very impo r tant for both the ind iv idual 1 2  

and the group. It relates d i r ectly to many of th e basic 13 

ideas of our program.  Desire is  the key word in th is  14  

Trad i t ion and des i r e  i s  the basis  of our  r ecovery . I n  1 5  

our s tory and in our expe r i ence o f  trying to carry the 1 6  

message o f  r ecovery to the add ict who s t i ll suffe r s ,  one 17 

pa inful fact of l ife has emerged aga i n  and again .  An add ict 1 8  

who does not want to stop using will  not s top us ing . They 1 9  

can b e  analyzed , counseled , r easoned w i th ,  pray�d over , 20  

threatened , beaten , locked up  or whatever : but  they won ' t  21  

s top using until  they wan t to . The only thing we ask  of 2 2  
our member s  i s  that they have this  d e s i r e .  Without i t ,  they 23  

are  doomed , but with it  miracles have happened . 2 4  

Thi s  i s  o u r  only r equ i r emen t ,  and r ightfully so . Add tct ion 25  

does not d iscr iminate , why should r ecovery? Our  disease 2 6  

does not r ecogn ize  r ace , r el ig io n ,  sex , age , occupation , 27  

economics ,  or any of the other l ines people d r aw to seperate 28  

themselves . "An add ict i s  a man or woman whose l ife i s  con- 29 
tro11ed by drug s . "  Tl-re newcomer i5  the 1 i f eb1ood of N . A .  and 3 0  
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when one comes to us seek ing help we welcome them with open 

arms . We don ' t  care  who o r  what they are  o r  even what they 

used . As long a s  they want to stop us ing ther e ' s  a place 

for them in N . A . , and th i s  Tradi tion guarantees them that 

plac e .  Every clean membe " o f  N . A .  could  have been rej ected 

by some k ind of membe r sh ip r equ i r ement or anothe r . Many 

of us would not be al ive today if  we hadn ' t  found a program 

which accepted us when we wanted help. We o r iginally came 

to th i s  prog ram for many r eason s ,  but those of us who have 

s tayed have done so for the same reason--the desire  to stop 

u s i ng .  Many of us  d idn ' t  even know that add iction was a 

problem. Many of u s  could not visua l i z e  a l i fe withou t ' 

drugs , let alone want i t .  Many of us  had reached the po int 

in our add iction whe r e  we felt  there was no hope for u s ,  we 

only wanted a l i ttle r e l ief . I t  wasn ' t  unt i l  after  we came 

to N . A .  tha t we found out tha t  we had a d isease and that 

17 r ecovery was pos s ible for us . Membership in N . A .  i sn ' t  

18  automat ic when someone wal k s  in  the door ; it  i sn ' t  every auto-

1 9  matic  when the newcomer h a s  a d e s i r e  to s top us ing . The 

20  d ec i s ion to become a par t  o f  our fellowsh ip r e s ts with the 

2 1  individual . Any add ict who h a s  a desire  to s top us ing can 

2 2  become a member of  N . A .  

23  We are Narcotics  Anonymous and our probl em i s  add iction , 

24  other fellowsh ips deal with other problems .  Mos t  newcomer s  

2 5  are  led t o  the f ellowship which best s u i t s  the i r  need s .  

26  I nd i v iduals come w i th problems that expr ess  themselves in 

27  var ious ways . They don ' t  clearly fit into our fellowsh ip.  

28  Many o f  these people become valuable and active member s  of 

2 9  sever al fellowships while  o thers  single o u t  t h e  fellowsh ip 

3 0  with wh ich they a r e  the mos t comfor table . Our pr imary pur-

3 1  pos e  i s  to carry  the mes sage to the addict who s t ill  suffer s ;  

3 2  where  they f i nd r ecovery i s  not our basic  concern . We know 

3 3  o f  member s  with a h i s tory o f  drug abuse who have found 

3 4  r ecovery i n  other fellowsh ips . We s uppo r t  these member s  and 
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r e j o ice i n  their  r ecove r y ,  and add ict who has found fr eedom 1 

and r ecovery anywher e  i s  a f r iend of our s .  Al though we 2 

would welcome them in  our groups , we do not seek them out 3 

or force them to join  N . A .  Th i s  would not be in keeping 4 

w i th our spi r i tual a ims . 5 

The twelve s tep fellowsh ips do not compete . We are  mutually 6 

suppor tive and 

covery is mor e  

cooperate 

impor tan t 

for the common good . For us  re- 7 

than membe r sh i p .  However , some 

newcomer s  seem to have trouble finding  a fellowsh ip or 

fellowships i n  wh ich they f i t .  We encourage them to shop 

around , to a ttend var ious meetings  and f i nd out whe r e  they 

mos t fully iden t i fy .  They might ask themselves : "Where  do 

I hear about problems mos t  l i ke my problems? Whe r e  are  there 

members who are l i v ing the k ind of  l i f e  I would l i ke to live?  

and Wher e am I mos t  comfor tabl e ? "  We have also me t member s  

who a r e  uncertain about where they really belong . We suggest 

that they ask  themselVf-S three que stions : 

1 . -Wha t message do you carry? (What i s  the nature of your 

r ecovery and what have you r ecove r ed from? ) 

2 . -Who are  you trying to carry th i s  me ssage to? 

3 . -Where a r e  you try ing to carry th i s  message? 

We suggest that the answers  to these three ques t ions should 

not be in confl ict ; we cannot g ive away anyth ing we haven ' t  

got . We cannot ca r r y  any message that i s  not our own . 

The cho ice of member ship  rests  w i th the individual . We 

feel the ideal s ta te for our fellowsh ip exi s ts when an add ict  

can  openly and fr eely come to an  N . A .  meet ing ; wherever and 

whenever they choose and leave j us t  as fr eely i f  they want to.  

We r eal i ze that ther e i s  nothing we can do to ma ke an  add ict 

s top u s ing . However ,  we have learned tha t r ecovery i s  a 

r eali ty and that l i f e  w i thout drugs  i s  better than we ever 

imag ined . We open our  door s to add icts  hoping that they can 

f i nd what we have found ; but knowing that only those who 

have a desire to stop us ing and want what we have to offer 

9 9  

8 

9 

10  

11  

1 2  

13  

14  

1 5  

16  

17  

18  
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20  
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1 will  join us  in our new way of  l ife . 

2 

TRADI TION FOUR 

Each g roup should be au tonomous ,  except in matters  affect
ing other g roups , or N . A .  as a whole .  

The au tonomy of  our groups i s  one of our mos t  prec iou s 

3 possess ions . Th is sounds great  but wha t  does i t  mean? What 

4 i s  i t  to be au tonomous?  Webs ter s defines autonomous as 

5 '' hav ing the r ig ht or power of self governme nt " , " under taken 

6 or carr ied on without  outside  control '' , " ex i sting or capable 

7 of exist ing ind ependently " , " r espond ing , r eact ing or develop

s ing independently o f  the whole" . Au tonomy is all  these 

9 things to u s  and mor e .  Our groups are  truly self-govern ing 

10  and are  not subj ect to outside  control . Each group can 

11  ex ist  on  i t ' s  own if  i t  mu s t .  Each group has had to g row 

1 2  on its  own and stand o n  i ts own two feet . One might as k :  

13  I s  th i s  r eally true , are  we  t r u ly au tonomou s ,  what about 

14  our service commi ttee s ,  our  o f f ices , our act i v i t ies , our 

1 5  hotl ines , and a l l  the other things that go o n  i n  N . A . ? The 

1 6  answer , of  cou r s e ,  i s  that these things a r e  no t N . A .  They 

1 7  a r e  s ervices  that w e  can u t i l i z e  to help us  in  o u r  r ecovery 

18  and to fur ther the  pr imary pu rpose of  our  groups . Narcotics 

19  Anonymous i s  a Fellowship of  men and women , addicts , meeting 

20  tog e ther in  groups , and u s ing a g iven set  of  spi r i tual pr in-

21 c iples to f ind freedom from addict ion and a new way bo l ive . 

22 All else is not N . A .  Those  other things we ment ioned ar e the 

23 r esult  of  members caring  enqugh to r each out and offer their 

24 h elp and expeiience so that our road may be  easier . Whether 

2 5  o r  not we choose  to u t i l i z e  these  service s ·  for the benef i t  

2 6  of  a group i s  up to u s ,  they are  not thr u s t  down o u r  throats . 

2 7  Some have taken offense to th is , they say that when they 

28 s tar ted out they were told they had to r e g i s ter their group.  

29  This  may be true , but  many goups exist  that have never r egis-

30  ter ed . We ask g roups to  r eg ister because we  can ' t  r ecogn ize 

31 them unless we know that they exi s t .  Once a g roup registers  
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they are  sent a star ter k i t .  Th is con tains many suggest ions l 

and i s  one of the ways we share our expe r i ence to help the 2 

g roup.  Whether or  not they take our suggestion is their 3 

dec i s ion . In th i s  starter  kit  it says that we must abide 4 

by the Twelve Tr ad i t ions in order  to call our selves Narcot ics 5 

Anonymous .  Th i s  i s  also true , but these T r ad i tions a r e  par t  6 

o f  the set of spir itual pr inciples that a r e  N . A .  Without 7 

the T rad i t ion s ,  N . A .  does not exist .  It  r eally is  up  to 

the group , in the epd they must choose for themselves . .  

8 

9 

They are  au tonomo u s .  10  
But  we s a id that for  N . A .  autonomy was more  than this , 1 1  

and i t  is . For us  in Narcotics Anonymous  autonomy i s  also 1 2  

creative f r eedom . It  g ives our g r oups the f r e edom to act on 13  

the i r  own to  establish their  atmosphere  of  r ecover y ,  to 1 4  

serve the i r  member s ,  and to fulfill  their  pr imary pur pose . 1 5  

It  i s  t h i s  aspec t o f  au tonomy that makes i t  one of our most  16  

pr ecious pr inc iples . I t  i s  for th is reason that we guard 17  

our  autonomy so  car efully . 18  

We a r e  au tonomous ;  and f rom wha t  we  have said it would 19 

seem that we , in  our groups , can do whatever we decide to 20  

do , r egardless of  what anybody says . Wel l ,  ye s and no . 2 1  

Each group does have complete f r eedom except when the ir 2 2  

act ions become a threat to other g roups and the r es t  o f  N . A .  2 3  

This i s  the ether h a l f  of  Tradit ion Four and the way we 2 4  

use  our su tonomy i s  j u s t  as impor tant a s  autonomy itself . 2 5  

Like  group conscience , au tonomy can be a two-edged swor d .  2 6  

I n  the past  group autonomy has been used to j ust ify the 27 

viola tion  of o ther Tradi tions , Th i s  should never be allowed 28 
to happen because  as we have said  spir itual pr inciples ar e 29  

never in  con f l ict  with other sp i r i tual  pr inciple s .  If  a con- 30  

flict or contradict ion does exi s t  that  means that somewhe r e  31  
along the  line  we  have somehow s l ipped away from the true  3 2  

pr inciples . 3 3  

When we use our autonomy for the good of our group we 34  
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1 must be careful that our actions do not hu r t  other groups 

2 or  N . A. as a whole. Again we are  given a simple r ule of 

3 thumb. If we check  to make sur e  that our actions a r e  

4 clear ly within the bounds of our Tr aditions , if  we don ' t  

5 represent anyone bu t our selves , if we don ' t  dictate to 

6 other g roups or force anyth ing upon the m ,  and if we take 

7 the time to consider the consequences of our ac tions ahead 

8 of time,  then all  will be well. 

9 

TRADITION FIVE 

Our pr ima r y  pur pose is to car r y  the message to the addict 
who still  su f f e r s. 

10 " You mean to say that our pr imary purpose is to carr y  the 

11 message? I thought we were here to c lean up? I thought our  

12 primary purpose was to r ecover from d r ug add iction?" For 

13 the ind ividual this is cer tainly t r u e ,  our members a r e  he re  
14 to find fr eedom f rom addict ion , and a new way of life. How-

1 5  ever , groups a r en ' t  addicted and don ' t  r ecover . All our 

16 g roups can do is plant the seed for r ecovery and br ing addicts 

17 together so that the magic of empathy , honesty , caring , 

18 sha ring , and ser vice can do i ts thing . The purpose of this 

19 Tr adition is to insur e  tha t  this atmosphe r e  of r ecovery is 

20 maintained. This can only be ach ieved by k eeping our groups 

2 1  newcomer and service or iented. The fact tha t w e  r e qu i r e  

2 2  each and eve ry g roup to focus on car r ying the message pro-

23  vides consistency . An addic t can coun t on us  if they want 

2 4  help. Un ity of act ion and unity of purpose make possible 
2 5  what seemed imposs i ble  for us--recovery. 

26 The Twelfth Step of our personal progr am also says that 

27 we should car r y  the message to the addict who still suffers. 

28  This is no coincidence. Wor king with other s  is one of our 

29 most power ful  tool s . .  '' The ther apeutic value of one addict 

30 helping another is unpa r a l l ed. " For the newcomer this is 

31 how they find out about N.A. and how they stay clean; and for 
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the member s  this reaffirms and cla r if ies what they have 1 

lear ned . The group i s  the mos t  pe rfect  vehicle we have for 2 

carry ing the message to the add ict who s t i l l  suffe r s .  When 3 

a member car r ies  the message ,  he is somewhat bound by h i s  4 

interpretation and personality .  The problem with l itera- 5 

tur e  i s  languag e ;  the feel ing s ,  the i n tensity,  and the 6 

s tr engths are  somet imes los t .  I n  our groups , with all per- 7 

sonal ities , 

r eal i ty .  

the message i s  a r ecurr ing theme ; an underlying 

What  

poses? 

would happen if our groups h ad o ther pr imary 

We feel our message would be diluted and then 

pur 

los t .  

8 

9 

10 

11  

If  we  concentra ted on making money many might get  r ich . If  1 2  
we were a soc ial club we ' d  f ind many fr iends and lover s .  1 3  

I f  we spec iali zed in  educat ion we ' d  end u p  with many smar t 1 4  

addicts .  I f  our specialty was med ical help many would  get 1 5  

healthy. If our g roup purpose was anyth ing other than carry- 1 6  

ing the mes sag e ,  many would d i e  and f ew would find r ecovery.  17  

Wha t  is  our message? We hear th i s  ques tion answered 1 8  

many ways . I n  our groups we shar e our exper ienc e ,  strength 1 9  

and hope and this  i s  our message - that a n  add i c t ,  any addict , 2 0  

can s top u sing drug s ;  lose the des i r e  to use aga i n ;  and f ind 2 1  

a new way to l iv e .  The ir  message i s  hope and the promise of  22  

fr eedom. When i t ' s  all  said  and don e ,  our pr imary group 2 3  
purpose can only b e  t o  carry  th i s  mes sage t o  the addict who 2 4  

s t ill suffers because th i s  i s  all we have to g ive . 2 5  

I TRADITION 13IX  

An N . A . group ought  never endorse , f inance , or lend the N . A . 
name to any related facil i ty or outside  enter pr ise ,  lest 
problems of money ,  proper ty or prestige  d ivert us from our 
pr imary pur pose .  

Our Fifth Tradi t ion def ines our  pr imary pur pose and our 2 6  

S ixth Tr adi tion tells us some of the things we must do to 2 7  

pr eserve and protect this spir i tual a im .  Thi s  Trad ition tells 28  
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1 u s  that we ought never endorse ,  f inance or lend the N . A .  

2 name to any outside e nt er pr i s e .  And then we are  warned 

3 exactly what can h appen i f  we ignore thi s  advice. This  

4 Tradi tion i s  the basis for our policy o f  nonaf f i l iation 

5 and is extr emely impor tant to the cont inuation and growth 

6 of N . A .  Unfor tuna tely , this Trad i t ion has al so been a po int 

7 o f  controversy within  ou r Fel lowshi p .  

a Let ' s  take a closer look at what th is Tradition really 

9 

1 0  

11 

says . First  thing a group ought never to endor s e .  To en-

dorse is to sanct ion , approve , or r ecommend . Endor s ements 

can e i ther be d i r ec t  or impl i ed .  We see d i r ect endorsements 
. 

. 

12  everyday in T . V .  commercials.  Direct endor semen ts can a lso 

13 be in wr it ing and o ften appear in proposals and promotional 

1 4  sales mater ial . A d i rect endorsement i s  of ten used to try 

1 5  and persuade someone to do something. An implied endorse-

16  ment i s  one that is  not stated. Al though we don ' t  usually 

17 recognize it as  such , implied endor sements occur in our 

1 8  sto r i e s .  We say ,  " The big k ids used i t  and if they used i t ,  

1 9  i t  had to be good . "  The next thing we oug ht never do is 

20  finance . This i s  more obvious ;  to f inance means to  supply 

21 funds or to help suppor t f inancially . The th ird  thing 

22  war ned aga inst is  lending the N .A.  name . Th is  means letting 

23 someone use the name , Nar cotics Anonymous ,  for something 

24 that is  not Narco t ic s  Anonymous . I t  al so means letting an 

25  outs ider ment ion or utilize our  name for  the i r  own purpose s .  

2 6  Several t imes other prog r ams have t r i ed to use Narcotics 

27 Anonymous as par t  of their " services of fered" to help just ify 

28 a f inding proposa l . Had we allowed th i s ,  we would have been 

29 lett ing them u-se our name . These are the "ought nevers"  i n  

30  the S ixth Trad ition . 

31 Th is t r adition also tells us " who" . A r e lated fac ility 

3 2  

33 

34 

is  any other f ac i l i ty 

might be a halfway I t  

or place that involves N . A. member s .  

hou se ,  a 

center , a clubhouse , or anyone 

detox center , a counsel ing 

of a number of such places . 
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Oftentimes , people are  easily confused by what is N . A .  and what 

are the r ela ted fac i l i t i e s .  Recovery houses which have been 

s tar ted or staf fed by N . A .  member s  have to take spec ial car e 

that the d i f fer entat ion is clea r .  Per haps the most  confus-

ion exists when i t  invo lves a clubhou se s i tuation . Newcomer s  

and even older member s  of ten identify the clubhou se with N . A . 

and N . A .  with the �lubhouse . We should make a spec ial effor t 

to let  these people know that there i s  a d ifference . The 

s econd "who " outside enterpr ises . An outs ide enterpr ise is 

any agency , any business ventu r e ,  any r el ig ion , any soc iety ,  

any organ ization , any unr ela ted ac t i v i ty ,  or any fellowsh i p .  

Mos t  of  these are  pre tty s t r aight forward , except for other 

fellowships . Mos t  of us  would not confuse  N . A .  with some

thing like  a spec i f i c  rel ig iou s fellowship ,  but when it comes 

to other twelve-s tep fellowsh ips , we some t imes have problems . 

Let ' s  face i t ;  Narcotics Anonymous i s  no t Alcoholics Anony

mous , overeate r s  Anonymous , Gamble r s  Anonymous , Emotional 

Health Anonymous , Smokers  Anonymou s ,  Par ents Anonymous or 

any o ther anonymous .  Narcotics Anonymous is a separate and 

d i stinct  fellowsh ip in its  own r ight . Our problem is 

add iction , the other twelve-step fellowships spec ialize  in 

other probl ems , and our relationship with them is one of 

"cooper a tion not a f f i l iation " . The use  of the l i terature 

of another fellowsh ip i n  our meet ings const itutes an impl ied 

endor s ement of  an outs ide enterpr ise . 

The S i x th Trad ition . goes on to war n  u s  what may happen 

if we do what we ought never do : " . . •  lest  problems of money , 

prope r ty ,  or prestige  d iver t us  from our pr imary purpose" . 

I f  you say th is  qu ickly i t  almost sounds l i ke "money , power 

and sex ; "  our old enemies . I f  you say i t  r eal quickly , i t  

might sound l i k e  " people ,  

sentments and fantasies . 

places and things ; "  our old re

Even if you don ' t  say it quickly , 

they have much in common . The often become obsess ions and 

shut us off from our spir i tual aim .  They are  the sor t  of  

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 
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1 2  
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1 th ings we get involved with and run with until we are con-

2 sumed . For the ind i v idual ,  this type of abuse can be 

3 devastating , but for the group, even the slightest touch 

4 can be disas terou s .  Wh en we as a group waver from our 

5 pr imary purpose,  add icts  d ie who might have found recovery. 

6 The S ixth Trad i t ion has  been one of those just  sor t 

7 of read and let i t  go at  tha t .  I t ' s  hard to under stand . 

8 But  when we really take a look , when we r eally try to 

9 understand , it ' s  s impl icity amazes u s .  We can see the danger 

10  of endor sement , f inanc ial suppor t and letting others  use  our 

11 name ; we can see how easily things can lead to abuse of money , 

1 2  property and prestige;  and we can for see the results of  th is 

13 abuse and the hear tache it can bring .  

TRADITION SEVEN 

Every N . A .  Group ought to be fully self-support ing , declin ing 
outside contr ibu t ions . 

14 Be ing self-supporting is  an important part of our new way 

15  of l i f e .  For the  ind ividual , this  is  usually quite  a change .  

1 6  In  our add ictions , we  were dependent on  people , places and 

17 thing s .  We loo ked to them to suppor t us and to supply the 

18 things we found lack ing in our selve s .  As � e6over ing addicts , 

19 we f ind that we are still dependent ,  but our dependence has 

20  shifted from the  th ings around us  to a loving God and the 
21 inner strength we get in our relationsh ip w i th Him.  We who 
2 2  were unable to function a s  human beings now f ind anything is 

23 poss ible for u s .  Those dr eams we gave up long ago can now 

24  become real i ties w i th God ' s  help . Add icts as  a g roup have 

2 5  been and still  a r e ,  millstones around society ' s  nec k .  I n  

2 6  N . A . , our groups o f  add icts not only try to s tand on their 

27 own two feet , but demand the r ight to do so .  

28  

29 

Money has always been a problem for u s .  

f ind enough to suppor t our selve s ,  our habits 

We could never 

and our self-

3 0  gratificat ion . We wor ked , stol e ,  conned , begged and sold 
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ourselves ; ther e was never enough money to fill the empti- 1 

ness i�side. I n  our r ecover y ,  money is  often still a problem ; 2 

we s topped trying to suppor t our hab i t s ;  we got to wor k and 3 

of ten f i nd unexpec ted succes s .  We clean up the wreckage 4 

of ou r pas t  and th i ng s  seem to be going our way for a change .  5 

Howeve r ,  financ ial secu r i ty can still seem to r un like water 6 

through our f i ngers. We ' ve got a lot of g row ing up to do 7 

and this  takes  t ime. Common sense and r espons i bil i ty are 8 

th ings mos t  of us u sually have to learn from scratch. 9 

Lear n ing how to live  can hur t  a lot ,  bu t for most  of us  i t ' s 10  

a g r eat adventu r e .  1 1  

N. A. needs money to r un the g roup ; the r e  is  rent  to pay , 12 

supplies to buy and literatu r e  to pay for . We pass the hat 13  

to cover these expenses and whatever is  left over goes to 14 

suppor t our services and to fur ther our pr imary pu rpos e .  1 5  

Unfortunately , there ' s  usually p i t i fully little left over 16 

af ter a group pays i t s  way. Somet imes member s  who can afford 17 

it k i c k  a little extra in to help. Somet imes a few get 18 

together and pu t on some act i v i ty to help raise funds. These 19 

efforts  help a lot and without them , much that we have been 20  

g iven to  do would have had to be left undone. N . A . r emai ns 21  

a shoe-str ing operation , and even though it ' s  somet imes 22  

f r u strating , we r eally wouldn ' t  have it  any other way ; we 23  

know the price would be  too high  to bear. 24  

Our pover ty enables u s  to be much c loser to our  Fellow- 2 5  

sh ip. We all have to pull together , and in pulling together 26 

we learn that we r eally are a par t  of someth ing g r eater than 27  

our s elves . 28 

Our policy concern ing money is clearly s tated: We decline 29 

outs ide contr ibu t ions , our Fellowsh ip is completely self- 30  

supporting. We accept no  funding , no endowments , no loans , 31  

no g ifts , and no handou ts because we  know that ther e ' s  no 3 2  

such th ing as a free  r ide. Everything has its pr ice , regard- 3 3  

less o f  inten t .  Whether the p r i c e  i s  money , promises , 3 4  
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1 concess ions , special r ecogn i t ion , endor sement ,  favors  or 

2 anything else ;  i t ' s  j u s t  too h igh for us . Even if those 

3 who would help us  could guarantee no str ings , we still  

4 would not accept the ir a id .  The pr ice would s t ill  be 

5 too h igh . Nor will  we charge for our services for to do 

6 so would d i s tract  from our  spi r i tual purpose . We cannot 

7 even afford to let  our member s contr ibute mor e  than their 

8 fair  share . Because for us the pr ice is paid within our 

9 groups : d isun i ty , controver sy , insan i ty and death . We 

1 0  will no t put our fr eedom o n  the l ine aga i n ;  not for " an 

11  easier , softer ,way " ,  no t for anyth ing ; never aga i n !  

1 2 

TRADITION EIGHT 

Narcot ics Anonymous should r ema in for ever non-profess ional , 
but  our Service  Center s may employ spec ial wor ker s .  

Some have d escr ibed N . A .  as a fellowsh ip made up of the 

13  failures  from o ther prog r ams . To a great  extent this  i s  

1 4  t r u e ;  many of  o u r  member s  have unsuccess fully sought r e-

1 5  covery in many o ther  programs , in many o ther ways . "Jail 

1 6  d i d  not help us  a t  all . Med icine , r e l i g ion and psychiatry 

17  seemed to have no  answer s  fbr us  that we  cduld use . "  We 

1 8  ourselves have s a id , ''Give us  the ones you can ' t  do any-

19  thing with ; g ive us  your hardest  cases . We ' ll welcome them 

2 0  with open arms . "  Somehow N . A .  works  when other programs 

2 1  and methods have failed . Wha t i s  i t  about u s  that makes 

2 2  th i s  so? We don ' t  have any secret o r  spec ial method s .  We 

23  don ' t  have any cur e-all r emedies . We don ' t  r eally have 

2 4  many o f  the things that othe r s  offer addicts . What i s  i t  

2 5  abo u t  N . A .  that makes us  the most  widespr ead and success-

2 6  ful program for add icts i n  the wor ldi Perhaps i t ' s  some-

2 7  thing s imple .  Perhaps i t ' s  because we don ' t  have these 

28 

29 

thing s , that 

have failed . 

i t  i s  pos s i ble for 

What do we have? 

us to s ucceed wher e other s 

We have our s teps ; we have 

3 0  mobil i ty ;  we under s tand and car e ;  and we a r e  mot i va ted ; we 

3 1  have each other . 
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Th e basi s  of our program is  the Twelve Steps. We got 1 

these Steps from Alcoholics Anonymous, who thought enough 2 

of them to g i ve th em freely. A. A. got the Steps from 3 

var ious sources . The Steps are based on sp i r i tual pr in- 4 

c iple s that have been known and followed for centur ies. 5 

Most r eligious  or spi r i tual orde r s  ut ilize these same 6 

pr inciples i n  some way. These pr inc iples are cer tainly 7 

not u n ique to us, bu t they are spi r i tual pr inc iples and 8 

that mak es them spec ial . Sp i r i tual pr inc iples ar e basic  9 

truths  that do not change with time or  plac e ;  they s imply 10 

work in all cases. 11 

Th is  prog ram has been called a " h ip pocket pr ogram". 1 2  

We don ' t  r equ i r e  any equ ipment or spec ial fac ilities. I t  13 

doesn ' t  take  spec ial train ing to mak e  this program wor k. 14  

We  car r y  th is  program with us  wherever  we  go. We car r y  1 5  

our message to the addict  whe r ever  h e  is  and whenever he ' s  16 

r eady. This prog r am f i ts every add i c t  because the add ict 17 

lear ns to apply ou r S teps to his l i fe in his own way. Our 1 8  

ability to r each add icts anyt ime, anywhere has certai nly 19  

been a g r eat advan tage for us. 2 0  

Perhaps o u r  g r eatest  asset i s  empathy, our abili ty 2 1  

to unders tand and identify with the newcomer.  We know 22  

what it ' s  r eally l ik e  to  k ick the  habit ; we ' ve been the r e. 2 3  

W e  know what  i t ' s  l i ke to face l i f e  w i thou t drugs, each of 2 4  

us  has had to do this. W e  know the p r ices of  add ic tion ; 25 

we ' ve all had to pay them. We can ' t  look down on the add ict 26 

who comes to u s ;  we ' ve all been newcomer s. We can ' t  con 27  

each other ; we ' ve played all the games. We under stand the 2 8  

add ict and add iction per haps bet ter than anyone else can, 29 

after all, th is  is the life we lived . We care  for and 30 

love the add ict  as if he wer e  our selves, because the add ict 31 
r eally is  our self. 3 2  

Our motivation i s  simple ; this program was g iven freely 3 3  

to u s  by add ic ts who car ed. We only do the same. We have 34 
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1 lear ned that "we can only k eep what we have by g iving i t  

2 away '' . We know that r ecovery is a matter of life  and 

3 death for the newcomer and for ourselves .  

4 These are the th ings we are and how our program wor k s. 

5 They a r e  a r eali ty for us. We have our S teps; we have 

6 mob ility ; we r eally under stand and car e ;  and we are  moti-

7 vated by surv ival . All these th ings ar e a contrad i c t ion to 

8 t r ad i t ional r ecovery approaches and to professionalism. 

9 The professional has no place in  our Fellowsh ip; our very 

10 natu r e  pro h i b i ts this .  Professionalism as such is hot the 

11  problem . We  r ecog n i z e  and admi r e  the professional and h is 

1 2  spher e .  Many o f  our members i n  the endeavors outside the 

13  Fellowsh ip have become profess ionals in the i r  own right. 

1 4  It ' s  j ust that ther e ' s  no place for professionalism in  N . A. ;  

1 5  fo r our purpo se we have lear ned the ther ape u t i c  value o f  one 

16  addict  helping anothe r is  t r uly without parallel .  

17 our  pr imary purpose is to car r y  the message to the 

18  add ict who still s u f f e r s .  We do the best we can and some-

19 times we need a little help . Volunteer wor k is the back-

2 0  bone o f  our  ser v i c e , but volunteers wor k  only to tl1e best 

2 1  o f  the i r  ab ili t ies, only at the i r  convenience . Some of our 

2 2  ser v i ces r equire  sk ills o r  abilit ies we a r e  unable to supply 

23 as volunte e r s .  Most of us do not have the training necessary  
24  or  the ext r a  t ime r e qu i r ed to fulfill these func t ions.  Our 

2 5  Eighth Trad ition also r ecog n i zes this and tells us that we 

26  may employ spec ial wo rker s i n  our  ser v i c e  center s .  Without 
27 the ir  help, we might be unable to r espond to many of those 

28  who r each out  to u s  for  help . 

TRADITION NINE 

N . A . , as such , ought never be organ ized , but we may cr eate 
ser vice  boards or  commi ttees d i r ectly r esponsible to those 
they serve. 
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This Tr adition defines the way we r un our Fellowship. A 1 

lot of confusion has occur r ed because of misinterpr e�a- 2 

tions of our Ninth Tr adition. Our members are addicts who 3 

have the desire  to stop using , who want what we have to 4 

offer, and who have chosen to join us. Our meetings ar e a 5 

gather ing of membe r s  for the pur pose of staying clean . 6 

our pr inciples are the Twelve Steps and the Twelve Traditions. 7 

Another point of confusion is the term organized, which 8 

has several meanings. Our Steps and Traditions are uniform 9 

and set in a specific order . They are numbered; they are 10 

not random and unstructur ed. Cer tainly they ar e organiz ed, 11 

but this is not the or ganization of ou r Ninth Tradition. 12 

For the purpose of this Tradition, organized means having 13 

an administrative structure, and this implies management 14 

and control . On this basis, the meaning of Tradition Nine 15 

is cleat . N . A. should never be run by bur eaucracy or 16 

management nor controlled by individuals within an admini- 17 

strative structure. If we wer e to allow this, N. A .  would 18 

surely lose the best it has to offer and choke to death on 19 

our insanities. 20 

Evem without this Tradition, organiz ation such as this 21 

would be in opposition to our spir itual pr inciples. A 22 

loving G:od as He may express Himself in ou r group conscience 23 
would find no place within an administrative structu re. 24 

How could a trusted servant manage and control? Service 25 

and management are contradictory . Gover nment implies control , 26 

but our leaders do not govern. How could autonomy exist in 27 

an administrative structure?  Specialization and profession- 28 

alism are th e basis of any management scheme. Any admini- 29 

strative str uctu re, by its very nature, eliminated the 30 

possibility of autonomy . An organized N . A. is a contra- 31  

diction in terms and any attempt to force organization on 32 

us would destroy us. 33 

The Ninth Tradition goes on to define the nature of the 34 
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1 things that we can do , outside N . A . , to help N . A .  I t  says 

2 that we may create serv ice boards or comm i ttees d i r ectly 

3 r esponsible to those they serve . This  is the basis  of  our 

4 serv ice str uctu r e ,  bu t keep in mind that a lthough these en-

5 t it ies a r e  cr eated to serve our Fellowship they a r e  not , in 

6 fac t ,  a par t o i  Na r cotics  Anonymous . Our  s er v ice structur e 

7 consists  o f  our groups and the ir  bus iness  sense : our area 

8 service  commi ttees , r e g ional service commi ttees , Wor ld 

9 Ser vice Conference , World Ser v ice Board  o f  Trustee s ,  and 

10  World Service  Office .  Each of  these is  d i r ectly r esponsi-

11  ble through the service  structur e ,  to  the  member s of N . A .  

1 2  and t o  b e  lov ing God a s  He may expr ess  Himself in  our group 

13  conscienc e .  

TRADITION TEN 

N . A .  has no opin ion on outs ide i ssues ; hence the N . A .  name 
ought never be d r awn into publ ic controve r sy .  

14  In order to ach i eve our spi r itua l  a im ,  Narcot ics Anony-

1 5  mouse must be k nown and respected . .  Nowhere  i s  this mor e  

1 6  obv ious than i n  our h i s tory .  N . A .  was founded i n  1953 . 

17 For twenty yea r s  our Fellowship r ema ined small  and obscure .  

18  I n  the  1 9 7 0 ' s ,  society r eal ized that add i c t ion had become 

19  a wor ldwide condi t ion and began to loo k for  answe r s .  Along 

2 0  w i th this  came a change i n  the way people conce ived the 

21 add ict . Thi s  change allowed add icts to seek  help mor e 

22  openly . N . A . groups spr ang up  in many places where we  wer e  

2 3  never tolerated befor e .  Recover ing add icts  pave the way 

24  for mor e  g roups and mor e  r ecover ies . Today , N . A .  is  a 

2 5  wor ldwide Fellowship;  we are  known and respec ted everywher e .  

26  If  an  addict  has  never heard of u s ,  h e  cannot seek  us  

27 out . I f  those  who wor k  with add icts ar e unawa r e  of our 

28  exis tence , they cannot r e fer them to us . One of the most  

29 impo r tant things we can do to help in our pr imary purpose 

3 0  i s  to l e t  people know who , wha t  and whe r e  w e  ar e .  I f  we do 
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this , and if our  r epu tat ion i s  good , we w ill sur ely grow. 1 

we wer e  l ed to add icts so we could give  to them what 2 

other s  gave u s. 3 

Our r ecovery  speaks for itself. Our Trad itions protect 4 

us. Our Tenth Trad i t ion specif ically helps protect our 5 

r eputation. Th is Tr ad i t ion says that N.A. has no opinion on 6 

outside i ssues. We don ' t  take sides. We don ' t  endor se any 7 

causes. We don ' t  have any r ecommendat ions. N.A., as a 8 

Fellowship, does not pa r t icipate in the polit ics of society. 9 

To do so would be to itw i te controver sy ;  it  would j eopar- 1 0  

d i ze  our r eputat ion. Those who a g r ee with our opin ions 1 1  

might commend us for tak ing a stand , but some would always 12 

d isag r ee. Th is would effect the way they see u s. 13 

W i th a pr ice this h igh, is it  any wonder  that we choose 14 

not to take sides in society ' s  problems? For our own sur- 15 

vival we have no opin ion on outside issues;  we keep our- 16 

selves apart  so that we w ill never forget why we are  here, 17 

and so that others w ill not m ista ke our purpose . 18 

TRADITION ELEVEN 

our public r ela tions policy is based on attr act ion r a ther  
than promotion ; we  need always ma inta in per sonal anonymity 
at the level of press ,  radio and f ilms .  

Th is Trad i t ion also deals w i th our r ela tionsh ip to those 19 

outside the Fellowsh ip. I t  tells us how we should r ela te to 20 

the add ict who still suffer s ,  and it tells us how to conduct  21 

our  effor t a t  the  public level. Th i s  has meaning for deal- 2 2  

ing w i th both potential members and the general publ ic. We 23 

have lear ned the value of teaching  by example r athe r  than 24 

d i r ect ion. Th is has wor ked for us and we u t ilize th is pr in- 25 

ciple when we wor k w i th other add icts. Our message is most 26  

obvious in bur  l ives. In this  sense we  are  the  message. 27 
When wor k ing with a newcomer , we try to tell them where  we 2 8  
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1 came from and what has happened to us . If they can identify 

2 with us and if they want what we have to offer them, they 

3 ma y join us. This is attraction . We never promise anything 
4 other than a chance to stop using if they want to . This is 
5 all we really have to offer and to make any other promise 

6 would be to distract from our pr imary purpose. 

7 We should never m isrepresent what we offer even if by 

8 doing so we might be able to get a fe� more addicts to attend 

9 our meetings . It is easy to make promises. We can tell an 

10 addict that we offer all kinds of things other than recovery. 
11 Addicts would flock to our doors; they would come for a 
12 free meal, or housing, or money, or a job, or a lover, or 

13 any kind of free ride . But how many would have a desire to 

14 stop using, and how many would leave as soon as they found 

15 out we wouldn' t keep our pr omise? How many would never 

16 come back? How many would die without ever having a chance 

17 to find recovery? Promotion is representing ourselves as 

18 something we are not . In order to accomplish something we 
19 want, we don' t use promotion to encourage addicts to come 

20 to us and we don ' t  use promotions to make ourselves more 

21 acceptable. Our successes speak for themselves. 
2 2  Our Eleventh Tradition also tells us we need also main-

23 tain anonymity at the level of press, radio and films . Most 

of us interpret this to mean that we don' t give our names or 

show our faces publicly as members of N. A .  What would 

happen if a member publicly declared that he was a member of 

Narcotics Anonymous and let everyone know the wonderful 

24  

2 5  

26 
27 

28 things that N. A. can do for addicts, and later he was found 

29 dead of an overdose? What would people who had heard his 
30 declaration and also knew about his death think about the 
31  value of N. A. ? 
32 Personal anonymity is _ really much more. It is a point 
33  of freedom, and personal recovery . No member of N . A. should 

3 4  ever place themselves in a position where they have to make 
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a statement for N . A. as a whole. No one member i s  N ,A. and 1 

no one member can speak for us. We have no elite class nor 2 

spec ial member s. Each of us  has our stor y ,  and our own 

r ecovery. I ndividua�ly , we are  powerless  but as a Fellow-

ship we can achieve g r ea t  thing s .  

TRADITION TWELVE 

Anonymity i s  the sp i r i tual foundation of all our tr ad i t ions , 
ever r emind ing us to place pr inc iples before  per sonali t ies. 

3 

4 

5 

The Twelve• T raditions of Nar cotics  Anonymous ar e even 6 

mor e  inter-r ela tE,d than our  Steps. They compliment each 7 

other and a r e  bound together by the pr inc ipl e of anonymity. 8 

We ' ve heard " pr inciples before per sonal i t ie s '' so often i t  9 

has become a cliche like  "Take i t  Easy" or " F i r st Things 10 

F i r s t" .  Bu t what does  i t  mean? What is the pr inciple of 11  

anonymi ty? 1 2  

Anonymi ty is  the whole bas is  of the prog ram; it  i s  13 

truly the foundation. In order to sur v ive, we must set 14 

a s ide the d i ffer ences we l ive by and become a par t  of a 1 5  

gr eater whole. The awakening of anonymi ty i n  each of us 16 

occurs when we f inally g ive up trying to manage our lives 17 

and beg in to depend on a power 

Let us examine anonymi ty. 

gr eater than our selves. 

I t  i s  the spir i tual founda-

t ion of ou r Traditions. The F i r s t  Tradition talks about 

18 

19 

20  

common welfar e  and N.A. uni ty. The  placing of common wel- 21 

far e  befor e per sonal welfare  in the group setting is  a 2 2  

d i r ec t  appl icat ion of anonymity. The " I  wants , I wills and 2 3  

I shoulds" a r e  r eplaced b y  "we"-or i en ted think ing for the 2 4  

common good ; the r esul t i s  uni ty. U n i ty is  the d i r ect 

result of the appl ic�tion of the pr i nciple of anonymi ty 

within the g r oup and the fellowship . 

2 5  

26 

27 
The Second Trad i t ion talks about having but one ult imate 2 8  
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1 au thor ity. No s ingle per son ( no personality)  has  author ity. 

2 This  i s  vested i n  a loving God to whom we have tur ned over 

3 our will and is  ves ted in  a lov ing God to whom we have 

4 turned over our will and lives. The anonymity of the ser-

5 vant should be typ ical o f  our leader s. They themselves are 

6 not impor tant ;  it  is  only the serv ice which cou nts. 

7 The Third  T r ad i t ion is  a statement of anonymi ty. We do 

8 not define our member s. We only i n s i s t  that they have a 

9 des i r e  to s top u s ing. Noth ing else should matter . Th is  

10  des i r e  is  the one cr uc ial mus t  of our progr am. We must  

11 ei ther come with i t  or develop it before th is  program will 

12 wor k for u s. 

1 3  Anonymity makes pos s ible the autonomy of our Four th 

1 4  Trad i t ion. W i thou t the p r i nc iple o f  anonymi ty , each group 

15  would set  i tself up  as  someth i ng d i fferent from the rest--

16 

17 

18 

someth ing spec ial. Ou r g roups would beg i n  

each other for member s and for r ecogri i t ion. 

loss of u n i ty would eventually destroy N.A. 

competing with 

The resul ting 

19 Our F ifth Tradition says tha t each g roup has but one 

2 0  pr imary pu rpose. Th is  u n i ty of purpos e i s  the tie  that  

2 1  binds our g roups together.  Our groups ate  not truly differ-

2 2  ent ; each has the same spir itual a im and or ientation. This  

2 3  anonym i ty , and the anonymi ty of the groups , make it  possible 

24 for an add ict  to depend on us  for help. 

2 5  Tr ad i t ion Six  tells  u s  tha t  we ought never f i nanae , 

26 endorse , or lend the N.A. name to any fac ili ty or outside  

27 enterpr i se. To violate this rule  wou ld be to los e our anony-

2 8  mi ty. With anonymi ty gon e ,  per sonal i t ies would take over 

29 and problems of money , proper ty and p r e s t ige wou ld sur ely 

3 0  div e r t  u s  from our pr imar y  purpose . 

3 1  Our Seventh Trad i t ion g u a r antees each member the r ight 

3 2  and pr ivi lege to share in  the f inancial suppor. t of Narcotics 

3 3  Anonymous. Each of u s  is  given the equal oppor tun ity to help 

3 4  anonymously. We uniformly r ej ec t  outside con tr ibutions 
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r egardless of the i r  sou rce . We also do not allow a member to 1 

contr i bute mor e than h i s  fair  sha r e ;  to do so would be to 2 

encou r age the loss of  the i r  anonymity.  

In  r egards to our  E i ghth Tr adi t ion , we do not s ingle out  

our  membe r s  as '' professionals " ; we  try to ma i n t a in the i r  

chance to exper ience pe r sonal r ecovery and grow . Not forc ing 

power and sta tus  on o u r  members  is yet another form of  anony

mity.  

The  s e r v i ce board and  commi ttees o f  o u r  N inth Tradition 

a r e  d ir ectly re spons ible to a lov ing God as expr essed in a 

group consc ience . They a r e  not r espons ible to any par ticu

lar  per sonal ity or set  of  pe r sonal i t ies . 

In  our  Tenth Trad ition , we str ive  to l imit  the growth 

o f  power ful per sonalities and sa fegu ard  anonymity by hav ing 

no opin ion on outs ide  issues . When con t rover sy exis ts, 

people take s ides , per sonal ities  come forward, and as t h i s  

happens anonym i ty fad e s .  H e r e  again we f ind consistency of 

act ion, and in its own way th is is also anonymi ty. 

In our  Eleventh Tradi tion, we find that  the way we 

r elate to the outside wo rld is  in fact u s ing per sonal anony

mity .  None of us are  s ingled out, no one of us r epr esent s  

N . A . ; to do so would be to place our  per sonali ties ahead of 

oth e r s  and this would be a v iolation of our anonymity . In  

attr action r athe r  than promot ion, we g i ve the addict the 

r ight to join  in our anonymity and f ind r ecovery .  

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10  

11 

12  

13  

14 

1 5  

16  

17 

1 8  

19 

2 0  

2 1  

2 2  

2 3  

2 4  

2 5  

Anonymity i s  everywher e  in our Trad i t ions and in our 26  

Fellowship. I t  i s  one  of  the bas ics  of r ecove r y .  The pr in- 27 

ciple of anonymity prot ects us  f rom our d efects of per sonality 28 

and character . Whe r e  anonymity exis ts, per sonal ities and 29 

d iffer ences have no power . Anonymi ty in action makes i t  im-

poss ible for per sonali ties  to come befo r e  principles. 
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Many consider continuous abstinence and recovery 
as noteworthy and there fore synonymous , while relap
sers are sort of pushed aside or worse yet , used as 
statistics that in no way give a true picture of the 
en-::ire addiction pattern . We in the recovery program 
of Narcotics Anonymous h ave noted with some satis
faction that many of the relapsers ,  when again active 
in the ir prime or s ubstitute addic tion , h ave dropped 
many of the parallel behaviors that characterized 
them i n  the past . This change alone i s  s igni ficant 
to u s . Honesty of a kind has penetrated their charac
ter . Yet there are oth�rs completely abstinent , whose 
dishonesties and self-deceits still prevent them from 
enj oying complete recovery and acceptance within 
society . Complete and continuous abstinence , however , 
i s  still the best ground for growth . In  close associa
tion and ident ification with others in N . A .  groups , 
our chances for recovery and complete freedom in a 
changing and creative form are enhanced a hundred fold . 

Although all addicts are bas ically the same in 
kind, we do , as individ�als , differ in degree of sick
nes s  and rate of recovery . There may be times when a 
rel apse lays the ground work for complete freedom. At 
other times only by grim and obstinate willfulness to 
hang on to abstinence come hell or high water until a 
crisis  passes , can that freedom be achineved . An 
addict , who by any means can lose even for a time the 
need or desire to use , and has free choice over im
puls ive thinking and compuls ive action , has reached 
a t urning point that may be the dec i s ive factor in 
his recovery . The feeling of true independence and 
freedom hangs here at times in the balance . To step 
out · alone and run our own lives again draws u s , yet 
we seem to know that what we have has  come from de
pendence on a Power greater than ourselves and the 
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giving and receiving of help from others in acts 
of empathy. Many times in our re covery the old 
bugaboos will haunt us . Life may again become 
meaningless , monotonous and boring. We may tire 
mentally in repeating our new ideas and tire physi
cally in our new activities , yet we know that if 
we fail to repeat them we will surely take up our 
old practices. We suspect that if we do not use 
what we have , we will lose what we have . These 
times are often the periods of our greatest growth. 
Our minds and bodies seem tired of it all, yet the 
dynamic forces of  change or true conversion , deep 
within, may be working to give us the answers that 
alter our inner motivations and change our lives. 

Quality and not quantity is the most important 
aspect of abstinence. Emotional sobriety in real
ity is our goal , not mere physical abstinence. To 
improve ourselves takes effort and since there is 
no way in the world to graft a new idea on a closed 
mind, an opening must be made somehow. Since we 
can do this only for ourselves, we need to recog
nize two o f  our seemingly inherent enemies, apathy 
and procrastination. Our resistance to change 
seems built in and only a nuclear blast of some 
kind will bring about any alteration or initiate 
another course of action . A relapse may prove the 
charge for the demolition process. A relapse can 
do the j ob of awakening us to the necessity for 
vigorous personal action . 

For us , to use is to die. We have seen addicts come to 1 

our Fellowship , try our program , stay clean for a period of 2 

time , only to drift gradually away. They lose contact with 3 

other recovering addicts and eventually return to active ad- 4 

dict ion . We have learned that to try is not enough; we must 5 

live the program. Although we know nothing about prevention 6 .  

of addiction ,  we have seen that through the determination to 7 

stay clean , working the Twelve Steps , reading this book and 8 

attending meetings on a regular basis , we can and will pre- 9 

vent relapse thus promoting recovery. 1 0  

Many of us would have nowhere else t o  go if we could not 11 

trust our N . A. groups and members. We were no longer afraid 12  

to ask for help . How then did we lose our fear? At first 13 

we were both captivated and intimidate d by the Fellowship . 14  

No longer comfortable with our using friends , we were not yet 15 
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at home in meetings . Basically , we los t our fear through the 

experience of sharing . We share our fears  with other addicts . 

The more we do this , the more our fear slips away . We accus-

tom ourselves to sharing our problems no matter how angry , s cared 

or hopeless we feel . It surprises us  how often another addict 

6 has had a similar experience. 

7 street. 

Helping each other is a two-way 

8 

9 

10  

An  important part of  our recovery is  the development of 

self-esteem. We had turned our lives and wills over to so 

many Powers greater than ourselves that it was hard to see how 

11 one more t ime would help anything . Many of us  did not come to 

12  our Fellowship with a sincere des ire to stay clean . That came 

13 after  the fog had l i fted and a fter we reali zed that staying 

14 clean was possible . The first thing in recovery for which we 

15 felt gratitude was this clear state-of-mind .  We encourage members 

16 to te l l  the truth to the best of their abi lity and recollection . 

17 We have been told that our primary aim should be to tell the 

18  truth about our recoveries . Ther1 , no matter what , we cannot be 

19 disputed.  Our recovery began when we accepted the truth another 

20 recovering addict shared with us . Eveh i f  we did not like it , 

2 1  we could trust it . 

2 2  Trusting our feelings and trusting our fellow addicts in 

23  recovery are learning to live processes . It is  worth the effort 

2 4  when many people-haters who come here can tel l  us that they now 

2 5  see the point i n  being n ice to someone , o.f  showing compassion for 
2 6  someone other than themselves . When we found out that we all 

2 7  hurt at t ime s  we became aware that it is  O . K . to hurt and to 

2 8  make mistakes whi le c lean . We become trusting of people with 

2 9  whom we are only mil dly acquainted i f  we sense their sincere 

30 desire not to us e--a desire found in N . A .  Fellowship . 

31  Addicts must patiently re-learn things forgotten and learn 

32 how to live . This is what Narcotics  Anonymous is abou t . It is 

33 about people who can care about a desperate , dying addict and 

34 who can , in time , teach him how to care and love also. I t  is 

35 beautiful ! 
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In recovery i t  is perfectly all right for u s  to get in 

touch with our emotions . We will not flip out or make our 

fellow N.A. ' s  mad at us.  We eventual ly make a one hundred 

eighty degree turn in growth and in dealing with our emo

t ions. Addiction is a feeling disease . 

Recovery is more than j ust  stay ing clean. Living by 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

spiritual principles outlined in the S teps , many clean addicts 7 

become useful and product ive c iti zens . At meetings we are 8 

repeatedly convinced that recovering addicts are among the 9 

most sensitive, responsive and loving people in society . On- 1 0  

going recovery demands more. We must change radically. If 11 

we are to continue abstinence we must be respons ible and 

productive ,  not necessarily in terms of normal definitions , 

but in terms of spiritual principles. We mus t  grow. Mos t  

of u s  recover physical ly , reasonably soon . We feel better,  

look better and act better . Time required for mental recovery 

varies. Some of u s  have done extens ive damage to oursel ves . 

Others procrastinate on the Fourth through Ninth Steps which 

help us change our thinking and personalities. Many have 

found that our s ick mental processes change very slowly 

through repeated practice of new unfamiliar principles. 

Some of us seem to return to nearly normal mental activity 

soon after adopting a Twelve Step program of daily living. 

Spiritual growth is more difficult for most of us . Just the 

fact that we o f  a l l  people s trive for i t  i s  so radical a 

change that many call  it  miraculous . Spiritual ity as a way 

of li fe for an addict seems a total contradiction. Many feel 

that they have found what they were searching for in drugs 
through spiritual ity . By working the Steps we are relieved 

of our obses sion to use and many gratefully serve the Fellow

ship for this reason. Growth means change and we feel we 

must live on a spiritual basis in order to change . Spiritual 

Spirituality maintenance usually means ongoing recovery . 

is  to isolation as  recovery is  to addiction. 

From s elf-centered , angry , frightened isolated people , 

we become loving , sharing , sel f-assured spiritual parts of a 
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We changed from hopelessly helpless  to hope

From liars , thieves and wards o f  the s tate 

3 to responsible  productive members of society ; these are the 

4 themes of character changes that  take place in Narcotics Anony-

5 mous. 

6 We remain honest to free ourselves from guilt. As we begin 

7 to function in society , our creative freedom helps us sort out 

8 priorities and do the most basic things first. Daily practice 

9 of the Twelve Step program enables us to change from what we 

1 0  

1 1  

1 2  

1 3  

1 4  

1 5  

1 6  

1 7  

1 8  

1 9  
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21  

22  

2 3  

2 4  

2 5  

2 6  

2 7  

2 8  

29 

3 0  

3 1  

3 2  

3 3  

3 4  

3 5  

3 6  

were to what our Highe r Power would have us become . Gradually , 

we learn to trust and depend on our Higher Powe r ,  however we 

understand i t ,  and get to mee tings so that other c l ean addicts 

can give us spiritual guidance. At first , we are overwhelmed 

by the miracles around us . We cry easily and find it safe to 

cry and expres s  love and share all our emotions in the atmos-

phere of recovery found at N . A .  meeting s . The steps become 

our framework of daily change. Continuous abstinence requires 

spiritual growth which leads to emotional recovery in our lives. 

Each day we stay clean by practicing the Steps in our 

live s ,  our chances of relapse decrease. Each of us is only one 

drug away from a painful active addict ion , but living our pro·

gram through regular honest sharing in the Fellowship of Nar

cotics Anonymous increases our chances for uninterrupted clean 

time. Eventually , we become grateful for problems as well as 

rewards. Learning to live through changes by practicing the 

principles of the program helps insure our ongoing recovery . 

Often we find that  when the pain of growing is  the strongest , 

we must give o urselves time and remember tha t  i t • won ' t  last. 

Complacency is the enemy of members with s ubstantial c l ean 

time. We never f ully recove r .  Guilt , remorse , fear , lust and 

pride may all become unbearable if we fail to invest ourselves 

totally in the program , no matter how much clean time we have. 

Many of u s  get clean in a protected atmosphere s uch as a re

habilitation center or recovery house. When re-entering the 

outside world we feel lost , confused and vul nerable. Going to 

meetings daily , or more often i f  possible , will reduce the 

1 2 2  
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shock of change. Mee tings provide a safe place to share with 1 

others during this time . Many members whose recoveries have 2 

blessed them tell us that they continue to attend me etings on 3 

a daily basis even after several years of clean time. 4 

Living clean for a period of time provides valuable experi- 5 

ence working the program through many life changes. What we 6 

do repeatedly we find easier to do in times of stress . We 7 

respond and react differently to situations after a period of 8 

time in the program. It is suggested to us not to make any 9 

unnecessary maj or decisions in the early part of our recovery. 10 

When we work the program, we are living the Steps daily. 11 

This gives us experience in applying spiritual principles. 1 2  

The experience gained with time insures our ongoing recovery. 13 

We must use what we learn or we will lose it and probably re- 14 

lapse , no matte r how long we have been clean. 15 

We seek solutions rather than dilemmas . Productive means 1 6  

being clean, creative and loving today. 17 

We wanted to be accepted and loved. As a newcomer , some 1 8  

of us traveled the same desperate road of loneliness and lack 19 

of re cognition , and of hope . We understand newcomers talk 2 0  

about drugs and the things that brought them to the Fellowship, 21 

because we have be en there. Most addicts are able to accept 2 2  

this type of sharing even in the beginning. In time we have 2 3  

a new sense of strength that will give us the guidance we 24  

need in  our own recoveries. The group we choose to be our 25 

home group will be like a spiritual savings account. The 2 6  

more we can invest in it through our care and sharing , the 2 7  

greater the dividends it will pay . 2 8  

All of us who find the Fellowship and at least begin to 2 9  

work the Steps develop some kind of relationship with others. 30  

As we grow, we learn to overcome our tendency to run and hide 31 

our feelings. Le arning to be totally honest about our feelings 3 2  

helps other people take us seriously. We find that when we 33  

come across honestly it  seems to  reach others better. Honesty 34  

takes practice and none of us profess to be perfect in this 3 5  
area. Whenever we feel trapped or pressured , it takes great 3 6  
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1 spiritual and emotional strength to be honest .  Sharing our 

2 lives with o thers seems to keep us from feeling lonely . The 

3 Steps lead to the kind o f  honesty that can help us let others 

4 know and accept us . 

5 We seek creativity through the spirit . The spirit dwells 

6 within all of us . We need to understand that the spirit with-

7 in each individual is the same . The action being that we tap 

8 the available resources of the spirit within ourselves. Some 

9 have tapped more than others. 

10 searching within one another. 

We need to create more soul 

This process is the cr\=ative 

11 action of the spirit. We listen to ourselves and others in 

12 order to recover and to stay on that path. 
13  Lack o f  spiri tual quality within our lives leads us down 

14  the path to relapse. This part of our recovery is the essence 

15 

16 

17 

18 

o f  the 

covery 

selves 

within. 

program. 

is what we 

we utilize 

Our li fe 

Spiritual maintenance is indispensable if re-

are after . Diverting from the spirit in our-

the negative consciousne s s  that comes from 

is the constant efforts of progressing in 

19 our spiritual cons ciousness . Stagnation or j ust plain old 

2 0  character defects which we re- cultivate rather than let go of 

21 sends us back to whe re these de fects were conceived. The 

2 2  

2 3  

24 

illness began 

spirituality 

inevitable. 

sending us down for the last count. Unless 

is re united with action in our lives , relapse is 

Recovery may not again be possible , as this time 

25 we may die, many have. 

26 tenance or die. 

We must continue our spir itual main-

27 In our daily lives, we are subject to emotional , environ-

28 mental , intellectual, mental and spiritual re lapses , caus ing 

29 us to become defenseless against the physical relapse of ad-

30 

31 

3 2  

diction. 
As a disease, addiction is subject to relapse. Reverting 

to using is a physical relapse. Physical relapse is only a 

33 s ymptom. We are never forced into relapse. We are given a 

3 4  

3 5  

choice .  Relapse is never an accident. Our knowledge of ad-

diction is not enough to stop us from using. 
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When we were told in meetings we were flirting with re

lapse , we had to make a decision . We had reservations about 

anything which did not describe us to a tee and built these 

up until we thought we could use again . 

Relapse is a sign we have had reservations in our program . 

We slighted our program and left loopholes in our daily lives . 

Aware of the pitfalls ahead, we trod blindly on in the belief 

we could make it on our own . If we continue to fall back into 

the illusion that drugs would make life easier , we must not be 

ready yet . We believed that drugs would change us and forgot 

the changes would be fatal . Unless th e illusion is shattered 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

that we , irt any way , can stop using on our own , we will use 12 

again . 13 

We took the opportunity to avoid several of our responsi- 14 

bi lities , missing me etings , skipping work, neglecting Twelve 15  

Step work , and most important , we stopped asking for help. 1 6  

Growth i n  the program stopped. We could sense a change coming 17  

over us . Our ability to remain slightly open-minded was gone . 1 8  

We became angry and resentful toward anyone and everyone. We 19 

began to rej ect those who were close to us . We be came genu- 20 

inely sick of ourselves in a short time . 21 

When a resentment or any other emotional relapse occurs , 22 

failure to practice the Steps can result in physical relapse . 23  

Many of our newcome rs have difficulty coming into the Fel low- 24 

ship because they do not understand we have a disease called 2 5  

"addiction" . We are deemed to see our past behavior as part 2 6  

of o urselves and not part of our disease . 27 

As long as we preserve our clean time we enj oy the great- 28 

est possible advantage over our disease . 

grate ful . The first thing to do is get 

the other stages of recovery possible . 

For this we are 

clean . This makes 

Learn that addiction 

is a disease . Try to forgive past behavior and realize it 

was caused by our di sease . Go to meetings and study the pro

gram for your own pe rsonal growth . 

Obsessiyeness is really common to all the addicts we have 
met or heard of . Our ego tells us we can do it on our own ,  

2 9  

3 0  

31 

32 

3 3  
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then loneliness and par ano ia return . We find out we cannot do 

We really take the First it on our own and things get 

Step ,  this time internally . 

we really feel like getting 

worse. 

There will be times , however ,  when 

off. We want to run , we feel lousy , 

we ne ed to be reminded of where we came from and that it will 

be worse this time. That is when we need the Fellowship most. 

We must then call our sponsor or make a meet ing . Through such 

support we will find hope. Others have felt the way we do and 

every drug addict is a prisoner in his or her own mind, con

demned to slow exe cution by the ir own sense of guilt. 

We hate to be wrong. It is hard to believe that now in our 

re covery somehow self-will leads us to make decisi ons based on 

manipulation, ego , lust or false pride but it happens 

often. Remember we 

that we have made a 

don ' t  recover overnight . When we realize 

bad decis ion or bad j udgme nt , we make an 

attempt to rationalize it. We be come extreme in our self-

17 righteous attempts to cover our tracks. We see all the places 

1 8  others go wrong and think that they caused the problem. As we 

19 prolong our admission of being wrong , we feel increasingly 

20 gui lty. Living with guilt makes us more self-willed. we get 

21 sicker progressively. Eventually , we are shown that we must 

22 get honest or we will use agai n .  By this time, i t  is hard to 

23 know why we feel bad. We make a list of feelings and people 

24 and events--an inventory. Maybe we can see what ' s  gone wrong 

25 in our recovery. We share this list with our sponsor or a 

26 spiritual advisor or an addict whose recovery we respect . We 

27 are counseled through shared experiences . We pray for wil ling-

28 ness and humility and finally get honest about our mistaken 

29 j udgme nt or bad decision . We tell those who were hurt that we 

30 were to blame , ask them to forgive us and make whatever amends 

31 nec essary. Now we are in the solution again. We are worki ng 

32 the program. It comes easier to work the program now. We think 

3 3  that the Tenth Step helps prevent relapse . 

34 There is something in our self-destructive P,ersonali ties 

35 that cries for failure. It permeates our total being--"You 
36 do not deserve to succeed. " We have all experienced this and 
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without the knowle dge that we finally have earned the right to 

be responsible, respectable members of society. The manner 

in which we returned to our addiction is not important. What 

is essential to each of us is that we have the choice not to 

continue. In fact the knowledge that we learn in N.A. plagues 

us as we try to continue in our self-annihilation. God has been 

gracious to many of us who have relapsed by allowing us to 

return to the program and the people who truly love us as we 

are. 

Those of us who have relapsed found the true progression 

of the disea se that plagues us. To know and come to under-

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

stand that there is a Powe r greater than ourselves desiring 12 

to have a relationship with us , in spite of our faults , com- .13 

forts us all. We all have one common factor, the disease 

of addiction . When we look at this concept closely, we can 

see that using was j ust a symptom of our disease. 

In N.A. spiritual principles , along with the Twelve Step 

bJ ueprint of our program, and sharing with recovering addicts , 

first check our disease and with pract ice, develop our vir

tues . The disease will go with us to our graves , we are never 

cured.  

Some of us reach a point of complacency in recovery. If 

we stay at this level for long, the recovery process ceases 

and we begin to backslide . Clean time i n  the prograre acts as 

in s urance . If complacency is not acted upon the disease be-

gins to manifest apparent symptoms in us. Denial returns 

14 

1 5  

1 6  

1 7  

1 8  

19 

2 0  

21 

22  

23  

24 

2 5  

26  

along with obsession and compulsion. Soon we reach a point 2 7  

where we stand on the border line . Denial and the First Step 28 

confli ct in  our mi nds. If we let the obsession of using over- 29 

come us we are doomed to relapse. Only a complete and total 30 

acceptance of the First Step can save us. 31 

One of our biggest sttmlbling blocks seems to be in un- 32 

realized expectations of ourselves and others . Relationships 33 

are a terribly painful area . We tend to fantasize and project 34 

images of what should happen. we pick ourselves apart and 3 5  
dec�de we are to bl am� � f our fdntas � e s  are not fulE1 l1ed . 3 6  
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It seems the farthest thing from our minds is that we are power-

les s  over other people.  The old thinking and feelings of  lone-

l ines s ,  despair , and helplessness and sel f-pity creep in. 

Thoughts of sponsors , meetings , literature and all other 

positive input then leave the consciousness .  We can stay clean 

by going to a meeting when we feel we do not want one or need 

7 one. Meetings are a heal ing source . Writing about what we 

8 wan t ,  what we are a sking for and what we get and sharing this with 

9 our sponsor or another trusted person helps to work through those  

10  feelings , and letting others share with us  about their experi-

1 1  ence gives us hope that i t  does get better .  It s eems that being 
1 2  powerless is a huge s tumbling block. Whenever a situation arises 

1 3  for us to admit our powerles sness , we f i rst look for ways to 

14 exert power against it . Exhausting the se way s , we begin shar-

1 5  ing with others and find hope. Attending meetings daily , living 

16 a day at a t ime , and reading the literature seems to send our 

1 7  mental attitud e  toward the positive . Willingness to try what 

1 8  

1 9  

2 0  

2 1  
2 2  

2 3  

has worked for others is  vital . 

Another stumbling block we should safeguard against is com

paring ourselves to others who seem to have gone farther down 

the road of addiction . For example , one member found himself 

locked behind the doors of  a state menta l institution . His 

earlier compari son to the othe r a ddicts was a failure on his 

24  part to see the progress ive nature of his  i l l ne s s .  Forms 
2 5  

2 6  

27  

2 8  

2 9  

3 0  

3 1  
3 2  

3 3  

34 

of thi s eMample and countless others support the fact that no 

matter how long we s tay c lean , whether it be one month or one 

year , once we beg i n  to use aga in our i l lness  picks up exactly 

as if we had never stopped , We are thrown right back into the 

old pattern of  addictio·n .  

Progres sion 

loving effort . 

of  recovery is  a continuous j ourney uphill with 

Without love or effort we start the downhill 

run . The progres sion of the disease is  an ongoing process , 

even during abst inence , no matter how long . 

When we forget thi s or the effort a nd tenacity it took us 

3 5  to get a period of time i n  our live s when we experienced free-
3 6  dom from within ; ungratefulness s inks i n  and self-destructive 
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behavior begins again. Unless recognition and action is 1 

taken immediately that fal l will encompass our existence and 2 

then we are along for the ride. Our life needs an immediate 3 

upswing. Spirituality and sharing is the essence of our re- 4 

covery. Keeping our illusion of reality rather than using 5 

the tools of the program and the people in the Fellowship will 6 

return us to isolation. This loneliness will kil l us inside 7 

and the drugs which always come next , may do the j ob comple- 8 

tely. The symptoms and the feelings at the end of our using 9 

come back three fold. This impact is sure to drown us if we 1 0  

don ' t  surrender ourselves to the program. Relapse can be the 11  

destructive force that kills us or leads us to the realization 12 

of who and what we are. The eventual misery of using is not 

worth the es cape it might give us. To live is to use the 

necessi ties to attain li fe. To use is to die , often in more 

ways than one. We have found this program at the right time 

1 3  

14 

15 

16 

or we would not have found it at all . N.A. and its principles 1 7  

are here to help us achieve qual ity in  our lives. If we were 18 

worthless we wouldn ' t  be al ive. 1 9  

Failure to accept the N.A. program and the full impl ica- 20 

tions of our powe rlessness has proven for many of us to be a 21  

fatal stumbling block in our recovery. Left with a shadow of 22 

doubt, the mind of a newcome r and even the old timer can prove 2 3  

to be the spark needed to set off the return of insanity and 24 

that first pill , fix , drink or toke. To safeguard against 2 5  

this fatal stumbling block we should develop a good under- 26 

standing of the basic principles set down in the Steps of 27 

our recovery and apply them in our daily lives. 2 8  

A young man pi cked up a white chip. Eager to learn of 2 9  

this new life , he ve ry quickly became willing to do anything 3 0  

he could. He went to meetings, emptied ashtrays , made coffee , 31 

talked to people , all the things that help us to recover. 3 2  

Afraid, unable to let go of old ideas , still working to 3 3  

" run the show" he found no answer to what he saw as his prob- 34 

lem. Blinded by what he saw as important , unwilling to let 35 
go of the o l d  £amiliar ways , he u5ed again . He took with him 3 6  
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1 some of what he had learne d and seen . The see d of recovery 

2 had been planted in him . 

3 Although us ing for the next three years, he continued to 

4 stay in touch with a membe r ,  though not on a regular basis . 

5 This contact was enough to see that the member was leading a 

6 happy and contented life . As he looked at the member's life, 

7 then his own, he found his own life lacking what the member ' s  

8 had : peace, serenity, j oy and love; all of the things that 

9 he thought would make a truly happy, enj oyable life . 

10 After seven more years of misery, the young man came back. 

11 Six months in the program he leads a happy, enj oyable life . 

1 2  He has some of all the things that, to him, make a good life . 
13 Life ' s  flow takes place in this manner ; we come here 

14 powerless and the power we seek comes to us through other 

15 people in the Fellowship if we can only reach out for it . 

16 Now in the Fellowship with clean time , we will want to keep 

1 7  ourselves surrounde d  by Fellow members who know us well and 

18 who we can count on in a pinch. N.A. is a fellowship of sur-

19  vival and one of the advantages of the Fellowship is that 

20 it places us in intimate regular contact with the very 

21 people who can most understand and help us in  our quest for 

2 2  recovery. All the good ideas and intentions will not help 

23 us at all if we fai l to put them into action . Reaching out 

24 is the beginning of the strugg le that will make us free . It 

25 will break down the walls that imprison us . Our disease is 

26 one of isolation and honest sharing wi ll  free us to recover . 

27 Maybe there was a time when our defense mechanisms actually 

28 helped us survive , but who needs a raincoat when the sun 

29  has come out ? 

30 Slow down and live life . A cynic is someone who has been 

31 very disappointed . He does not hear until the heart decides 

32 to listen, then he can accept help. It is not shameful to 

33 relapse .  The real shame is in not coming back . Be ing thus 

34 humbled, we must express our need to those who are able to 

35 help . 
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We are grateful to have stayed clean long enough for the mes- 1 

sage of total abstinence to take hold. We are grateful that 2 

we were made so welcome at me etings that we felt comfortable 3 

going to one meeting a day for ninety days . Without staying 4 

clean and coming to all those meetings, we would surely have 5 

had a rougher t ime working the Steps. Just one fix , pill ,  6 

drink or toke would have interrupted the process of recovery 7 

and cut us off from the Fellowship. 8 

When someone returns to the Fellowship after a rel apse , 9 

we stress the importance of living j ust for today. The past 1 0  

is past. We can not change what has happened. What is im- 11 

portant is to stay clean today . As long as we live today to 12 

the best of our ability and pursue adequacy not perfection , 13  

we  can take pride in ourselves . We are doing the best we can 1 4  

for today and not living in the past. We can begin to live 15 

at peace with ourselves. We can stop being so hard on our-
selves . This we have found to be the case; that we have been 

our own worst enemy, and fault for our failures was not in  
the stars but in ourselves. 

We all find that the feel ing we get from helping others 

motivates us to do better in our own lives. If we are hurt-
ing , and most of us do from time to time , we learn to ask for 

help. We find that pain shared is pain lessened. Members of 

the Fellowship take great pleasure in helping a relapser re

cover and have great insight and many useful suggestions to 

offer when asked. Recovery found in Narcotics Anonymous must 

come from within and no one gets clean for anyone but them

selves . 
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Although '' Pol itics  makes s t r ange bed fellows " ,  
as  the old say ing goe s ,  add iction makes  us  one o f  
a k i nd .  O u r  per sonal stor ies may vary i n  i nd iv i 
d u a l  pattern  bu t in the end w e  a l l  have the same 
thing in common . Thi s  common i llness or d i sorder 
is add iction . We know well the two th ings that 
make up true add iction . Obse s s ion and compu l s ion .  
Obsession--that f ixed idea that takes  us  bac k 
t ime and t ime again to our par ticular d ru g  o r  some 
substi tute , to r ecapture the ease and comfor t we 
once knew . 

Compuls ion--that once hav ing s tar ted the process  
w ith one '' f i x '' , one p ill , or one  dr ink , we  cannot 
stop through our own power of will . Because of our 
phys ical sen s i tivity to d r u g s  we are completely 
in the g r ip  of a destructive power stronger than 
o u r s elve s .  

When at the end o f  the road we f ind that we can 
no longer funct ion as a human be ing , e i ther with or 
wi thout d r ugs , we all face the same d i l emma . What 
i s  there  lef t to do? There  seems to be these al
ternat ives : either go on as best we can to the 
b i tter ends--j ails , institu t ions , or death ; or find 
a new way to l ive . In yea r s  gone by , very few 
add ic t s  ever had th is  last  choice .  Those who are  
add icted today , are  mor e  for tunate . For the f i r s t  
t ime i n  man ' s  ent ire  h i s to r y ,  a simple way has been 
prov ing itsel f  in  the l ives of  many add i cts . It i s  
ava ilable to us  all . Th i s  is  a s imple spi r i tu al-
not relig ious--program ,  known as Narcotics Anonymous . 

When my add i c t ions brought me to the po i n t  of 
complete powerlessness , uselessnes s ,  and s u r r ender 
some twenty-s ix yea r s  ago , there was no N . A .  I 
found A . A .  and in that Fellowship met add icts  who 
had also found the prog r am to be the answer to the i r  
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problem. However , we knew that many were still 
going down the road to disillusion , degradation 
and death , because they were unable to identify 
with the alcoholic in A. A. Their identification 
was at the lvel of apparent symptoms and not at 
the deeper level of emotions or feelings , where 
empathy becomes a healing therapy for all addicted 
people. With several other addicts and some 
members of A . A .  who had great faith in us and the 
program , we formed , in July of 1953 , what we now 
know as Narcotics Anonymous . We felt that now 
the addict would find from the start as much 
identification as each needed to convince h imself 
that he could stay clean , by the example of others 
who had recovered for many years. 

That this was what was principally needed , has 
proved itself in these passing years. That word
less language of recognition, belief and faith , 
which we call empathy , created the atmosphere in 
which we could feel time , touch reality and recog
nize spiritual values long lost to many of us . In 
our program of recovery we are growing in numbers 
and in strength . Never before have so many clean 
addicts , of their own choice and in free society , 
been able to meet where they please , to maintain 
their recovery in complete creative freedom. 

Even addicts said it couldn ' t  be done the way 
we had it planned. We believed in openly scheduled 
meetings , no more hiding as other groups had tried 
before by those who advocated long withdrawal from 
society. We felt that the sooner the addict could 
face his problem of everyday living , just that much 
faster would he become a real productive citizen . 
We eventually have to stand on our own feet and 
face l i fe on its own terms , so why not from the 
start . Because of th is , o f  course , many stayed and 
some came back after their setback. The brighter 
part , is the fact that those who are now our 
members , many have long terms of complete absti
nence and are better able to help the newcomer. 
Their attitude , based on the spiritual values of 
our Steps , and Traditions , is the dynamic force 
that is bringing increase and un ity to our program . 
Now we know that the time has come when the tired 
old l i e ,  " Once an addict , always an addict" , will 
no longer be tolerated by either society or the 
add ict himself. We do recover 

As long as there have been people , addiction has 1 

exi sted. Addiction is the obsess ion and to use compulsion. 2 
Mod ern technology has madQ ava i i able not only the d r u g �  3 
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themselves, but also the stresses and demands that bring 

out the potential for addiction. In the past, there 

was no hope for an addict. Clean today, we come to see 

life in a new light. We confess to an addictive nature 

and we are no longer set apart by marked obsession, com

pulsion, and physical discomfort. 

In sharing our past with others  it seems that we 

all reached a point when we said to ourselves , " I 'm lost, 

I just don 't know what to do" .  We have all experienced 

that terr i fy ing overwhelming urge, that need for some
thing outside ourselves. In addiction we share a bond 
of fear, anxiety, and anger that we are unable to control. 

What we have in common is what we have all felt : the 
14  loneliness, the self-centeredness, the misery, the despair, 

1 5  the pain within and the empty numbness that sets us apart 

16  from others. We all felt that we were unique, dif ferent, 
17 better than, or worse than, but always separate. We felt 

1 8  alone. Our pain surrounded us. We could not fill the 

19 empty place inside. 

20  Earlier patterns are what got us into trouble. How-

2 1  ever anything that " works" to help us make it through a 
22 new day clean is considered a new pattern. Complete ab-

23 stinence is the foundation for our new way of life , 

24 Vigilance, integrity, honesty, open-mindedness and will-
2 5  ingness to try, are all associated with strange new pat-
26  terns to the newcomer and to clean addicts as well. 
27 It all begins w ith that fi rst surrender and admis-
28  sion. From that point forward, each add ict is reminded 
29 that a day clean is a day won, and any failure is only a 
30 temporary set-back rather than a link in an unbreakable 
3 1  chain. Every addict is a prisoner in their own mind, 
32 condemned to slow execution by their own sense of gu ilt. 
33 This compells a person to act against their true inner 
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nature and keep doing things they don ' t  really want to do. 1 

We weren ' t  focused on the fulfillment of life, but 

on the emptiness .and wort hlessness of it all. We could 

not deal with success, so failure became a way of life . 

The fear of loss of control had set in and we were 

afraid to try anything different. 

In Narcotics Anonymous, we are more concerned with 

recovery than the mysteries of addiction. We seek to 

change our personalities and our lives for the better. 

We reali ze that we are a part of the universe. In 

recovery, we change our reactions, thoughts, and atti

tudes . We begin to understand and accept wh•J we are. 

This gives us a sense of security. We become less com

pulsive in our thoughts and actions. 

The dishonesty in our actions has led to a large 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10  

11  

12 

13 

14 

15 

amount of guilt inside all of us. This guilt could drive 16 

us to use, and the using could keep us from going back 17 

and making umends. All these things together would cause 1 8  

misery. Being clean, we are able to take our inventor- 19 

ies honestly . We can admit our faults and are able to 

ask for help. 
20 

21 

We reali ze that an addict is going to resist recovery. 22 

Things we have shared with them interfere with their using. 23 

We put our trust in the group. I f  a person tells us that 2 4  

they can smoke pot and suffer no ill side effects, there 25 

are two ways we can look at it. The first possibility is 26 

that they are not an add ict .  The other is that the dis- 27 

ease hasn't become apparent to them. 28 

We always try to be careful because we don't want to 29 

say or do anything that might pr event them from seeking 3 0  

help when drugs turn on them. 31 

We have found from our group experience that honesty 3 2  

is essential for the new member to surrender completely 3 3  
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1 to the program. We have also found that complete surr ender 

2 i s  the only way to r ecover . No addict has  ever f a i led to 

3 r ecover who has  sur r endered completely to our prog r am .  

4 Th i s  has  proven itself  t ime and t ime again by the phenom-

5 enal growth of Narcotics  Anonymous throughout the wor ld . 

6 We have not iced a s  our prog r am has  grown that new-

7 corner s s eem to come in  w i th a false impression that needs 
8 to be corr ec ted . I n  the ins tances that we a r e  talk ing 
9 abou t ,  they seem to believe that they can bar ter non-usage 

1 0  for group acceptance . When the g roup f a i l s  to behave in 
11  accor dance w ith the  newcomer ' s  expectations , they seem 
12 to f eel i t ' s  O . K .  to use . The sad thing abou t th is i s  

13  that it may take them a wh ile to get the r eal  message of 
1 4  our pr ogr am .  I f  they h appen to be add ict s ,  they can die  
15  never reali z ing that  r ecovery is poss i bl e .  

1 6  Some o f  u s  h ad though t  o f  our selves a s  outgoing , 

1 7  happy-go-lucky people , but we were wrong , and after  years 
18 of depending on drugs and other people to make our dec is-
1 9  ion s , w e  lost almo s t  a l l  abil ity to soc ial ize  and be 

20  comfortable with our selve s .  
2 1  At  the end o f  our us ing we were consumed w i th terror 
22  and despa i r .  We  knew for sure  that  we  wer e dying and 
23 many of our f r i ends were alr eady dead . No one can explain 

24 the inc r edible  fact that add i c t s ,  hopeless  in  the i r  addict-
25  ion , can  r each for  and r eceive help  in  Narcotics  Anonymous . 
2 6  Over a per iod o f  year s ,  old habit  patterns become 
27 f ami liar , and many t imes the comfor table mode o f  exist-
2 8  ence . Our egos w e r e  blown o u t  o f  propor t ion . W e  became 
2 9  uncomfor table due to the obsess ive, natur e of our d i sease.  
30  The old comfor t  assoc iated w i th u s ing was los t .  Life  was 
3 1  addiction-a lonely , miser able p r i son . 
3 2  The way we under stand insan i ty i s  po i soning one ' s  
3 3  self for n o  apparent  r eason . Compu l s ion o r  obsession 
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drives addicts to the point that there were few things we 1 

would not do to obtain our drug. Insanity for us seems 2 

to occur in tragic cycles, much like Russian roulette. 

We are forced to play because we have tried and can ' t  

stop. 

We know that we are powerless over an illness which 

is chronic, progressive and fatal. we cannot deal with 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

the obsession and compulsion that comes with the disease. 8 

The only alternative is to stop us ing. When we are 9 

willing to follow this course and take advantage of the 10 

help available to us, a whole new life opens up. 11 

Narcotics Anonymous is a spiritual, not a rel ig ious, 1 2  

program. The spiritual basis of the program is strong 13 

enough to support a person with the disease. As we re- 14 

enter society, the Twelve Steps are the roadmap to a 15 

successful recovery. Every addict who is clean and with- 1 6  

out a compulsion to use is a miracle. To keep that 

mir acle alive is an ongoing process of awar eness. I t  is 
1 7  

18 

important for us to remember that not using is an abnormal 19 

state for us. we have to learn to live clean. we need to 2 0  

be honest with ourselves and think of both the negative 21 

and positive sides of: things. Decision making is a little 22  

rough at firs t. Sticking to and seeing that you have made 23 

the decision is the reward. Before we got clean, all our 24 

actions were guided by impulse. We seldom thought con

struct ively , and even if we did, we would say, ''the hell 

with it'' and carry through with the negative anyway. It 

is better for us with practice and the help of our spon

sors and N.A. fr iends. 

We realize that we are responsible for the way we 

feel. We are no longer able to sh ift the blame, and we 

are aware that we create the world in which we live. We 

are products of our own thoughts. 
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1 We have found it essential to accept reality. Since 

2 that time we have not found it necessary to use. 

3 Reality, as it is, is j ust fine with us. Without 

4 dr ugs we can function like normal human be ings, wh ich 

5 means accepting ourselves and the world around us, 

6 exactly as it is. We learn that conflicts are a part of 

7 reality and learn to be grateful for them. We learn new 

8 ways to resolve conflicts instead of running from them. 

9 We begin to simpl i fy them and we actually look upon them 

10 with gratitude as opportunities for progress. They are a 

11 part of the real wor ld. We learn to handle problems, not 

12 to solve them . Everyone has situations; we have tended 

13  to  make them problems, like mak ing a mountain out of a 

14 mole hill. We really don ' t  have any brilliant answers 

15 or solutions, but we can honestly say that this program 

16 works ! We can stay clean and even enjoy life, remember-

17 ing, "j ust for today" and not picking up that f irst fix, 

18 pill, drink, or j oint. 

19 The rewards of staying clean are endless. We used to 

20 think life would be bor ing without drugs. We were really 

21 scr ewed up in our addictions and our concept of  what life 

22 was really all about. Now that everything is changing 

23 and getting better, we give thanks to God and the N.A. 

24 program. One member shares that reality is the biggest 

25 tr ip o f  all. 

26 We become aware that many of our feelings were im-

27 mature and based upon pr ide and ego . As we become more 

28 comfortable with ourselves, we appr eciate more fully the 

29 meaning of living j ust for today. We get over the guilt 

30  of  the past and the worries o f  the future. We en joy the 

31 now : we learn to endure both pain and pleasu re.  We 

32 endure frustr ation for we know that it will pass. We 

33 rid ourselves of absolutes, such as success or failure, 
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and begin to enjoy doing things for the fun of it , rather 1 

than shying away because we are not perfect. 2 

Interpersonal relationships improve and we become 3 

less sensitive and suspicious. Understanding the meaning 4 

of love, recognizing that we are growing from an immature 5 

"need for love" to a mature '' giving of love'' , allows us 6 
to care about others . 7 

We are not responsible for our disease. We are 8 

responsible for our tecovery. We can seek help from 9 
others who are enjoying lives free from having to use . 10 
In time , we find that more is possible in recovery than 11 
we could conceive. Our teachability hinges on our 12 
ability to admit our need for help . This surrender is 13 
the beginning of the basic learning experience that 14 
gives us information on our disease and recovery. Life 15 
is a learning experience . As we begin to apply what we 16 

have learned, our lives begin to change for the better. 17 

No one completely understands this process, but thank God 18 
we do not have to understand it for it to work. We learn 19 

not to question the ways of God. Instead we look into 20  

our actions . Writing down our belief has always helped 21 

many of us examine our feel ings. If we have trouble ex- 2 2  

pressing our belief or writing it down, it is helpful 23 

to make sure we have worked Step One . The ego deflation 24  

of Step One generally opens minds. Faith is the key. 2 5  

It takes a firm belief in a loving God before we can pos- 2 6  

sibly begin to turn our wills and lives over to His care. 27 

In Narcotics Anonymous, we have found that a spiritual 28 
experience is necessary to arrest our addiction. This 29 
occurs as we rely on God as we understand Him. The Twelve 3 0  
Steps chart the course to individual recovery ; from the 3 1  

hazy days o f  initial surrender to the various levels of 32 
spiritual awakening. 33 
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1 We get relief through the Twelve Steps, and sharing 

2 with trusted fri ends. We love them and believe in the 

3 promise and hope that they of fer . Following the Steps, 

4 living just for today, we can main tain an attitude that 

5 is essential for us to grow. We move forward in the 

6 program, and we are comforted by the Steps. They are 

7 suggested only, but they are the principles that made 

B our recovery possible. All of the Twelve Steps are essen-

9 tial to the recovery process, simply because they help us 

10 to participate in our own recovery , By the grace of God, 

11 our actual participation in recovery provides the health 

12 we need to respond to life and to arrest the disease of 

13 addiction. We are grateful that God provided the steps 

14  and that they have been proven as a means to  arrest our 

15  disease. 

16 If we find ourselves in trouble with our recovery 

17 after some time clean, we usually have stopped doing one 

18 or more of the things that helped us in the earlier 

19 stages of our recovery. This can show up as an unexplain-

20 able depression or disorientation. It is really related 

21 to a poor spiritual cond ition and can be remedied by an 

22 ongoing application of the Twelve Steps o f  recovery. 

23 From "day one'', the Twelve Steps started becoming 

24 a part of our lives. At first, we were filled with nega-

25 tivity, and we only allowed the First Step to take hold. 

26 Today, we have less fear of going insane or using, than 

27  we once did. We realize that those old feelings and 

28 fears were a product of our disease, and that real freedom 

29 is possible for us no w .  In time, we lost most of the fear 

3 0  that had us completely within its grasp and we learned to 
31 let go of guilt. 
32 

33 

Our old ways were so self-destructive and egocentric, 

we hurt ourselves and those we loved. Learning a new way 
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of living is a blessing from our Higher Power, giving us 

the ability to explore and discover through feelings. 

We thank our Higher Power for the love that we receive. 

We find the road sometimes long and weary, but we keep 

on finding miracles as we go. 

The program recommends that we lower the demands on 
ourselves so that we can achieve our daily goals. It is 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 
also recommended that we don 't go overboar d and swamp our- 8 
selves with a bunch of new responsibilities just because 9 
we succeeded in handling a few basics. That way, we 10 
experience success at a basic and acceptable level. 11 

Now that we are in N. A .  we have a new outlook on 12 
being clean. We enjoy a feeling of release and freedom 

from the desire to use. We find that everyone we meet 

has something to offer. We are free to receive as well 

as to give. Opening these doors and entering them be

comes a new adventure in living. Letting go of old 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 
ideas and entertaining the new ones brings us to this new 18 
way of life. We will know happiness, joy, and freedom. 19 
Life is not j ust a glum lot. 20 

An attitude of gratitude permeates us. With grati- 21 
tude, clean time is happy and joyous. We remain grateful 22 
for all the beautiful things this program has revealed to 23 
us. 24 

O�r experience revealed that the things we are not 25 
grateful for could be taken from us. As long as we didn ' t  2 6 
have something, it would seem wonderful and we would 27 
often think if we just had so and so we would be happy. 28 
Occasionally, we would have our prayers answered only to 29 
find the rich feelings of satisfaction and comfort beyond 30 
our grasp. We can see today that in reality we were 
taking a lot for granted by failing to be consciously 

thankful for that which God and life had already provided 

for us. 
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1 There exists no model of the recovered addict. 

2 When the drugs go and the add ict works the program, 

3 wonderful things happen . Lost dreams awaken and new 
4 possibilities spr ing. 

5 How many times have we heard something over and 

6 over again, until it finally takes root and blossoms. 

7 With each meeting we attend, seeds planted in earlier 

8 meetings are watered until we can see them grow to har vest. 

9 This harvest is a form of spir itual growth. Through 

10 listening to the experiences of others and putting the 
11 progam into action, life becomes beautiful, pleasant, and 

12 very exciting ! Laughter is a common part of our day. 
13 Smiling doesn't hurt anymore, and we can finally look 
14 others in the eye and be grateful who we are. 

15 Being willing to grow spiritually is the d irection 

16 that keeps us bouyant today. When we take the action indi-
17 cated in the steps, the result is a healing of our distorted 
18 personalities. It is the action that is important, not the 

19 result. We leave all results to God. God presents the op-

20 po rtunity that heals our disease spiritually. After 
21  clearing up the superficial wreckage, it is necessary to 
2 2  continue applying the princ iples in order to get to the 
23  roots of our disorder. · 
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Tell your self-

CHAPTER NINE 

JUST FOR TODAY 

JUST FOR TODAY my thoughts will be on my recovery, 
liv ing and enj oying life without the use of dr ugs. 

JUST FOR TODAY I will have fa ith in someone in N. �. 
who believes in me and wants to help me in my 
recover y .  

JUST FOR TODAY I have a pr ogram. I will try to 
follow it to the best of my ab ility. 

JUST FOR TODAY through N . A. I will tr y to get a 
better per spect ive on my life. 

JUST FOR TODAY I will be unafraid, my thoughts 
will be on my new associations, people who are 
not using and who have found a new way of life. 
So long as I follow that way, I have nothing 
to fear. 

We knew our lives had become unmanageable, but some 

of us had a problem admitt ing the power lessness over our 

add ict ion. When we came to our first meeting it was as 

though a big weight was li fted from our shoulders, guilt 

feelings rol led off and a feeling of peace came over us, 

as we realized that with our sur r ender to our Higher 

Power ,  would come the help we so desper ately needed. We 

also felt the great feeling of war mth and love that came 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 
from the gr oup. For the first time in many months, we 9 

wer e able to relax when we heard that we couldn ' t  control 10 
our add ict ions. 11 

The principles of sur r ender, admission of responsibil- 12 

it ies, impr oving faith, and prayer and meditat ion, guide 13 
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1 us into a way of  l i f e  in which all  our r esources center in 

2 God ,  become ava i l able to us . 

3 A g r e a t  many add icts have a hard time with acceptance 

4 in r ecovery .  For so long , we have wanted and demanded 

5 that things go our way . When we came i n to the prog r am of 

6 Narcotics  Anonymous we were asked to learn to be patient 

7 and accept ing . Th i s  is a cr it ical point  in our r ecovery . 

8 Not learn ing to accept is to cont inue to manage and con-

9 tro l .  We know from our  past exper iences that our way of 

10 doing th ing s  d id no t wor k .  When we refuse  to prac t ice 

11  acceptance we a r e ,  in e f f e c t ,  deny ing our f a i th in a 

1 2  H igher  Power . Th i s  can lead to many pr oblems and fail-

13  ur es . 

14  Any add ict clean , wi thout the compuls ion to use , is  

15  a m i r acle .  We  keep  this  m i r acle al ive in  ongoing r ecovery 

16 with  pos i t ive a t t i tudes  and awar eness involving per sonal 

17 growth . I f  after a per iod of time we f ind our selves in  

1 8  trouble w i th our  r e cover y , we  have probably s topped doing 

19 one or mor e  of the th ings which helped us in the ear l ier 

20  s tages o f  r ecovery .  

2 1  This lack o f  daily ma intenance can show u p  in many 

22 ways . As our lives  become mor e  comfor table , many o f  us 

23 lapse into spir i tual complacency , and we f ind our selves 

2 4  in  the same horror and loss o f  purpose from wh ich w e  came . 

2 5  We forget we are  g iven only a daily r epr i eve . We must ask 

26  for help each mor n ing and r emember to thank God at nigh t .  

2 7  I f  we do not maintain our spi r itual cond i t ion da ily , some 

2 8  of u s  f i nd the r esulting pain and confus ion lead to a 

2 9  return  to dr ugs and our old way of l if e . Some have made 
3 0  i t  back from r el apses . . .  many have not . 

3 1  

3 2  

3 3  

3 4  

What a r e  

f ir s t  c r i s i s ?  

equ ipped with 

of N ar cotics  

you going 

When the 

the tol l s  

Anonymous . 

to do when you have to face your 

time comes we hope you w i l l  be well 

and the pr inciples of the progr am 

The enemy we have to f ight  is our 
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own self-destructiveness. When we begin to work the 

program, we will like ourselves better. Much of the 

loneliness and fear will have been replaced by the love 

of th� Fellowship and the security of be ing a part of a 

new way of life. 

take it easy. 

It is important for us to remember to 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

We have found through exper ience that you can not be 7 

too dumb for this program, but you can be too smart for it-- 8 

too smart to allow it to work for you in your life. Sur- 9 

render is brought about by suffer ing .  Having been beaten 10 
by drugs we are powerless, not powerful. As powerless 1 1  

people, we should realize that we cannot stay clean on our 12 

own resources. Have we not tried before? We need to tap 13 

into the group's resources and surrender our way to their 14 

way. 15  

As a result of working the Twelve Steps, regularly 16 

attending meetings, and practicing these principles in all 17 
our affa irs , a spiritual awakening happens in our lives . 18 

God consciousness fills the empty place inside that nothing 19 

ever could before. We know a true peace. Circumstances 20 

which used to baffle us no longer do. We come to dwell in 21 

the fullness and abundance of life as a dir ect result of 22 

having worked the Steps and maintai ning our spiritual 23 

condition. We find it necessary to continue to do so on a 24 

daily basis. 25 

These are guidelines and suggestions. We have found 26 
they work for us. This is how we maintain our spiritual 27 

condition. We never have to be lonely again. Our Higher 28 

Power is accessable to us at all times. In the Fellowship 29 

of Narcotics Anonymous we have more fr iends than we ever 30  

believed possible. Finally, we are  fulfilled and have come 3 1  

to know a real peace and a true sense of self-worth. 32 

We have stressed that going to meetings , working the 3 3  

Twelve Steps, practicing these principles in all our affairs 34 
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1 and remembering to ask God for help in the morning and to 

2 thank Him at nigh t ,  only worked for one day. On those 

3 days that we don't continue our daily maintenance we don't 

4 have a good day. Sometimes , after a few days of neglect

s ing spiritual ma intenance , things begin to really get out 

6 of hand in our lives. This is , hpefully , when our pain 

7 motivates us to renew our daily spir itual maintenance. 

8 We need to be aware that although the spir itual life 

9 is th e answer to all our problems , we live in today's 
10 world . If our spirituality cannot help us today , then we 
11 need to re-evaluate what we term spiritual. We need not 
12 immobilize ourselves with constant concern over our spirit-
13 ual pride in this manner and it keeps us humble. We be-
14 lieve that if it's not practical , it's not spiritual. 
1 5  We believe , that as recovering add icts , we have a lot 
16 to be grateful for. When things don ' t  work for us, it is 
17 a dir ect result of our own self will. 
18 Our new found way of life may have its problems. 
19 When we ask for help , the road ahead won't be so rocky. 
20 Sometimes , after turning over our will and life to our 
2 1  High er Power , we choose to take it back and begin managing 

22 our lives again. The principle of surrender , is admission 
23 of r esponsibility when we are at fault , and practicing 
24 faith. 

25  Even though , by the grace of  God , we have been given 

26 an answer to our problems, we often take things back into 
27 our hands. Again and aga in, we must ask God to do for us 
28 what we cannot do for ourselves. How many times had we 
29 looked at a job well done , and said , '' See what a good job 
30 I've done? " . .. forgetting where the ability really came 
3 1  from. 

32 We begin to see how only our High er Power can restore 

3 3  us to sanity when the obsession to use sur faces and self 

34 will runs riot. We gradually turn our will and life over 
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to the care of God as we understand Hirn. We no longer feel 1 

alone; we have found a partner in our Higher Power, who is 2 

with us all the time. We cease trying to control, and 3 

surrender. Gradually, as we become more and more God- 4 

centered than self centered, our despair turns to hope. 5 

Self-pity and resentments are r eplaced by tolerance and 6 
faith. 7 

If our surrender to our disease is complete, the r est 8 

of our recovery is dependent upon our belief in a loving 9 

God of our own understand ing. Remember, as recovering 

addicts, our fellow members love us and will not fail to 

respond to our sincer e desir e for help. We believe God 
works the same way. 

We find that we rece ive guidance when we ask for 

knowledge of God 's will for us. This is the emotional 

stability we so badly need. We are given the freedom, 
ser enity, and happiness we had 9o desperately sought. 

Before going to sleep, we take a few moments out of our 

routine to thank God for keeping us clean that day and 
for helping us with our living problems. 

10 

11 

12 

13 
14 

15 

16 

17 

18 
19 

20 
With our High er Power guiding us, we may never again 2 1  

hav e to deal with using, but we will always have to deal 2 2  

with staying clean. 23 

A lot happens in one day, both negative and positive, 24  

and if we don ' t  take the time to appr eciate both, chances 25 

are we will miss something that will help us grow. As we 26 

begin to live in the present, burdens of the past and the 27 
anxieties of the future slip away. We are granted the 28 

ser enity to accept the things we cannot change, and thus 29 

lose our quickness to anger and sensitivity to criticism. 30 

Normal living is possible. The Twelve Steps of 31 

Narcotics Anonymous are a progressive r ecovery process 32 

established in our normal livi ng. Our recovery is depend- 3 3  

ent on our belief in a loving God who cares for us, and will 3 4  
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1 do for us whatever we found impossible to do ourselves . 

2 Resentments are one of the biggest road blocks to 

3 recovery . They deaden our spiritual growth . Resentments 
4 are a direct result of our self will acting out its most 

5 extreme nature--violence. We must let go, with love, and 

6 ask God to relieve us of the burden of self will. Anger 
7 and fear will fall by the wayside. 

8 Change involves the unknown , the great source of fear. 

9 The same Power that has helped us deal with our obsession 

10 will be the guide and source of courage when we ask for it. 
11  The wisdom to know the difference involves growth in the 
12 program. Regular attendance at meetings is our best baro-
13 meter in this respect. 
1 4  The Fellowship, after a meeting, is a good opportunity 
1 5  to share things we didn ' t  get to discuss a t  the meeting. 

1 6  It is also a good time to talk one-on-one with our sponsors. 
17 When we talk about out questions and answers, many parts of 
18 the message surface for the first time and become clearer 
19 to us. These initial ventures into the realm of sharing 

20 freely are the beginnings of honesty, open mindedness, and 
21 willingness as a way of life. 
22 These principles for living will guide us in recovery 
23 when we learn how to use them . We succeed in life each time 
24 we practice them. We no longer need to make excuses for 
25 who we are. New ideas are available to us. 
26 Honesty, the search for the truth, is our most diffi-
27 cult and yet most challenging obj ective. We may not be able 
28  to ma inta in rigorous honesty, but we must always strive for 
29 it . Honesty must start at home. If we are not first honest 
30 with ourselves, we can't be honest with others. The best 
31  way to practice honesty is by taking a daily inventory. 
32 Our l ife is a diary wherein we mean to write one story, 
33  and quite often write another. It is when we compare the 

3 4  two that we have our most humble hour. 
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It is important while doing our daily inventory that 1 

we remember to look at our assets as well as our defects . 2 

So often, we get c�ught up in striving for growth and 3 

eliminating our defects, that we forget about our assets . 4 

We have found when we focus on our assets our defects 5 

will also change .  Our inventory  allows us to realize our 6 

daily growth . 7 
Rigorously practicing the f ew simple 

living in this chapter , we succeed daily. 

guidel ines for 

Although daily 

inventory may have a fair share of red ink, these guide

lines, when practiced, give us sufficient black ink to 
balance the day's ledger. 

JUST FOR TODAY, WE WILL LIVE! ! ! !  
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CHAPTER TEN 

MORE W I LL BE REVEALED 

1 As our r ecove r ies progressed, we became incr eas ingly 

2 mor e  awa r e  o f  our s elves and our world . Our n eed s and wants , 

3 our assets and l ia b i l i t ies  were r evealed to us . We came to 

4 r ealize  that we had no power to change the outs ide wor ld ; 

5 we could only change our selves . As r ecover ing add icts , we 

6 fou nd that without our drugs, we hurt. The program o f  

7 

8 

9 

1 0  

1 1  

1 2  

1 3  

1 4  

1 5  

1 6  

1 7  

1 8  

19 

2 0  

2 1  

2 2  

23  

2 4  

Narcotics Anonymous prov ided a n  oppor tun i ty for u s  to r elieve 

our pai n  by apply ing spir itual pr inciples . 

The N . A .  program provides a healthy environment for 

g rowth . As a Fellowsh ip, we love and cher ish one another , 

suppor ting our new way o f  l ife together .  We do th is  because 

of  our common d e s i r e  to stay clean. 

W e  are encouraged to wor k  the Twelve Steps, pract ive 

the Twelve Trad i t ions , go to meet ings , get a sponsor , f ind 

a home group and ask  for help . We place pr inc iples befo r e  

per sonalities. W e  wor k our own prog r am and w e  do it for our

selves. The Steps ar e the r e  for us to wor k and the people 

are the r e  to help u s .  

be i ng. 

We use the tool s  of the prog ram to 

The slogans:  Jus t  For Today ; An shape our  inner 

Addict Alone I s  I n  Bad Company ; I f  I t  Wor k s ,  Don ' t  F ix I t ;  

The Lie  I s  Dead ; Clean and Ser ene ; a r e  s imple r eminder s  we 

use  to help keep u s  on the r ight track . 

Wh i l e  us ing , we d idn ' t  know who we wer e ,  or wher e  we 

were going. We were cons tantly be ing deceitful, ly ing to 
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others and ourselves, and closing people off. We came in 1 

knowing only what we didn ' t  want . By corning to our first 2 

meeting , we admitted our ways of dealing with life didn ' t  3 

work. Chemicals always had the last word. In other 4 

words, we were unable to deal with life on its own terms. 5 

Through working the program, we are rebuilding our dis- 6 

order ed and fractured per sonalities . 7 

Any addict is welcome regardless of their drug of 8 

choice . We cannot afford the luxury of arrogance in any 9 

form . Within the Fellowship of Narcotics Anonymous, there 10 
is no caste system relating to drug of choice. We believe 11 
that chemical dependency in any form is addiction and we 12 

encourage the addict to seek whatever recovery works best 13 

for them . 14 

We found that forming sweeping opinions and genera- 15 
lizations with limited insight was dangerous . We found our 16 

own place in the world and took it. The ability to accept 17 

our place and be grateful for it is very special . Many of 18 
us have had great opportunities in our lives but were faced 19 

with a baffling inability to accept them or make the most of 20 

them. We have found a safe and certain usefulness in our 21 

new way of life. The old rules no longer apply and we can 22 

live in peace and harmony . 23 

Often it means simply listening to those hunches and 2 4  

intuitive feelings that we think would benefit others or 2 5  

ourselves and acting on them spontaneously. We are then 26 

able to make decisions based on principles that have real 27 

value to our selves . 28  

In  N . A .  we begin new lives, and we discovered a need 29 
for balance . Where we were excessive, we learned modera- 30 

tion; where we were weak , we grew strong. Balance comes to 3 1  
us gradually in ways we can accept . Sometimes these ways 32 
appear to be coincidental and we recognize them as the grace 33 

of God only in time . Coincidences are miracles in which God 3 4  
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1 chooses  to r emain  anonymous. 

2 When we pray for someth i ng , we have spi r itually pre-

3 pared our selves for  the r ealization o f  our pr ayer s .  Know-

4 ledge of God ' s  will for u s  g u ides us  to make w i se choices 

5 when we pray. If  our  H igher  Power for ced h i s  goodness on 

6 u s ,  we could never lea r n  to d istingu ish  good from bad , and 

7 enjoy the happiness  o f  being a spi r i tual per son. 

8 As we g row , we become mor e  awar e o f  the key to willing-

9 ness. W ill ingness lets u s  relax and do what we can , j ust 

10 

11 

12 

13  

14 

1 5  

16 

for today , to improve our lives i n  any ar ea. When we are  

unwilling , we  have to f ight and constantly deny the need for 

improvement . Th i s  attitude leads to even g r eater problems . 

Today we have learned with God ' s  help , to face each problem 

a s  it a r i ses . God never g ives u s  too much to handle in any 

twenty-four per iod. 

We are g r ateful for open-mindedness . Open-mindedness 

17 opens the door for new idea s ,  from all  areas i n  our  l ives. 

18  Through active listening we can hear things that will stay 

19 with u s  for the f u tu r e .  Th is  ab ility i s  God-g iven and grows 

20  w i th u s .  Life  takes on new meaning when we l eave our selves 

2 1  open to exper ience th i s  g i ft. To be able to r ece ive we 

2 2  must g ive and mor e  impor tantly we have to receive  i n  order 

23 to have someth i ng to give . Open-mindedness becomes an 

24 admi rable qua l i ty for wh ich we str ive. 

2 5  I n  r ecover y ,  w e  str ive for a n  att itude of  gratitude . 

26 We feel g r ateful  for ongoing God-consc iousness. Whenever 
2 7  w e  confront a d i f f i culty that w e  d o  not th ink  we can hand l e ,  

2 8  we have learned to pr ay that God w i l l  d o  for u s  what we 

2 9  cannot do for our selves. 

3 0  Remember , we a r e  all i n  this  together . None o f  us  are  
31  too good or too bad to improve . We  a r e  not here  to get  good ; 

3 2  we a r e  here to r ecover . Help is  there only i f  we r each for 

33  i t. We had only to get clean , open our minds  and hearts to 

3 4  be f r e e  to l ive . Humility i s  a fact o f  ongoing recover y .  
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watching others grow in recovery incr eases our capacity for 1 

tolerance towards members who seem to need growth in many 2 

areas . We learn that the principle of personality change 3 

will transfo r m  them from catapillars to butterflies or 4 

allow us to see that they were butterflies all along. 5 

we have seen many areas of personal and seemingly perma- 6 

nent difficulties yield to the ongoing pr actice of doing 7 

what we can. When we do what we can, God takes care of the 8 

rest. 9 

Surrender to the program of Narcotics Anonymous is an 10 

ongoing thing. In a sense the newcomer surrenders to the 11 

wisdom of those who have gone before and those with time 12 

clean surrender to the spirit and vitality of the new. 13 
The opportunity to witness recovery of a suffering addict 14  

is one of the greatest experiences this life has to offer 15 

us. We are always willing to help. We are willing to go 16 

anywhere at anytime to help the suffering addict. Having 17 

been down the road, we understand the problems of a recover- 18 

ing addict . As we look back, we are grateful for the events 19 

in our lives that have brought us here. 20 

We want constantly to remind the newcomer and our- 21 

selves that there are plenty of people ready and able to 22 

help . What recovering addicts want most if to feel good 23 
about themselves. If we become self-destructive, we die. 24 
Today we have real feelings of love, j oy, hope, excitement, 25 

sadness and friendsh ip--not the old drug i nduced feelings. 26 

We heard a man say, "Everytime he lost faith in another 27 
human being, he died a little bit" .  The program is giving 28 

us so much belief that we want to live again. We have to 29 

surrender at each stage of recovery in this program. The 3 0  

only way to win a losing battle is to surrender. 31 

For most of us, N.A . was our last hope. We were so 32 

afraid of being rej ected here that we were reluctant to 33 

open up. We were all shocked to hear others speak openly 3 4  
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1 of  things we had done in our own past that wer e shameful , 

2 embar r ass ing and h umil iating . I n  the beg inning , we wer e all 

3 fr ightened to speak f reely about our se lves . There is nothing 

4 between us  but that f i r s t  pill , f i x ,  dr ink or  toke . At one 

5 t ime we wer e not willing to seek help and wer e so close-

6 minded . L iving in a wor ld o f  insan i ty i s  d i f f icult to 

7 under stand for those who haven ' t  expe r ienced i t .  The old 

8 ideas and our add i c t ion kept u s  from obtain ing a new way 

9 o f  l i f e  and kept us  deep in our addict ion . 

10  In  time , we  may f ind our selves with  old  ideas on the 

11 progr am . Our r oots of r ecovery are importan t ,  but in on-

1 2  go ing r ecovery w e  need to cons tantly r e view o u r  feel ings 

13 and thinking if  we are to stay fr esh and in touch with the 

1 4  growth o f  N . A .  a s  a whole .  This  fr eshness may well be the 

1 5  key to ongo ing r ecover y .  We a r e  each other s eyes and ear s ;  

1 6  when w e  do some th i ng wrong , our fellow r ecover ing add icts 

17 help us help our selves by showing us wha t  we cannot see . 

18  When a newcomer admits  his  powe r lessnes s ,  he  opens 

19  h imself up  to  the  Fellowsh ip . We  ar e r espons ible for mak ing 

20  him  feel loved and suppor ted . We all  r emember the painful 

21 feel ings of gu ilt , r emor se , shame and self-loathing . We 

2 2  can share  our expe r i ence that these f eelings wer e gr adually 
2 3  r emoved by wor k i ng the progr am . 
24  We realize  that we  cannot do it  alone .  We  beg in to 

2 5  look a t  our broth e r s  and s is te r s and become will ing to do 

2 6  whatever i s  i n  our  power to g ive them what we hav e .  We have 

2 7  hope f o r  w e  know that a better day is coming and we have 

28  love . Our Fel lowship  g rows and keeps on growing like our 

29  belief in our  H igher Power , we che r i sh th i s  exper ience .  
3 0  

3 1  

3 2  

3 3  

3 4  

Life  has many br ick  wal ls for u s  even though we are  
clean . I f  we can see these dead-end path s ,  we won ' t  feel 

the need to pur sue them . Some of  our hopes and dr eams made 

us self-destructive .  We fell shor t of our  goals .  We 

f igured we wer e bad people if bad th ings happened to u s .  
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Other roadblocks in our path included our reluctance to pray, l 

our laxirtess, and unworked Steps . There were a lot of 

people we did not see eye to eye with, especially when 

our character defects and personality differences got in 

2 

3 

4 

the way . Some of us used this rationalization to stay away 5 

from the Fellowship and use. We were dying and could not 6 

stand peing around people we thought were full of hypocrisy . 7 

The people in the Fellowship were staying clean and had a 8 

chance to change and grow . What chance did we have? How 9 

could we grow if we couldn' t  even stay clean? Some of these 10 

roadblocks led some of our fellow addicts to relapse . Un- 1 1  
fortunately, some o f  them never returned . They were destined 12 
to die using . 13 

In N . A. we have feeli ngs we never dreamed of having . We 14 

are able to entertain ourselves today. We do things beyond 15 

our wildest imagining. Some of us take on new hobbies, join 16 

sports teams, become adventurous and do things we always 17 

wanted to do but couldn ' t  because of drugs . Free from drugs, 18 

we can have good clean fun. 19 

When we came into the Fellowship, one of our biggest 20 

reservations or fears was the thought of how boring life 2 1  

would be without drugs . Our fears were short-lived . We 22 
soon found that living clean was not only fun, but that it 23 
was excitingly simple . 24  

Talking and sharing experiences with our fellow addicts 2 5  

was a pleasurable experience. The simple games and pleas- 26 
ures that life offers, which had been lost in our using days 2 7  

were rediscovered. Playing ball, going to parks, hiking, 28 

things we j ust didn ' t  have time for when we were using . 
Being clean is anything but dull and boring . 

2 9  

3 0  

By living clean we are giving up using . We are giving 3 1  

up the right to be close-minded, selfish, dishonest ,  hateful 32 

and generally unhappy. And what are we giving up all these 33 

precious things for? Simple, unconditional happiness . 34  
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1 

2 

H av ing fun and being happy doesn ' t  have to be searched 

for ; it  sur rounds u s .  I t  i s  all  ther e .  So j us t  do i t .  Be  

3 clean , have fun and be h appy .  

4 I n  N . A .  we do not mope around cry ing because we ' r e  

5 addicts . As a matter of fact , i t  is  seldom that we mope 

6 because there  i s  always a fr iend around to l i f t  our spir its . 

7 

8 

9 

10  

11  

God has r e s tored us  

bor i ng or prud ish . 

used to try too hard 

try ing to f igure  out  

and spontaneous .  We 

to s an i ty 

We are  a 

to have 

what to 

used to 

bu t that does not mean we are 

group of l i f e  lov e r s  and we 

fun . We exhausted our selves 

do . Now i t ' s  very  natural  

be a f r a id o f  going insane---

1 2  now w e  enjoy ourselve s .  This i s  a b i g  change f rom the wild 

13  par ties  we  u s ed to attend while  we  wer e  u s ing and the " fun"  

14  we u s ed to  have . I t  i s  important for u s  to have fun in our 

1 5  r ecovery  without the dying . Marty o f  u s  would not have con-

1 6  tinued in Narcotics Anonymou s  had we no t been able to enjoy 

1 7  i t .  

1 8  Many newcomer s  a r e  amazed by the i r  f i r s t  dance o r  par ty 

19 to f ind member s  laugh ing and danc ing l i ke h i gh school kids .  

20  It  helps break  the ice  o f  i solation . Many newcome r s  have 

2 1  the problem of the ir  faces hur ting f rom the unaccu stomed 

2 2  smi l ing . A sense o f  r enewal pervades convent ions and get-

2 3  tog ethers which d r aw together member s  and old f r iends from 
2 4  d ifferent  a reas . 

2 5  Complacency does not go with r ecovery . The deadly and 

2 6  i n s id ious nature o f  our d i sease can d i sg u ise  i tself  as 
27  boredom or super ior ity and generate the old '' apa r t  f rom'' 

2 8  feel i ngs . S eperation f rom the atn�sphere  of r ecovery and 

29  the  spi r i t  of service  to  others  slows our  spi r i tual growth 

3 0  and can thr e aten relaps e .  Th is  book i s  not the f inal 

3 1  answer to addiction . The Spi r i t  o f  our  Fellowship is  

3 2  cons tantly lead i ng u s  into new awareness . Recovery i s  a 

3 3  j ou rney , not a goa l .  Th i s  i s  a l i f e  t ime school ; our 
3 4  gr aduates get  loaded . We have attempted to r ecord a way of 
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life which includes many addicts from many areas , Our 1 

program could not encompass so many types of addicts from 2 

differing backgrounds if not for the spiritual nature of 3 

our groups. The spiritual truths at the heart of our 4 

program do not change but the edges are constantly growing. 5 

On the practical level, adj ustment occurs because what is 6 

appr opriate to one phase of our growth may not fit another. 7 

Vigilance is required to maintain the atmosphere of recovery 8 

as a small group grows in size from three members at the 9 

weekly meeting to three hundred . Concern and attention on 10 
the part of trusted servants is required at every meeting, 11 

group and service committee. Spiritual vigilance is re- 12 

quired to apply our Twelve Traditions and to bring up at 13 

times the ties which bind us together . 
place in all this ; openness, freedom, 
marks of recovery. It is this spirit 

Complacency has no 

and spirit are the 

which will guide our 

14 

1 5  

16 

ongoing process as members and as a Fellowship. Ours is a 17 

message of the Spirit, not of words . Words can describe 18 

the process but not explain it completely. Experience alone 19 

can make it real to us. Surrender to the disease begins our 20 
recovery, surrender to the basic mystery of recovery sustains 21 

it . No one we know understands the program totally and the 22 

program has defied reduction to formula by the most deter- 23  

mined efforts of some of the most skilled rationalizers in the 2 4  

world . No sooner we make a breakthrough in terms of personal 25 
growth than we realize how much more we need to grow so that 26 
we may remain clean. 27 

Our conceptions of fun have changed drastically since 28 
we surrendered to N. A. as a whole. We can enjoy simple 2 9  

things in life, like fellowship with other addicts, whereas 30 

we once isolated ourselves. This was especially true after 3 1  

we received help through N . A .  and fellow addicts. 32 

We enjoy sharing exper iences , strength, and hope for 33 

we know that we can ' t  keep what we have unless we g ive it 3 4  
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1 away . Through N . A .  and the Twelve S teps , we a r e  able to 

2 g rasp a new under stand ing of fun . We r ea l i z e  we don ' t  

3 h ave to cr eate fun--we j us t  l ive i t .  I t  h appens to us 

4 as a r esult o f  complete abs tinence from all  d r ugs . As 

5 we look back , we a r e  g rateful to enjoy l i f e ,  because 

6 i t ' s  so unl i k e  the envents in our l ives that brought us 

7 her e .  When we used , we thought we had fun and s traight 

8 people wer e  depr iv ed of  i t .  God helps u s  to l ive to the 

9 fulles t ,  without  for g e t t ing who we ar e ,  and what our pur-

10 pose i s .  We have lear ned how to love our selves and other s 

11  and not to be  so  afr a id . We  f ind that  God usually grants 

1 2  u s  the abil ity to see the obv iou s .  S ince we ' ve been 

13  clean , we have  found j oy doesn ' t  come from mater ial th ings 

1 4  but i s  w i thin  our selves i f  sou g h t .  We f i nd when we lose 

1 5  self-will we lead r icher , happier and much. mor e  fun l ives . 

1 6  When there ar e no longer cond i t ions put o n  our l i ve s ,  

17  everythi ng that  we  need is g iven to  u s  in  order to live  
1B  today .  We do  no t for ge t  to  l ive each d ay to  i ts fulles t ,  

1 9  a s  a g if t  from our H igher  Power , and j us t  share , car e ,  lov e ,  

2 0  and l ive the N . A .  way . 

21  A day at a t ime we have no way o f  k nowing what will 

22  happen to  us . This  is  why we l ive in today . However , i t  

2 3  h a s  been very funny how things have wor ked o u t  for us ! 

2 4  W e  f ind that i f  we would have wr i tten a l ist  of  th ings 

2 5  that we wanted upon enter ing the prog r am w e  would have been 
26 cheat ing our s elves . 

27  I t  has  been our exper ience that by clean l iving and 

2 8  wor k ing t h e  S teps , our dr eams have come t r u e .  W e  do not 
2 9  mean we became g r eat l eader s ,  champion r ace  dr iver s o r  rock 

3 0  star s ,  though some of u s  may have . What we mean i t  that 

31 our d eep inner dr eams come true  for us in  r ecovery . 
3 2  Things that we had g iven up hope on a long t ime ago 

3 3  come true . L i k e  being happy most  o f  the time o r  seeing our-

3 4  selves succeed i n  some areas whe r e  w e  had fa i led m i s e r ably 
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before . 

In our exper ience , the Twetve Steps g ive us a way of  

l i fe wh ich does more than keep u s  off  drugs.  Not only is  

this  way of l i fe super ior to the old us ing l if e ,  i t  i s  

super ior to any l i f e  that we can conce ive . So , when we 

say that clean in the pr ogr am is our d r eams come true ,  we 

can speak f rom our expe r i ence.  Before 1953 , add icts d id 

not r ecover except i n  spec ial cases . They d id not dream 

that r ecovery  was even pos s i bl e .  we d ied , went insane 

and wer e  locked u p .  Unfortunately , too many of us are 

being locked up  s t i l l , and be ing k i lled by a d isease.  

our small population today number s twen ty thousand . 

We have a much loved member who says to newcomer s 

with a twinkle i n  h i s  eye , "Just  st ick around and watch 

the mi r acles happen" . And they will . 

Deepening ties  are even now be ing forged so that no 

addict  need ever d i e  seek ing hel p .  To us this is tr uly 

exc i ti ng .  The poss ibil i ty of  being used as an instrument 

to save l ives exhilarating to u s .  

When times are hard for us  i n  the Fellowship , we can 

ask our H igher Power , as we unde r s tand Him,  to guide us as 

to what to do .  He  r eveals Himself to  us a l ittle a t  a t ime . 

In our r ecover ies we have witnessed God ' s  heal ing 
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powers take a dying addict and turn  them into a new per son 24 

with a new , totally d if ferent l i f e .  2 5  

Things we never dr eamed o f  become true . We f ind our - 26 

selves dar ing to care and love and with love , all things 2 7  

are possible .  We f i nd ourselves advanc i ng as human beings 28 

along spir i tual l ines and doing a gr eat service.  29  

We get  the very f inest fr iend s .  These are some things 3 0  

many o f  u s  cou ld not conceive o f .  Befo r e ,  we thought  i n  3 1  

terms o f  sel f-centered mater i al i sm tha t could not poss ibly 3 2  

br ing us  happines s .  Now we l ive w i th a new outlook , that 3 3  

of car i ng and shar ing the N . A .  way . 3 4  
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1 We are  sur r ounded by l i ke-minded add icts , who once were 

2 at the depths o f  misery  and despai r ,  and now ser iou s about 

3 the1r  own r ecover y  and helping the suffer ing add i c t . 

4 We a� e l iv ing and enjoy ing l i fe withou t dr ugs . At 

5 t imes we look in  the m i r r or and f ind i t  all so hard to 

6 bel ieve . The g r eat  fact i s  that i t ' s  O . K .  I t  does get  

7 better and we never h av e  to be alone aga in . 

8 We have , in  r ecovery , expe r ienced d iff icult t imes when 

9 we could not dec ide our next move .  The truth has been r e-

1 0  v ealed to u s .  I n  med i tation we may concentrate o n  a d r eam 

1 1  o f  service for our fellow man and f i nd that the rest  i s  

1 2  j u s t  will ingness and foot wor k .  Mor e  will  be r evealed.  

13  It  takes  wor k  to uncover i t  but  it  i s , we  bel ieve , the one 

1 4  thing wor th wor k ing for--Twelve S teps o f  r ecover y .  

1 5  Today we are  f r ee f rom the obsess ion to use compul-

1 6  s ively even when we are  bea ten .  We are  free  to live as we 

17  see fit  w i thout d r ug s . The  abi l i ty to  accept God ' s  will  

18  and feel ing ser ene ins ide is fr eedom for  us , Fa i th h as 

1 9  r eplaced our fear and has g iven us  a f reedom from our-

20 selves . Today we have the f r eedom of cho i c e .  

2 1  The progr am of  N . A . i s  truly a program of  fr eedom . 

22  N . A .  has g iven us  back the  f r eedom that  we lost  when we 

23 tur ned to d r ug s  in our search for freedom . We had bel i eved 

2 4  that drugs were the answer . When we wer e  under the control 

2 5  of  our add ictions we had g iven u p  a l l  of  our freedom to 

2 6  choose--the only cho ice left  tq u s  w e r e  j ai l s ,  ipstitutions 
27 or death . At last , w i th the help of the Fellowship and 

2 8  our H igher Power , w e  h ave r ega ined o u r  f r eedom . 

2 9  When we f i r s t  came to the progr am , many o f  u s  felt  

30  defeated , beaten and a shamed . As a newcomer i t  i s  some-

3 1  times hard to see that through our  defeat and sur r ender 

3 2  we had r egained some control o f  our l ives once mor e .  

3 3  Thr ough our fr eedom we beg in  tak ing r e spon s i b i l i ty for our 
3 4  l ives again . I n  our f r eedom we have found that our dr eams 
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come true, if we choose to make them happen. 1 

Through the freedom in our new l ives we are finally 2 

able to see the special qualities that we possess as indi- 3 

viduals--qualities that we used to envy in others--never 4 

realiz ing the potential within our selves. 5 
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